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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Abbreviation</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>AC</td>
<td>Alternative Current</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AFM</td>
<td>Atomic Force Microscopy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ar</td>
<td>Argon</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BZ</td>
<td>Brillouin Zone</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C</td>
<td>Carbon</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CB</td>
<td>Conduction Band</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CBE</td>
<td>Conduction Band Edge</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CNT</td>
<td>Carbon Nanotube</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CNTFET</td>
<td>Carbon Nanotube Field-Effect Transistor</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CNP</td>
<td>Charge Neutrality Point</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Co</td>
<td>Cobalt</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CO</td>
<td>Carbon Monoxide</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CTE</td>
<td>Complete Thermodynamic Equilibrium</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CVD</td>
<td>Chemical Vapor Deposition</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DC</td>
<td>Direct Current</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DCE</td>
<td>Dichloroethane</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DFT</td>
<td>Density Functional Theory</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DNA</td>
<td>Deoxyribonucleic Acid</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DOS</td>
<td>Density of States</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DV</td>
<td>Double Vacancy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ECR</td>
<td>Electron Cyclotron Resonance</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EELS</td>
<td>Electron-Energy Loss Spectroscopy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fe</td>
<td>Iron</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FET</td>
<td>Field-Effect Transistor</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FFT</td>
<td>Fast Fourier Transform</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FWHM</td>
<td>Full Width at Half Maximum</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>H</td>
<td>Hydrogen</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HiPco</td>
<td>High Pressure CO disproportionation process</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HOMO</td>
<td>Highest Occupied Molecular Orbital</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HOPG</td>
<td>Highly Oriented Pyrolytic Graphite</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HREELS</td>
<td>High Resolution Electron-Energy Loss Spectroscopy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I-V</td>
<td>Current-voltage characteristic</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>K</td>
<td>Potassium</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LDOS</td>
<td>Local Density of States</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LT</td>
<td>Low Temperature (4.2 K)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LTE</td>
<td>Local Thermodynamic Equilibrium</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MOSFET</td>
<td>MetalOxideSemiconductor Field-Effect Transistor</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MWNT</td>
<td>Multi-Walled Carbon Nanotube</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Abbreviation</td>
<td>Description</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-------------</td>
<td>--------------------------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>N</td>
<td>Nitrogen</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NDR</td>
<td>Negative Differential Resistance</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ni</td>
<td>Nickel</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>QD</td>
<td>Quantum Dot</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RF</td>
<td>Radio Frequency</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RMS</td>
<td>Root Mean Square</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RT</td>
<td>Room Temperature (20°C)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SED</td>
<td>Selective Electrochemical Deposition</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SEM</td>
<td>Scanning Electron Microscopy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SET</td>
<td>Single Electron Transistor</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SGM</td>
<td>Scanning Gate Microscopy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Si</td>
<td>Silicon</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>STM</td>
<td>Scanning Tunneling Microscopy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>STS</td>
<td>Scanning Tunneling Spectroscopy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SV</td>
<td>Single Vacancy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SW</td>
<td>Stone-Wales (defect)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SWNT</td>
<td>Single-Walled Carbon Nanotube</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TB</td>
<td>Tight Binding</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TDOS</td>
<td>Total Density of States</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TEM</td>
<td>Transmission Electron Microscopy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>tmAFM</td>
<td>tapping mode Atomic Force Microscopy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TV</td>
<td>Triple Vacancy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UHV</td>
<td>Ultra High Vacuum</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VB</td>
<td>Valence Band</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VBE</td>
<td>Valence Band Edge</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VHS</td>
<td>Van Hove Singularity</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>


**Introduction**

In December 1959, in his famous lecture “There’s Plenty of Room at the Bottom” given at Caltech, Richard Feynman imagined the possibility to manufacture objects at the nanometer scale (1 nm = 10⁻⁹ m) by maneuvering matter atom by atom. This revolutionary idea paved the way to envision systems designed and engineered at the ultimate length scale relevant to material science. Such systems have become a reality today and the efforts to understand, build and use them encompass what is called nanotechnology. Today, nanoscience and nanotechnology constitute very active and promising multidisciplinary research areas, bringing together engineers and scientists from several fields like physics, chemistry, materials science, electronics, biology and medicine. A strong focus is given to the understanding of the correlations between the structure of a material at the atomic level and its optical, chemical and electronic properties. But nanoscience and nanotechnology also aim at developing and improving techniques for manufacturing nanomaterials for new applications.

When the dimensions of an object are shrunk down to a scale of the order of the Fermi wavelength of the electrons, the said object will behave according to the rules of quantum mechanics, and novel properties will emerge that may be completely different from the bulk properties. One well-known example for this is provided by graphite.

Graphite is a carbon allotrope whose structure consists of a stacking of two-dimensional, \( sp^2 \)-bonded carbon layers interacting with each other by van-der-Waals interactions. Because of these weak inter-layer interactions, graphite is known as a mechanically soft material which is used in pencil leads or, due to its high melting point and good electrical conductivity, in the electrodes of arc lamps and arc furnaces. Now, if one imagines isolating a small sheet of a graphite monolayer and roll it into a cylinder with nanometer scale diameter, one will obtain a nano-object with amazing mechanical, thermal and electronic properties. Such objects called carbon nanotubes (CNT) have been discovered in 1991 [1] and since then have led to an explosion of research activities in many labs worldwide. In terms of mechanical properties, carbon nanotubes are among the strongest and most
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resilient materials known to exist in nature, with a Young’s modulus approaching 1.2 TPa and a tensile strength 80 times higher than high strength steel. Their electronic properties are unique in the sense that they are completely determined by the tube geometry, resulting in semiconducting or metallic character, with observed ballistic transport properties up to a few micrometers for the latter [2]. During the last decade, CNT-based device prototypes like single-electron transistors (SET) [3], field-effect transistor (FET) [4], logic gates or memories [5, 6] could be realized. Especially, it was demonstrated that a CNTFET has superior performance over standard Si MOSFETs [7]. CNT based FETs are then very promising to be used as building blocks for future large-scale integrated circuits as the actual silicon technology might soon reach its limits in terms of miniaturization. Recent progress in separation techniques where individual chiralities can be isolated further sustain this assumption [8]. Also, growth techniques got improved with regard to high purity of the raw material [9] and still constitute an active research field towards a highly desired chirality selective growth. Despite all these advances, the development of a reliable and massively parallel integration technology for CNT-based electronic devices that can compete in yield and structure size with silicon technology is still missing and it is not yet clear if such a technology can be established.

Up to now, especially in the worldwide race towards the realization of the most competitive SWNT-based transistor, research focussed on mainly defect free nanotubes. Nevertheless, researchers reported interesting results from the investigation of intrinsic defects. For example, a classical $p-n$ rectifying behavior has been reported for an intramolecular junction in a single-walled carbon nanotube (SWNT), due to a special arrangement of the C-C bonds at a tube kink [10]. Furthermore, two separated intrinsic defects in a metallic SWNT embodied in a source-drain-gate device showed gate-dependent resonant backscattering properties [11]. And more recently, a high gate sensitivity at the position of individual defects of unknown nature in similar devices has been observed [12].

These findings show that whereas a defect can be considered as a nuisance, on the other hand it can be regarded as an opportunity to tailor the electronic properties of CNTs. Thus, the question arises to know how and to which extent different types of defects can change the electronic properties of SWNTs. This is important in view to possibly modify and improve the properties of existing CNT-based electronic devices such as CNTFETs, or even further to define new kind of quantum devices with possibly new properties entirely designed by a controlled creation of specific defects.

The fundamental questions put above constitute the main motivation of this Ph.D thesis. Here, we propose a study of the interplay between artificially created defects and the electronic structure of SWNTs by means
of low temperature scanning tunneling microscopy and spectroscopy (LT-STM/STS). LT-STM/STS constitutes the perfect investigation tool to achieve this goal since it enables us to directly probe the electronic structure of solids with atomic resolution. The defects we investigate here are created by ion bombardment. In order to study the effect of well-defined individual defects, a low invasive method for their creation must be privileged. To serve this purpose, we have chosen an ECR plasma source producing low energy ions of the order of a few eV.

In a first phase, we investigated hydrogen ion-induced defects, motivated by a earlier work on graphite where it was shown that such defects act as scattering centers leading to large momentum scattering. In a second phase, we studied the effects of an exposition of the tubes to nitrogen plasma. This is motivated by the fact that the intrinsic p-type doping of CNTFETs draws up a demand on techniques allowing n-type doping in view to define p-n junctions, which are indispensable key-blocks towards a future SWNT-based technology. Different approaches like deposition of K donor atoms [13] or attempts to create substitutional N sites during the tube growth [14] present inhomogeneity problems. A controlled substitution technique is thus highly desirable.

In the last phase, we were interested to create harsher defects like vacancies and double vacancies, which have shown to largely increase the resistivity of SWNTs [15]. This could be achieved by medium energy argon ions of 200 eV and 1.5 keV produced by an ion gun.

Outline

The present Ph.D thesis is organized as follows:

**Chapter 1** gives a brief introduction on the geometrical structure, synthesis and electronic structure of SWNTs. The actual knowledge on the effects of structural defects on the electronic and transport properties of SWNT will be given in the form of an overview of the literature.

**Chapter 2** describes the experimental methods used in this work. As the principal investigation tool, the basic theoretical principles of STM and STS will be described, followed by a technical description of our LT-STM/STS setup. A short introduction to tmAFM will also be given. And finally, the basic principles of cold plasma physics will be described, with emphasis on ECR plasma and DC glow discharge.

**Chapter 3** describes in details the different steps involved in the sample preparation, from the SWNT suspension to the defect free SWNT sample characterization by means of tmAFM and LT-STM/STS.
Chapter 4 and 5 present topography and spectroscopy investigations on ECR H- and N-plasma-induced defects. In both cases, new defect-induced gap states in semiconducting SWNTs could be observed. For the ECR-H plasma treatment, STM/STS investigations combined with first principle \textit{ab initio} calculations demonstrated that a correlated chemisorption of H-adatoms on the SWNT wall gives rise to symmetric paired gap states.

Chapter 6 presents topography and spectroscopy investigations on 200 eV and 1.5 keV Ar$^+$ion-induced defects. From first principle \textit{ab initio} calculations combined with our experimental results, we concluded on the formation of two main defect types: vacancies and C-adatoms giving rise to new states in the semiconducting gap. An increase of the complexity of the defect configuration has been observed for 1.5 keV treatment, compared to 200 eV.

Chapter 7 gives an extended discussion on the often observed NDR behavior in the $I - V$ curves recorded at defect sites. Within a simple tunneling model, we could explain this phenomenon by a voltage dependence of the tunneling barrier height.

Chapter 8 describes electronic confinement effects observed between consecutive defects in metallic SWNTs. The capability of our method to create sufficiently strong scattering centers shows the possibility to define room temperature active intra-tube quantum dots. The discussion of the experimental observations mainly based on a Fourier analysis of the spatial variation of the differential conductance is made on the basis of a scattering matrix formalism as well as a geometrical approach within the Fourier projection-slice theorem.

Details on the \textit{ab initio} calculations for different defect structures and additional calculation results are given in Appendices A and B, respectively.
Chapter 1

Single-walled carbon nanotubes

The pure element carbon can exist as several different allotropes. Until the discovery of the fullerenes in 1985 [16], only amorphous carbon, graphite and diamond were known. The most famous of this class of molecules is the spherical Buckyball $C_{60}$, which has a bond structure analog to the seams of an "old fashioned" soccer ball connecting the 12 heptagonal and 20 hexagonal leather patches. After this discovery, it became evident that $sp^2$-hybridized graphene layers exist not only as planar honeycomb sheets like in graphite but also as spherically curved and closed cages. Later, in 1991, Sumio Iijima discovered a cylindrical form of the buckyball, known as carbon nanotube. These new members of the fullerene family fall into two broad categories: single-walled carbon nanotubes (SWNT) consisting of one graphene sheet rolled into a cylinder and multi-walled carbon nanotubes (MWNT) made of several concentric SWNTs. The outstanding mechanical and electronic properties of SWNTs have been largely investigated and today still constitute the object of intensive research activities. Notably, a SWNT can be viewed as the prime example for a molecular one dimensional electronic system and can be used for the realization of future SWNT-based quantum devices. In the following paragraphs, we are going to give a short introduction to the structure, electronic properties and synthesis of SWNTs. A more detailed introduction can be found in many textbooks like i.e. [17–19] and a recent review article [20].

1.1 Atomic structure of SWNTs

Geometrically, a SWNT can be regarded as a single graphene strip rolled into a cylinder. Its structure is generally indexed by its chiral vector $C_h$, as defined by the circumferential vector $A\vec{A}$ which starts and ends on the same lattice site on the SWNT and is brought back to the basic graphene sheet as illustrated in Fig. 1.1. The circumferential vector is expressed as
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Figure 1.1: Graphene honeycomb lattice with chiral vector $\mathbf{C}_h = n\mathbf{a}_1 + m\mathbf{a}_2$ and translational vector $\mathbf{T}$. An example for the construction of a $(8,2)$ metallic chiral SWNT is illustrated.

a linear combination of the two basis vectors $\mathbf{a}_1$ and $\mathbf{a}_2$ of the hexagonal honeycomb lattice with:

$$\mathbf{C}_h = n\mathbf{a}_1 + m\mathbf{a}_2.$$  \hspace{1cm} (1.1)

Thus, the geometry of a SWNT is completely defined by the pair of integers $(n, m)$, called chiral indices.

The diameter $d_t$ of a SWNT is given by:

$$d_t = \frac{|\mathbf{C}_h|}{\pi} = \frac{a}{\pi} \cdot \sqrt{n^2 + nm + m^2}$$  \hspace{1cm} (1.2)

where $a$ is the lattice constant of the honeycomb lattice: $a = \sqrt{3} \cdot a_{cc}$ ($a_{cc} \approx 1.42$ Å is the C-C bond length). The chiral angle $\theta$, which is the angle between $\mathbf{C}_h$ and the zigzag direction of the graphene sheet parallel to $\mathbf{a}_1$ can be expressed as:

$$\cos \theta = \frac{\mathbf{C}_h \cdot \mathbf{a}_1}{|\mathbf{C}_h| |\mathbf{a}_1|} = \frac{2n + m}{2\sqrt{n^2 + nm + m^2}}$$  \hspace{1cm} (1.3)

Because of the hexagonal symmetry of the graphene lattice, the possible values of $\theta$ are in the range $0 \leq |\theta| \leq 30^\circ$. For the experimental assignment of SNWTs (see section 3.4.2), we generally use the complementary angle $\phi = 30^\circ - \theta$ between the tube axis and the zigzag direction, as shown in Fig. 1.1. Nanotubes of the type $(n,0)$ with $\phi = 30^\circ$ are called zigzag tubes and nanotubes of the type $(n,n)$ with $\phi = 0^\circ$ are called armchair tubes. Both armchair and zigzag nanotubes are achiral tubes, in contrast to chiral tubes with $(n,m \neq 0)$ (see Fig.1.2).

The unit cell of a SWNT is defined by the chiral vector $\mathbf{C}_h$ and the translational vector $\mathbf{T}$ perpendicular to $\mathbf{C}_h$. The translational vector $\mathbf{T}$ (see Fig. 1.1) is the smallest graphene lattice vector which defines the translational period $t$ along the tube axis, and can be expressed as $\mathbf{T} = t_1\mathbf{a}_1 + t_2\mathbf{a}_2$ with:

$$t_1 = \frac{2m+n}{N_R}, \quad t_2 = \frac{-2n+m}{N_R}$$  \hspace{1cm} (1.4)
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where \( N_R \) is the greatest common divisor of \((2m+n)\) and \((2n+m)\). The norm of \( T \) is given by:

\[
|T| = \frac{3a_{CC} \sqrt{n^2 + nm + m^2}}{N_R} \quad (1.5)
\]

The nanotube unit cell is thus formed by a cylindrical surface with height \( |T| \) and diameter \( d_t \), containing a number of atoms:

\[
N_c = \frac{4(n^2 + nm + m^2)}{N_R} \quad (1.6)
\]

Many effects like optical transitions in semiconducting SWNTs or first-order Raman scattering (phonons) can be treated by means of symmetry line groups. A detailed study on SWNT line groups is given in textbooks cited above.

1.2 Electronic structure of SWNTs

To understand the electronic properties of SWNTs, a simple way is to start with the band structure of graphene, which underlies also the band structure of the nanotubes. Graphene is characterized by two types of chemical bonds which are linked to the \( sp^2 \) hybridization of the carbon atomic orbitals. The strong covalent in-plane \( \sigma \) bonds, which connect the carbon atoms to form the honeycomb lattice, have their corresponding energy bands far from the Fermi level and thus do not contribute to the electronic transport properties of graphene (and nanotubes). The remaining \( p_z \) orbitals, pointing out of the \( \sigma \)-bond plane, cannot couple with the \( \sigma \) states for symmetry arguments. The lateral interaction with neighboring \( p_z \) orbitals creates delocalized \( \pi \) (bonding) and \( \pi^* \) (antibonding) states, which determine the energy bands around the Fermi energy \( E_F \).

1.2.1 Tight-binding model of graphene

The unit cell of graphene (defined by \( a_1 \) and \( a_2 \)), is composed of two atoms \( A \) and \( B \), as shown in Fig. 1.3. \( A \) and \( B \) atoms form two complementary,
hexagonal sublattices. The condition $a_i \cdot b_j = 2\pi \delta_{ij}$ allows one to obtain the reciprocal-lattice vectors $b_1$ and $b_2$. The electronic structure of an infinite extended graphene sheet can be calculated within a tight-binding (TB) approximation, where the $p_z$ electrons can be treated independently of other valence electrons. By considering two independent wavefunctions (obeying to the Bloch theorem) for the electrons corresponding to the two complementary sublattices and neglecting the overlap matrix elements $S = \langle p_A^z | p_B^z \rangle$ one obtains the following relation for the energy dispersion of the bands in graphene:

$$E^\pm(k_x, k_y) = \pm \gamma_0 \sqrt{1 + 4\cos^2 \frac{\sqrt{3}k_x a}{2} \cos \frac{k_y a}{2} + 4\cos^2 \frac{k_y a}{2}}$$

(1.7)

where $\gamma_0 = 2.9 \pm 0.2$ eV is the overlap integral between nearest neighbor orbitals. The $k = (k_x, k_y)$ vectors that belong to the first hexagonal Brillouin zone (BZ), shown in Fig. 1.3, constitute the ensemble of available electronic momenta. Figure 1.4 shows the dispersion relation along the high symmetry directions of the BZ, defined by the $\Gamma$, $M$ and $K$ points. The bonding and antibonding bands touch at the six $K$ points at the corners of the first BZ, thus allowing the classification of graphene as a semimetal. Three out of the six $K$ points are equivalent due to the spatial symmetry of the hexagonal lattice, thus two distinguishable points remain called $K$
and $K'$, as shown in Fig. 1.3. At zero temperature, the bonding bands are completely filled and the antibonding bands are empty. The undoped state, where the Fermi surface contains only the six $K$ points is called the charge neutrality point (CNP). As can be seen from Fig. 1.4, the dispersion relation derived from the simple TB approximation shows some deviations as compared to \textit{ab initio} calculations. A considerable improvement can be achieved when considering $S$ to be non zero and if next nearest neighbors are included in the TB model [18].

### 1.2.2 Zone-folding approximation

Due to periodic boundary conditions along the circumference of a SWNT, the allowed wave vectors in direction perpendicular to the tube axis are quantized. In contrast, the wave vectors in direction parallel to the tube axis remain continuous under the assumption of an infinite length of the tube. The application of periodic boundary conditions around the tube circumference leads to the following restrictions on the allowed wavefunctions:

\[
\Psi_k(r + C_h) = e^{i k \cdot C_h} \Psi_k(r) = \Psi_k(r)
\]

with the vectors $r$ and $k$ taken on the tube surface. The first first equality stems from the Bloch theorem. Thus, the electronic states are restricted to $k$ vectors that fulfill the condition:

\[
k \cdot C_h = 2\pi q
\]

with $q$ an integer. Plotting these allowed vectors for a given SWNT onto the BZ of graphene generates a series of parallel and equidistant lines. The distance between lines is found from Eq. 1.9 to be $\Delta k = 2/d_t$. The length, number and orientation of these lines depend on the chiral indices $(n, m)$ of the SWNT, and can be found from Eqs. 1.1, 1.4 and 1.6 with the relation $a_i \cdot b_j = 2\pi \delta_{ij}$ [17]. The length is thus found to be $2\pi/|T|$, the orientation with respect to the reciprocal lattice is given by $\theta$, and the number of lines is equal to $N_c/2$. The parallel lines shown in Fig. 1.5 a) and b) are examples of allowed $k$ modes for a metallic $(5, 5)$ armchair and a semiconducting $(10, 0)$ zigzag, respectively. Note that since the nanotubes are one dimensional, their BZ is one dimensional as well, with zone boundaries usually labeled $X$, namely: $X = \pm (\pi/|T|) k_\parallel$, with $k_\parallel$ being the reciprocal space unit vector along the $T$ direction.

The basic idea behind the zone-folding approximation is that the electronic band structure of a specific nanotube is given by the superposition of the graphene electronic energy bands along the corresponding allowed $k$ lines, \textit{i.e.} a pair of conduction (antibonding) and valence (bonding) bands.
Figure 1.5: a) Reciprocal lattice of graphene with energy contour plot of the bonding band. The allowed \( k \) lines for a metallic armchair \((5, 5)\) SWNT arising from the quantization condition around the circumference: \( C_h \cdot k = 2\pi q \) are drawn in red. \( k_\perp \) and \( k_\parallel \) are the unit vectors in directions of \( C_h \) and \( T \), respectively. b) the same for a semiconducting \((10, 0)\) SWNT.
for each \( \mathbf{k} \) line. Therefore, if the graphene \( K \) point is crossed by an allowed \( \mathbf{k} \) line, the SWNT is metallic. With \( \mathbf{K} = \frac{1}{3} (\mathbf{b}_1 - \mathbf{b}_2) \), it can be shown that a SWNT is metallic if the condition \( n - m = 3l \), with \( l \) an integer, is fulfilled. Furthermore, it can be shown that whenever \( n - m = 3l \), if \( (n - m) \) is a multiple of 3\( d \), with \( d \) being the gcd of \( (n, m) \), the bonding and antibonding bands of the metallic SWNT will touch at \( k = \pm 2\pi/3T \) with a twofold degeneracy. If \( (n - m) \) is not a multiple of 3\( d \), then the bands will touch at \( k = 0 \) with a fourfold degeneracy. To illustrate these situations, the electronic structures of metallic armchair (5,5) and zigzag (9,0) calculated within the zone-folding approximation are given in Fig. 1.6 a) and b), respectively. From a perturbation expansion analysis in the neighborhood of the Fermi surface using \( \mathbf{k} = \mathbf{K} + \delta \mathbf{k} \), it can be shown that the dispersion relation close to \( E_F \) can be written as:

\[
E^\pm (\delta \mathbf{k}) \simeq \pm \left( \frac{\sqrt{3}a}{2} \right) \gamma_0 |\delta \mathbf{k}| = \pm \hbar v_F |\delta \mathbf{k}|
\]

where \( v_F \simeq 8 \times 10^5 \text{ m s}^{-1} \) is the Fermi velocity of graphene. This linear energy-momentum relation of electrons has important implications in graphene [21,22] and bears much importance in the Luttinger-liquid behavior for low-energy excitations in nanotubes [23].

When \( n - m = 3l \pm 1 \), the allowed \( \mathbf{k} \) vectors do not cross the \( K \) or \( K^* \) points, making the SWNT semiconducting. The band structure of a semiconducting (10,0) SWNT is shown in Fig. 1.7. By following a similar calculation as for the prior case, the gap opening at the Fermi level can be found to be:

\[
\Delta E_g = \frac{2a_{cc} \gamma_0}{d_t}
\]
This $1/d_t$ dependence of the gap on the diameter $d_t$ relies on the assumption of a linear dispersion cone around $E_F$ for graphene. In reality, this is not the case as can be seen in the energy contour plot around the $K$ points for the bonding band of graphene in Fig. 1.5. An effect called trigonal warping induces a dependence of the bandgap not only on the diameter, but also on the chiral indices $(n, m)$ [24].

Due to its 1D character, the density of states (DOS) $\Delta N/\Delta E$ of SWNTs is proportional to $\left|\frac{\partial E(k)}{\partial k}\right|^{-1}$ and diverges as $|E|/\sqrt{E^2 - E_0^2}$ close to band extrema $E_0$, as can be seen in the right hand panels of Figs. 1.6 and 1.7. These singularities in the DOS are called Van Hove singularities (VHS). Many experimental investigations based on scanning tunneling spectroscopy (STS) and transport measurements showed very good agreement with the theoretical predictions based on the zone folding theory [25].

In the zone-folding scheme, the selected states are those of a planar graphene sheet and thus curvature effects that occur in real SWNTs are neglected. Curvature induces differences in the hopping term $\gamma_0$ between a carbon atom and its three neighbors, due to bond length changes and the formation of an angle for two $p_z$ orbitals located on bonds not strictly parallel to the tube axis. This effect induces a shift of the Fermi vector $k_F$ of metallic tubes away from BZ corners ($K$ point) of the graphene sheet. For armchair tubes, curvature shifts $k_F$ along an allowed $k$-line in the graphene BZ, thus armchair SWNTs always preserve their metallic character with finite curvature. However, for metallic nonarmchair SWNTs, $k_F$ moves out of an allowed $k$-line, opening a very small bandgap at $E_F$. This so-called secondary gap which scales as $1/d_t^2$ is generally small ($\sim 10$ meV for $d_t = 1$ nm). LDOS measurements by STS confirm this expected $1/d_t^2$ dependence for zigzag SWNTs and show that armchair SWNTs remain truly metallic [26]. A second effect is the mixing between $\pi$ and $\sigma$ states with the formation of hybrid orbitals that exhibit partial $sp^2$ and $sp^3$ character. In the case of small SWNTs, the zone-folding approximation may fail and $ab\ initio$ calculations should be performed to predict the electronic properties. However this effect is unimportant for tube diameter around and larger than

![Figure 1.7: Band structure and density of states for a (10,0) zigzag nanotube within the zone-folding model. The Fermi level is located at zero energy.](image)
1 nm [20].

1.3 Synthesis

Carbon nanotubes can be synthesized by various methods with arc-discharge, laser ablation and chemical vapor deposition (CVD) being the principal ones. In these methods, the carbon nanotubes (SWNTs or/and MWNTs) are grown from the condensation of a carbon-containing gas phase in most of the cases in the presence of metallic catalysts like Fe, Ni or Co. The produced SWNTs mostly bunch in the form or ropes with tens of individual nanotubes close-packed via van-der-Waals interactions.

The SWNTs used in this work have been produced by the high pressure CO disproportionation process (HiPco) [9], which belongs to the CVD family. In CVD, a flowing hydrocarbon gas is decomposed at a growth temperature between 500 and 1000°C. The precipitation of carbon from the saturated phase in metal catalyst particles leads to the formation of a tubular carbon solid. In the HiPco technique, the SWNTs are produced by flowing CO, which is the carbon feedstock, mixed with a small amount of iron-containing catalyst precursor Fe(CO)$_5$ through a heated reactor. The diameter of SWNT produced by the HiPco technique are generally smaller (typically $\sim$ 1 nm) than for arc-discharge and laser ablation (typical diameters ranging from 1 to 1.6 nm). The as-produced raw material can contain a high degree of impurities, being mainly metal particles and amorphous carbon. These impurities can be removed to a great extent, e.g by metal catalyzed oxidation [9]. Furthermore, recent promising progresses have been made in separating SWNTs according to their chirality ($n, m$) [8]. This is of prime importance towards the realization of future SWNT-based technologies.

1.4 Structural defects

In the previous sections, we described the geometrical and electronic structures of perfect, infinite SWNTs. In reality, SWNTs have a finite length and their intrinsic honeycomb lattice can contain defects. Depending on the type of defects, these may influence the nanotube electronic properties in different ways and therefore also influence the behavior of CNT-based electronic devices.

1.4.1 Geometric and electronic structure

The ends of real, finite SWNTs can, in a certain sense, be viewed as extreme structural defects in the SWNT lattice. These extremities can remain open
Single-walled carbon nanotubes or closed with caps formed by the introduction of pentagons in the hexagonal honeycomb lattice. These topological changes are known to initiate sharp resonances in the LDOS close to $E_F$, with their energy position depending on the relative positions of pentagons and their degree of confinement at the tube ends [27].

Structural defects in carbon $sp^2$ honeycomb network can occur in various forms. A first example of defect, a vacancy, is shown in Figure 1.8 a). A single vacancy (SV) is simply the absence of a carbon atom in the atomic lattice. The lattice will react to the reduced coordination and a reconstruction will take place where two dangling bonds are saturated by forming a common bond [28]. If one removes the remaining twofold coordinated atom in Fig. 1.8, a double vacancy (DV) is formed, where all dangling bond are saturated [15,28]. SVs and DVs can be created by means of irradiation with high-energy electrons or argon ions [15,29,30]. Such kind of irradiations can also give rise to C-adatoms [31]. Chemisorbed adatoms of different species constitute a second class of defects. Adatoms and SVs have been suggested to induce magnetic properties in carbon nanostructures [32]. Further we can also have substitutional incorporation of atoms in the hexagonal lattice of SWNTs, where B, N and O are the most relevant elements for substitutional doping. Very complex defect structures can of course arise from a local combination of all these type of defects.

Figure 1.8 b) shows the maybe least invasive defect type that can occur in SWNT: the so-called Stone-Wales (SW) structure. A SW defect can be viewed as the result of the rotation of a C-C bond by $90^\circ$ in the hexagonal network, giving rise to a structure showing two adjacent heptagons surrounded by two pentagons [33]. Such topological configurations can be induced by strain [34,35] or by controlled voltage pulses in scanning tunneling spectroscopy [36]. SW defects keep the chirality of the SWNT unchanged, in contrast to pentagon-heptagon pair defects (consisting of only one pentagon adjacent to one heptagon) which can be at the origin of intramolecular
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SWNT junctions (M-S, S-S or M-M) induced by changes in chirality at the position of the defect [10, 37, 38]. Recently, the atomic structure of vacancies, C-adatoms and pentagon-heptagon pairs could be visualized in-situ by means of high-resolution transmission electron microscopy investigation of SWNTs and graphene layers [39].

The effects of specific individual defects on the electronic structure of SWNTs have been studied rather extensively in theoretical investigations, i.e. for vacancies and substitutional doping by means of TB and \textit{ab initio} methods [40–42]. From the experimental point of view, the local electronic structure (by means of low temperature STS) of only a few individual defects has been reported. Specifically for pentagon-heptagon defects at intramolecular junctions [10,38] and SWs [36], further for intrinsic defects of unknown nature [43]. Otherwise, the combined effect of intrinsic defects on the conductivity of long SWNTs has been reported in many transport experiments whose most relevant results are summarized in the following section.

1.4.2 Electron scattering in SWNTs

A generalization on the effects of disorder in nanotube devices is hard to make because of the coexistence of different sources of disorder like structural defects, electrostatic potential fluctuations or even mechanical deformations, each of them having different properties. However, joint intensive experimental and theoretical investigations during the last decade allowed a better understanding.

From the experiment, the effects of disorder on SWNTs can be determined by extracting the corresponding mean-free paths from conductivity measurements. With the considerable improve made in synthesis methods, cleaner nanotubes can be produced and it can be shown that disorder becomes the dominant scattering mechanism only at low temperatures. Mean-free paths of many micrometers are routinely observed from different experimental techniques [2, 44–46]. In contrast, semiconducting tubes show a stronger sensitivity to disorder resulting in shorter mean-free paths [4, 47]. With the assumption of transparent contacts and neglecting electron-phonon coupling, the conductivity in SWNT can vary from the ideal value of $2 \cdot G_0 = 4e^2/h$ (2 conducting channels with twofold spin degeneracy) to lower values due to backscattering of electrons at defect sites.

SWNTs have two degenerate dispersion branches originating from the $K$ and $K'$ points, each with left- and right-moving electrons. As shown in Fig. 1.9 a), two scattering channel can be distinguished: intervalley scattering between $K$ and $K'$ valleys and intravalley scattering where scattered electrons remains in the same valley $K$ or $K'$. The first involves large
momentum transfer, whereas the latter requires small momentum transfer. Scattering processes can be studied from a \( \mathbf{k} \cdot \mathbf{p} \) approximation of the band structure in the vicinity of the \( K (K') \) point. In this case, the Hamiltonian reads [48]:

\[
H = \hbar v_F |\delta k| \sigma_z \tag{1.12}
\]

where \( \delta k \) is the wavevector measured relative to the \( K (K') \) point and \( \sigma_z \) is the usual Pauli matrix. The eigenfunctions and eigenstates are of the form:

\[
|s = \pm 1 \rangle = \frac{1}{\sqrt{2}} \left( \begin{array}{c} s \cdot e^{-i\theta_k/2} \\ e^{i\theta_k/2} \end{array} \right) ; \quad E = s \cdot \hbar v_F |\delta k| \tag{1.13}
\]

where \( \theta_k \) is the angle between \( \delta k \) and the tube axis, and \( s = 1 \) indicates positive energy, whereas \( s = -1 \) describes states with negative energy, with respect to the charge neutrality point. The Schrödinger equation described by 1.12 and 1.13 is formally equivalent to the Dirac equation describing a free massless neutrino on a cylinder [49]. Here the spinor is not the electron spin but a pseudospin representing the relative amplitudes on the \( A \) and \( B \) atomic sites. For a perfect nanotube, the pseudospin is conserved. The mixing of electronic states in the vicinity of \( K \) and \( K' \) due the presence of impurities can be treated by rewriting the relations 1.12 and 1.13 within a \( 4 \times 4 \) perturbation relation, whose symmetry properties result in selection rules for scattering. Following this scheme, Ando and coworkers showed that metallic tubes are affected only by short-range disorder (typical range smaller than \( a_{cc} \)), whereas semiconducting tubes are affected by both short- and long-range disorder (slow variation on the scale of \( a_{cc} \)) [50, 51]. From an \textit{ab initio} calculation, Choi et al. [41] showed that the conductance of an armchair \((10, 10)\) SWNT remains at its maximal value of \( 4e^2/h \) around the Fermi level for a SW defect and substitutional atoms (boron and nitrogen),

\[\text{Figure 1.9: a) Possible scattering channels for a metallic SWNT with short-range impurities.}\]
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Figure 1.10: Defect induced intratube quantum dot within a 250 nm long metallic SWNT at \( T = 4 \) K in a source-drain-gate configuration. The gray-scale plot with white corresponding to zero conductance of the differential conductance \( \frac{dI}{dV_{sd}}(V_g, V_{sd}) \) shows Coulomb blockade patterns in the gate voltage zone B. The defects appears to be transparent in regions A and C. Taken from [52].

due to symmetry arguments. However, resonant backscattering of electrons at energies corresponding to defect-induced states in the LDOS result in a decrease in the conductivity of about 1 G\(_\text{o}\) at these energies. In contrast, the same calculations for a vacancy and a double vacancy show backscattering around \( E_F \).

A direct experimental verification of these theoretical findings is highly challenging, as one must be able to probe the atomic-scale nature of the defect and to correlate it unambiguously with the observed transport properties. A first step in this direction can be done by means of scanning gate microscopy (SGM) where a biased tip is scanned at fixed height over a SWNT portion between source and drain contacts. The local Fermi level of the tube is shifted due to the local charge accumulation near the tip and thus a map of the variations in the conductance of a device can be established. In the experiment presented in Fig. 1.10, SGM investigations revealed the presence of two scattering centers separated by about 120 nm in a 250 nm long metallic SWNT embedded in a source-drain-gate configuration. The gray-scaled plot of the source drain differential conductance in Fig. 1.10 shows typical Coulomb blockade patterns within a certain gate voltage range and normal conduction besides. This result indicates that the defects in the metallic nanotube define an intratube quantum dot constituted by gate-tunable electron scatterers. This behavior is shown to be due to resonant backscattering.

In a more recent work illustrated in Fig. 1.11, the authors combined both methods of selective electrochemical deposition (SED) and scanning gate microscopy (SGM) to localize and characterize the effects of intrinsic
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Figure 1.11: a) Composite image of SGM and noncontact AFM on a metallic SWNT with two defect sites made visible by means of SED between contacts. b) The same for a semiconducting (on the right hand) SWNT with a single defect site in the middle. The SGM spots at both extremities of the tube correspond to Schottky barriers. Taken from [53].

defects on the transport properties of metallic and semiconducting SWNTs. Figure 1.11 a) shows that the entire effect of gating is localized at two positions along a metallic SWNT. These spots constitute electronic defects in the sense that they disproportionately contribute to the two-terminal transconductance $dI/dV_g$ of the device. Subsequent SED testing localizes the position of two chemically reactive defect sites at the same position than the SGM spots. A similar result is obtained in Fig. 1.11 b) where the position of a single defect in the middle of the SWNT is localized by both methods. Note that because of the presence of SGM spots at the contact junctions which can be attributed to Schottky barriers, this tube has been assigned as a semiconducting SWNT. Both examples show transistor-like behavior due, at least in part, to the presence of locally sensitive sites.

In both experiments described above, the nature of the defects could not be identified. Nevertheless, these two findings clearly indicate that SWNT-based electronic devices can be strongly influenced and possibly controlled by the introduction of specific defects.
Chapter 2

Experimental Methods

2.1 Scanning Tunneling Microscopy

Scanning tunneling microscopy (STM) is the only probing technique that allows the investigation of both the topography and the electronic structure of individual objects down to the sub-nanometer scale. STM therefore constitutes the ideal tool for our study of the local modifications of the electronic structure of SWNTs induced by different kind of defects. The basic functioning of a typical STM setup and a theoretical basis to scanning tunneling microscopy and spectroscopy (STM/STS) will be introduced in sections 2.1.1 and 2.1.2. An extensive introduction to STM and STS can however be found in textbooks like [54]. The low temperature UHV STM (LT-STM) used in this work will be described in section 2.3.

2.1.1 General principle of operation

STM is based on the quantum mechanical tunneling of electrons between a metallic, atomically sharp tip and a conductive sample by applying a bias voltage between them. This effect allows us to have a control signal (the tunneling current) related to the relative distance of the tip to the sample, without having physical contact, which means without exerting forces on the sample leading to significant structural changes. STM was developed by G. Binnig and H. Rohrer at the IBM research labs in Zürich in 1981 [55], which was rewarded with the Nobel Prize in physics in 1986. In the so-called constant current mode used throughout this work, the tunneling current is kept constant by means of a feedback loop whose output signal adjusts the vertical z-position of the tip as a function of the x − y position. Here the x − y plane corresponds roughly to the sample surface plane. The x, y and z movements of the tip are realized by means of piezoelectric actuators. The recorded signal z(x,y) reflects a constant current contour map, which can
be interpreted in a first approximation as the topography of the sample.

2.1.2 Theoretical principles

2.1.2.1 One-dimensional tunneling

The electron tunneling between the tip and the sample can be described in a first approximation by a time independent one-dimensional model. The simple case of the tunneling of a single electron through a rectangular shaped potential barrier is treated in quantum mechanics basic textbooks (e.g. [56]). Solving the Schrödinger equation for an incoming plane wave \( \Psi = e^{ikx} \) results in a transmission coefficient \( T \):

\[
T = \frac{4k^2\kappa^2 \sinh(\kappa z)}{1 + (k^2 + \kappa^2)^2}
\]  

(2.1)

where \( z \) is the barrier width (tip-sample distance), \( k = \sqrt{2mE/\hbar^2} \) is the wave vector of the electron and \( \kappa \) is given by \( \kappa = \sqrt{2m(V_0 - E)/\hbar^2} \), where \( V_0 - E \) is the effective barrier height for an electron with kinetic energy \( E \). For barrier height and width satisfying \( \kappa z >> 1 \), the last expression can be rewritten as:

\[
T \approx \frac{16k^2\kappa^2}{(k^2 + \kappa^2)^2} \cdot e^{-2\kappa z}
\]  

(2.2)

The exponential dependence of the transmission coefficient \( T \) is responsible for the high \( z \)-resolution of STM. Indeed, it can be shown that for typical barrier heights \( V_0 - E \) of a few eV, a variation in \( z \) by 1 Å results in a variation in \( T \) by about one order of magnitude.

2.1.2.2 Perturbation theory

Although it already gives the exponential dependence on the tip-sample distance of \( T \), which is characteristic for STM, the above described simple one-dimensional model is not sufficient to describe the tunneling of electrons in a three-dimensional tip-sample system. In 1961, J. Bardeen proposed a more detailed model based on time-dependent perturbation theory [57]. He considered the tip and sample as two separated and independent systems whose electronic structure is given by the eigenstates \( \psi^t_\mu \) and \( \psi^s_\nu \) with their eigenvalues \( E^t_\mu \) and \( E^s_\nu \). Note that Bardeen performed the original calculations for tunneling between two arbitrary surfaces. The labels \( t \) and \( s \) for tip and sample are used here because of the application to STM. By solving the time-dependent Schrödinger equation and considering small perturbations and elastic tunneling (energy conservation) the application of the Fermis
"golden rule" results in the following expression for the tunneling current $I_t$:

$$I_t = \frac{2\pi e}{\hbar} \sum_{\mu,\nu} \left\{ f\left(E^t_{\mu}\right) [1 - f\left(E^s_{\nu} + eU\right)] 
- f\left(E^s_{\nu} + eU\right) [1 - f\left(E^t_{\mu}\right)] \right\} 
\cdot |M_{\mu\nu}|^2 \cdot \delta\left(E^t_{\mu} - E^s_{\nu}\right)$$

(2.3)

where $f(E)$ is the Fermi-Dirac distribution, $U$ is the applied sample bias voltage, $M_{\mu\nu}$ is the tunneling matrix element between the unperturbed electronic states $\psi^t_{\mu}$ of the tip and $\psi^s_{\nu}$ of the sample surface. The delta function describes the conservation of energy for the case of elastic tunneling. According to Bardeen, the tunneling matrix element is given by the integral of the current operator:

$$M_{\mu\nu} = -\frac{\hbar^2}{2m} \int \left[ (\psi^t_{\mu})^* \nabla \psi^s_{\nu} - \psi^t_{\mu} \nabla (\psi^s_{\nu})^* \right] dS$$

(2.4)

where the integral has to be evaluated over any surface lying entirely within the vacuum barrier region separating the two electrodes. To derive the matrix element $M_{\mu\nu}$ from Eq. 2.4, explicit expressions for $\psi^t_{\mu}$ and $\psi^s_{\nu}$ are required. In real experiments, as opposed to theoretical simulations, the generally unknown atomic structure of the tip constitutes maybe the most important obstacle to get a full knowledge of $M_{\mu\nu}$.

Tersoff and Hamann [58] used the simplest possible model for the tip with a local spherical symmetry, see Fig. 2.1. In this model, $M_{\mu\nu}$ is evaluated for an $s$-type tip wave function. They considered the limits of low temperature and small applied bias for which the expression of the tunneling current
becomes:

$$I_t = \frac{2\pi e^2}{h} U \sum_{\mu,\nu} |M_{\mu \nu}|^2 \delta (E^s_\nu - E_F) \cdot \delta \left( E^s_\mu - E_F \right)$$  \hspace{1cm} (2.5)$$

Finally, within the $s$-wave approximation for the tip, the following expression for the tunneling current can be obtained:

$$I_t \propto U \cdot \rho_t (E_F) \cdot e^{2\kappa R} \cdot \sum_{\nu} |\psi^s_\nu (r_0)|^2 \delta (E^s_\nu - E_F)$$  \hspace{1cm} (2.6)$$

with $\rho_t (E_F)$ the density of states at the Fermi level for the tip, $R$ is the effective tip radius, $r_0$ is the center of curvature of the tip. The decay rate $\kappa$ is given in Eq. 2.1. The quantity

$$\rho_s (r_0, E_F) = \sum_{\nu} |\psi^s_\nu (r_0)|^2 \delta (E^s_\nu - E_F)$$  \hspace{1cm} (2.7)$$

can be identified as the surface local density of states (LDOS) at the Fermi level $E_F$, i.e. the charge density from electronic states at $E_F$, evaluated at the center of the effective tip. Eq. 2.6 is no longer valid for high bias [54]. Therefore, in a first approximation, if $U$ is increased, the voltage dependence of the tip and sample has to be considered and the tunneling current is given by a convolution over energy:

$$I_t \propto \int_0^{eU} \rho_t (E-eU) \cdot \rho_s (x, y, z=0, E) \cdot T (E, eU, z=d+R) \, dE$$  \hspace{1cm} (2.8)$$

where $T$ is the transmission coefficient which can be estimated within the WKB approximation:

$$T (E, eU, z) = e^{-2z\sqrt{\frac{2\kappa}{h\pi}} \left( \phi_t + \phi_s + \frac{eU}{2} + E \right)}$$  \hspace{1cm} (2.9)$$

where $\phi_t$ and $\phi_s$ are the work functions of the tip and sample, respectively. Finally, we can write the expression for the tunneling current:

$$I_t \propto \int_0^{eU} \rho_t (E-eU) \cdot \rho_s (x, y, E) \cdot T (E, eU, z) \, dE$$  \hspace{1cm} (2.10)$$

This last relation is illustrated in the simplified one-dimensional potential energy diagram at zero temperature in Fig. 2.2. The system consists of the tip (left electrode) and the sample (right electrode) which are separated by a small vacuum gap. For zero applied bias (Fig. 2.2 a)), the Fermi levels of both tip and sample are aligned at equilibrium. When a bias voltage
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Figure 2.2: Simplified one-dimensional potential energy diagram at zero temperature for the tip-vacuum-sample system. a) For zero applied bias, the Fermi levels of both tip and sample are aligned at equilibrium. When a bias voltage $V$ is applied to the sample, the main consequence is a rigid shift of the energy levels upward or downward in energy by an amount $e|U|$, depending on whether the polarity is negative (b) or positive (c)). Taken from [59].

$U$ is applied to the sample, the main consequence is a rigid shift of the energy levels upward or downward in energy by an amount $e|U|$, depending on whether the polarity is negative (Fig. 2.2 b)) or positive (Fig. 2.2 c)). Consequently, the bias polarity determines whether unoccupied or occupied sample electronic states are probed.
2.2 Scanning tunneling spectroscopy

The quantity we are interested in to study is the electronic structure of the sample \( \rho_s(x, y, E) \), i.e. the LDOS of the sample as a function of the position an energy. Formally, a direct access to \( \rho_s(x, y, E) \) is obtained by differentiating Eq. 2.10:

\[
\frac{dI_t}{dU} \propto e \cdot \rho_t(0) \cdot \rho_s(x, y, E = eU) \cdot T(E = eU, eU, z) \\
+ \int_0^{eU} \rho_t(E - eU) \cdot \rho_s(x, y, E) \cdot \frac{dT(E, eU, z)}{dU} dE \\
+ \int_0^{eV} \frac{d\rho_t(E - eU)}{dU} \cdot \rho_s(x, y, E) \cdot T(E, eU, z) dE 
\]

(2.11)

Generally, one usually neglects the third term by considering a constant DOS of the tip. The second term can be neglected at low biases. We will however see in chapter 7 that this term has to be taken into account for special cases. Thus, as a first approximation one obtains:

\[
\frac{dI_t}{dU} \propto e \cdot \rho_t(0) \cdot \rho_s(x, y, E = eU) \cdot T(E = eU, eU, z) 
\]

(2.12)

The important point is that \( \frac{dI_t}{dU} \) is proportional to the LDOS of the sample. The effects of the proportionality to the energy dependence of \( T \) will be discussed in detail in chapters 4 and 7. Experimentally, a \( dI/dU \) spectrum is obtained by differentiating a \( I-U \) curve recorded at a specific spatial location. For this, the tip is positioned above the surface with the setpoint parameters \( I_s \) and \( U_s \). Then the feedback loop is switched off and the bias voltage is ramped from an initial value to a final value. Meanwhile the tunnel current is acquired with a constant \( z \)-position. A direct experimental access to \( dI/dU \) is possible within the so-called lock-in technique where a lock-in amplifier adds a small AC component \( V_{\text{mod}} \cdot \cos(\omega t) \) to the DC bias voltage \( U_s \) and the resulting in-phase modulation of the tunneling current is recorded. The frequency of the AC component must exceed the dynamic regulation range of the piezo-driver and is usually set to about 600 Hz in this work. Formally, the in-phase modulation of the tunneling current can be expanded around \( U \) as:

\[
I_t(U) = I_t(U_s) + \frac{dI}{dU} \cdot U_{\text{mod}} \cos(\omega t) + \frac{d^2I}{dU^2} \cdot \frac{(U_{\text{mod}} \cos(\omega t))^2}{dU^2} + ... \]

(2.13)
To select the second term proportional to the wanted quantity $dI_t/dU$ out of the total current, the lock-in amplifier applies a narrow bandpass filter centered at $\omega$. Thus, the $dI_t/dU$ signal can be measured with high accuracy in addition to $I_t$. Note that for practical applications the measured $dI_t/dU$ systematically contains an offset due to capacitive contributions (cabling and electronic circuitry). This undesired offset can be easily removed by means of comparison with a numerical differentiation of the original $I-U$ curve.

\subsection*{2.3 LT-STM setup}

The STM setup used in this work is commercial Omicron$^T$M LT-STM. It is mostly operated at a temperature of about 5 K (liquid helium cooling) or 77 K (liquid nitrogen cooling) and in ultra high vacuum (UHV) with a base pressure below $10^{-10}$ mbar. An efficient thermal shielding concept together with the fact that the whole STM stage (including the vibration isolation elements) is kept at sample temperature results in an outstanding thermal stability (drift $\sim 0.3 \text{ nm/day at 5 K}$). The instrument achieves a $z$-stability in the range of 1 pm allowing high resolution topographic imaging. STM topography images are recorded in the constant current mode. The excellent $z$-stability is further very beneficial to perform top quality tunneling spectroscopy, which we perform using a lock-in technique (Stanford Research Systems SR 830). The sample bias is the potential difference of the sample with respect to the tip (sample grounded). For all the STM/STS experiments cited in this work, we used tips mechanically cut from a Pt(20\%)Ir(80\%) wire (\(\varnothing 0.38 \text{ mm}\)), where the metallic nature of the tips was regularly checked on the conductive substrate.

Attached to the STM analysis chamber we have an autonomous vacuum chamber in which the sample preparation can be performed. Specifically for this work, we have a sputter gun and an electron cyclotron resonance (ECR) plasma source attached on different ports of the preparation chamber.

\subsection*{2.4 Atomic Force Microscopy}

The atomic force microscope (AFM) is another member of the scanning probe microscopy (SPM) family. This technique was developed in 1986 by Binning, Quate, and Gerber as a collaboration between IBM and Stanford University [60].

In this work, AFM has been used to characterize SWNT suspensions, therefore only a brief introduction will be given in this paragraph. Detailed introductions to AFM can be found in textbooks like [54] or in a more recent
The key element of AFM (at least of the standard versions) is a sharp tip which is attached to a stiff cantilever. A typical silicon cantilever with its tip can be seen in Fig. 2.3 b). Whereas in STM the tip-sample tunneling current is measured, in AFM it is the force between the scanning tip and the sample which is detected. Thus, AFM is also operable on insulating surfaces, contrary to STM. In the most basic operating mode, the force can be detected by measuring the static deflection of the cantilever according to Hook’s law. Here the cantilever displacement is measured by monitoring the force-induced deflection of a laser beam reflected by the rear side of the cantilever with a split photodiode detector, as shown in Fig. 2.3 a). AFM can operate with three different imaging modes: contact, non-contact and tapping mode. In this thesis, only the latter mode has been used and will be described.
In tapping mode AFM, the cantilever is oscillated at or near its resonance frequency. When the tip is brought into contact with the sample surface, the amplitude of the oscillation is reduced. The feedback loop maintains a constant RMS value of the oscillation signal acquired by the split photodiode detector by adjusting the tip height. Thus a topographic image of the sample surface can be formed by storing the vertical position of the scanner at each \((x, y)\) coordinate. The tip is only intermittently in contact with the sample, resulting in strongly attenuated lateral forces acting on the sample during scanning, in contrast to contact mode AFM. This enables one to image individual SWNTs lying on a surface without moving them.

For the characterization of our SWNT suspensions (see chapter 3), we used a commercial Nanoscope III AFM operating in air.

### 2.5 Cold plasmas

The local modifications of the electronic structure of SWNTs we want to study are induced by structural defects generated by means of cold plasma treatment of the tubes. A short introduction to plasma physics with an emphasis on two kinds of cold plasmas we used in this work, i.e. ECR plasma and DC glow discharge will be given in this section. An extensive introduction to cold plasmas and their applications are found in textbooks like [63,64].

A plasma can be defined as a *quasi-neutral gas* of charged and neutral particles characterized by a collective behavior and constitutes the fourth state of the matter, apart from the solid, liquid, and gas state. A plasma is usually obtained when sufficient energy, higher than the ionization energy, is supplied to the gas atoms. This can be achieved by an electrical discharge through the gas, causing ionization and production of ions, electrons and excited atoms or molecules. Parallel and concomitant to the ionization occurs the opposite process of recombination of electrons with ions to form neutral atoms or molecules. The motion of the particles in a plasma can cause local concentrations of positive and negative charges giving rise to long-ranged Coulombic fields that affect the motion of charged particles far away from the charge concentration. This constitutes the origin of the characteristic collective behavior of a plasma. The local concentrations of charges are confined to volumes of small dimensions typically of orders of tens of micrometers. Outside of these small volumes, the charge density of the ions is equal to the density of electrons, making the plasma electrically neutral. These local concentrations are characterized by the so-called Debye
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length $\lambda_D$:

$$\lambda_D = \left( \frac{\epsilon_0 k_B T_e}{n_e e^2} \right)^{1/2} \tag{2.15}$$

where $\epsilon_0$ is the permittivity of the free space, $k_B$ the Boltzmann constant, $n_e$ is the electron density (which is equal to the ion density $n_i$ in the quasi-neutral state of the plasma) and $T_e$ is a key plasma parameter called electron temperature. The temperature represents the mean kinetic energy of the particles in a neutral gas in thermodynamic equilibrium. A plasma can be principally characterized by the ion and electron temperatures, $T_i$ and $T_e$, among other temperatures corresponding to different energies in play in the plasma. All these temperatures must be equal to reach a complete thermodynamic equilibrium (CTE). CTE plasma can only exist in stars or during the short interval of a strong explosion. In certain laboratory conditions, it is possible to achieve local thermodynamic equilibrium (LTE). In low pressure plasmas used in this work, the LTE conditions are generally not achieved and these plasma are therefore called non-LTE plasmas. In the non-LTE plasmas, the temperature of the electrons is much higher than that of the heavy particles and $T_e >> T_i > T_g$, with $T_g$ being the temperature of the gas. The electrons can reach temperatures of $10^4$-$10^5$ K (1-10 eV), while $T_g$ can be as low as room temperature. Therefore, such plasmas are called cold plasmas. It can be shown that a plasma is always at a positive potential relative to any surface in contact with it. Because of the so-called Debye shielding effect, the potential developed between the surface and the plasma bulk is confined to a layer of thickness of several Debye lengths called plasma sheath. Because of concentration gradients, the plasma particles tend to move by diffusion toward regions of lower density. It can be shown that the flux of electrons is equal to the flux of the ions.

The cold plasmas have been developed specifically and purposefully based on their nonequilibrium properties and their capabilities to cause physical and chemical reactions with the gas at relatively low temperatures. Applications are widespread and put to use in a variety of fields, from microelectronic fabrication to surface hardening of metals.

2.5.1 DC glow discharge

A DC glow discharge is produced by applying a DC voltage from a high-impedance power supply between two conductive electrodes (anode and cathode) inserted into a gas at low pressure of the order of the mbar. As the voltage is gradually increased, an electron multiplication process takes place due to the ionization of the gas by collisions between accelerated electrons and atoms or molecules of the gas. The current increases steadily while the voltage reaches a limit determined by the output impedance of the
power supply (Townsend discharge). When the applied voltage reaches a
certain threshold value, an avalanche process occurs mainly as a result of the
emission of secondary electrons from the collision of ions with the cathode.
In parallel, electrons are removed from the plasma by drift and diffusion to
the walls by recombination with positive ions. When the number of electrons
is sufficient to produce just enough ions to regenerate the number of lost
electrons, a steady state is reached in which an equilibrium is established
between the rate of formation of ions and the rate of their recombination
with electrons. At this stage the discharge is self-sustaining. Extensive
breakdown occurs in the gas and the glow discharge is thus established.
The breakdown voltage is determined by Paschen’s law:
\[ V_b = \frac{C_1(pd)}{C_2 + \ln(pd)} \]  
(2.16)
where \( d \) is the distance between electrodes, \( p \) the pressure in the chamber
and \( C_1, C_2 \) are constants depending on the nature of the gas. Then the
gas begins to glow, the voltage drops, and the current raises abruptly. The
mode of the discharge at this point is called the normal glow, which is used
in our work. Further increase of the power will lead to abnormal discharge
where the discharge spreads to cover the whole surface of the cathode. A
further increase in power will lead to an arc discharge accompanied with
a decreasing of the voltage. The plasma potential continuously decrease
between the anode towards the cathode, with a substantial drop at the
cathode, called the cathode fall. This cathode fall is a function of the
material used for the cathode and the nature of the discharge gas.

2.5.2 ECR plasmas

When an alternating field is applied between the two electrodes, each of
them acts alternately as cathode or anode. If this frequency is high enough,
the ions created near a momentary anode cannot reach the cathode before
the field is reversed. At such frequencies the positive space charge is partly
retained between between the two half cycles of the alternating electric field
and facilitates the reinitiation of the discharge. If frequencies are in the
range from 500 kHz to several MHz, high-frequency discharges are called
radio frequency discharges (RF). A RF discharge is more efficient than the
DC discharge in promoting ionization and sustaining the discharge. Electron
cyclotron resonance (ECR) plasmas we used in this work operates at a
microwave frequency of 2.45 GHz (frequency commonly used in industrial
applications). The main difference of an ECR plasma with a RF plasma is
the additional application of a magnetic field to the plasma system. Under
this condition, the charged particles are subjected to a gyromotion around
the magnetic field lines with a radius $r_L$ and an angular frequency $\omega_c$. The radius $r_L$ is called the Larmor radius and is given by:

$$r_L = \frac{mv_{\perp}}{eB} \quad (2.17)$$

where $m$ is the mass of the charged particle and $v_{\perp}$ is the velocity component of particle, normal to the magnetic field line. The frequency $\omega_c$ is called the cyclotron angular frequency and is given by:

$$\omega_c = \frac{eB}{m} \quad (2.18)$$

For a magnetic field of 875 gauss, the cyclotron frequency of the electrons with $m = m_e$ becomes 2.45 GHz, and if microwaves of frequency $\omega = 2.45$ GHz are used to excite and sustain the plasma, the gyromotion of the electrons is in resonance with the microwaves. This is called the electron cyclotron resonance condition, and a plasma excited under these conditions is called an ECR plasma. ECR plasmas have the capability to operate at lower pressures than RF plasmas and to create higher plasma densities.
Chapter 3

Sample preparation

The explanatory power of a physical experiment is fundamentally related to the perfection of the sample under investigation. In this respect STM studies are of no exception, especially if one is interested in the investigation of specific quantum phenomena emerging at the atomic scale. For our work the idealized basis sample would consist of a dispersion of individual, defect free SWNTs with appropriate density on an atomically flat and inert substrate. Inert means in this context that the interaction of the substrate with the nanotubes does not substantially alter their electronic structure.

3.1 SWNT suspension

A first condition for the sample preparation is given by the LT-STM setup which requires an appropriate density of nanotubes on the sample surface since the scan range at low temperature (\(\sim 5\) K) is limited to \(1\ \mu\text{m}^2\). Therefore, in order to routinely address different individual SWNTs within a convenient time interval, the required surface density of individual SWNTs should be equal to about one to ten nanotubes per \(1\ \mu\text{m}^2\). The length distribution of the nanotubes also influences the ideal density as the longer the tubes are, the fewer one needs.

High quality STS requires a sharp, metallic and stable tip. Contaminations of the tip, e.g. by undesirable impurities in the SWNT raw material, like catalytic particles or amorphous graphite residua, will ultimately lead to changes of the tip and therefore changes in the STS spectra. Therefore, highest quality SWNT raw material is required. Professor Smalley’s group (Rice University, Houston, USA) kindly provided us with SWNT raw material (batch HPR 122.1) produced by the HiPco process. The as-produced SWNT material has undergone a multistage purification process based on metal catalyzed oxidation \([9]\). The flake-like raw material is shown in Fig. 3.1 a).
Because of their very large length to diameter ratio, SWNTs easily form bundles due to van-der-Waals interactions. In order to study individual tubes, a technique which is able to unravel the bundles and deposit them individually on a flat conductive surface is required. In our case it is especially important that this procedure does not introduce a high density of defects, as it is our purpose to specifically create defects by ion bombardment and investigate them.

Several approaches of unbundling the SWNTs by sonication in a solvent and subsequent drop casting on the desired substrate have been proposed in the literature. In the case of aqueous suspensions, agents preventing reaggregation are required, where fatty acids [65], functionalized polymers [66] and even DNA [67] have been used. All these approaches have the main disadvantage to leave residues of the surfactant on the tube after dropcasting and evaporation of the solvent. In our case, an additional step to remove these residues would be required. Therefore we opted for a suspension without surfactants.

In accordance with many reported STM experiments (and some transport experiments) on carbon nanotubes [25], we found the best results using 1,2-dichloroethane (DCE). Because of the non-polar nature of this organic solvent, the hydrophobic SWNTs can be well dispersed, due to the "like dissolves like" principle [68]. A suitable SWNT suspension is obtained by introducing a flake (~ 50 µg) of raw material in a vial containing 1 ml of DCE. A sonication treatment for about two to three hours in a commercial ultrasonic cleaner (Bandelin Sonorex\textsuperscript{TM}) is carried out, resulting in a stable gray suspension. Fig. 3.1 b) shows a typical SWNT suspension after sonication, contained in a 10 mm inner diameter vial. For each preparation run, the dropcasting procedure has been calibrated by essays on freshly cleaved mica, which have been subsequently characterized by means of tapping mode atomic force microscopy (tmAFM) using a commercial

![Figure 3.1: Preparation of the SWNT suspension. a) Highly purified HiPco SWNT flake-like raw material. b) SWNT suspension in 1 ml of 1,2-dichloroethane, with a well-adapted density after about three hours of sonication time. Inner diameter of the vial: 10 mm.](image-url)
3.1 SWNT suspension

An efficient way to obtain a suitable SWNT density on the mica surface is to blow off a suspension droplet deposited from a glass pipette after a few seconds by a nitrogen gas stream. This step must be done shortly after the end of the sonication treatment to avoid a possible reaggregation of the SWNTs. Figure 3.2 displays tmAFM images of optimally dispersed SWNTs on freshly cleaved mica. The sonication times in a) and b) are three and four hours respectively. Note that individual tubes have been already observed after a sonication time of only one hour, but we found the best individual tubes to bundles ratio for about three hours of sonication (see section 3.3). Using the same suspension, the resulting surface density of SWNTs is very sensitive to the time elapsed (generally 1-2 seconds) between the deposition of a droplet on mica and the nitrogen dry blow. This is illustrated in Fig. 3.2, where both depositions have been performed from the same suspension (sonication times are three and four hours for a) and b), respectively). The tube density in Fig. 3.2 a) is markedly higher than in b), by about a factor of two. The tube density can show considerable variations over the whole sample surface (1 cm$^2$) due to the uneven spreading of the suspension droplet under nitrogen dry blown. SWNT loops like in Fig. 3.2 a) (black arrows) or rings like in the upper part of b) have been regularly observed. The formation of such structures are a result of van-der-Waals attachment of a single tube or a bundle of tubes to itself [69–72].

Figure 3.2: tmAFM images of a dispersion on freshly cleaved mica of highly purified SWNTs from a suspension in DCE, after blowing the suspension droplet with nitrogen. Sonication times are three hours for a) and four hours for b). Black arrows in a) indicate the position of SWNT loops. Scale bar in a) and b): 500 nm.
3.2 HiPco SWNT diameter and length distribution

A statistical analysis of the length and diameter distributions of SWNTs has been performed, where diameters and lengths of SWNTs have been measured on nine different regions (3 μm × 3 μm) on the same sample by means of tmAFM imaging. Here the suspension has been sonicated for three hours. It is difficult and often impossible to distinguish between individual SWNTs and small bundles of two or three tubes from tmAFM images, due to the limited lateral resolution. Moreover, it is known that tmAFM on SWNTs always yields height values slightly smaller than the effective tube diameter because of deformation of the tube by the tip, as a function of the drive amplitude [70]. In spite of these drawbacks, this method has been judged adequate to get a preliminary characterization of our SWNTs batch. The measured diameter and length distributions are reported in Fig. 3.3 a) and b) respectively.

One can observe from Fig. 3.3 a) that the majority of the tube diameters falls in a range between 0.6 nm and 1.6 nm with a peak occurrence between 0.9 nm and 1.1 nm. Transmission electron microscopy (TEM) [9], Raman spectroscopy and X-Ray photoelectron spectroscopy investigations of HiPco SWNTs [73] report diameters between 0.6 nm and 1.4 nm. Taking into account the effects cited above (tapping deformation estimated to be at least 0.1 nm), we considered that measured heights larger than 1.3 nm correspond to bundles with more than three tubes (triangular configuration). Based on these conservative assumptions, we could assign about 40% of the observed structures to be either individual SWNTs or small bundles with two or three tubes.

![Figure 3.3: a) Apparent height distribution of SWNTs deposited by dropcasting on mica based on tmAFM imaging at nine different area locations on the same sample. The suspension was sonicated for three hours. b) SWNTs length distribution.](image)
3.3 Preparation of gold substrates

The SWNT length distribution ranges between 100 nm and about 2 µm, with a maximum probability around 300-400 nm, in good agreement with earlier reported tmAFM characterizations of HiPco SWNTs [68].

It should be noted that no significant variations in the diameter and length distributions have been observed for sonication times between two and six hours. This indicates that the used sonication power is sufficiently low to avoid significant fracturing of the SWNTs. Nevertheless we deemed it important to keep the sonication time as short as possible in order to decrease the risk of introducing defects in the nanotubes.

Based on the diameter distribution and tight binding calculations, values for the bandgap energies of semiconducting SWNTs can be estimated to predominantly lie between about 0.8 eV and 1.2 eV.

3.3 Preparation of gold substrates

Conductive, inert and atomically flat surfaces are a prerequisite for our studies. As the SWNTs are deposited under ambient conditions, these requirements restrict the choice to substrates where oxidation in air does not occur. Actually, only gold and graphite satisfy these requirements. Gold was chosen for the offered advantage that the tip can be quite easily conditioned by means of indentations in the surface. We used commercial gold on glass substrates from the company Arrandee™. A special borosilicate glass (1.1 mm thickness and 11 mm × 11 mm in surface) is covered by a thin adhesive chromium layer (2.5±1.5 nm) and a final 250±50 nm thick amorphous gold film [74]. First sample preparations by flame annealing with a hydrogen or butane-propane torch (as suggested by Arrandee) were not satisfactory. Although large atomic terraces could be obtained, tmAFM analysis of the flame annealed surface revealed the presence of a large number of small (2-10 nm in height) dot-like features, most probably due to diffusion of chromium from the adhesive layer through the gold layer during the too high temperature flame treatment (∼2000°C). The presence of these dots is not acceptable for our purpose since undesirable effects like inhomogeneous charge transfer from the SWNTs to the substrate can occur due to a quite large difference in work functions for gold and chromium (Δφ ≈ 0.9 eV). The quality of the gold surface has been dramatically improved with a first gentle ex-situ hydrogen flame annealing (without letting the sample become red) followed by several in-situ argon ion sputtering and heating cycles in the UHV preparation chamber of the LT-STM. The general process consists in three cycles with sputtering times of forty, twenty and finally ten minutes, with each sputtering cycle followed by a five minute annealing at 420°C. For the first two sputtering cycles, the acceleration po-
potential has been set to 1.5 keV, and 1 keV for the last ten minute cycle. The surface temperature has been measured with a IR one-color pyrometer (Raytek Marathon-MA2) with the emissivity tuned on the value $\epsilon = 0.1$. The result of this procedure shows flat monoatomically terraces with sizes between 100 nm$^2$ to 2000 nm$^2$, where the typical herringbone reconstruction for Au(111) is regularly observed.

The SWNTs deposition on the well-prepared gold surface has been performed ex-situ, following the same procedure as described above for mica samples. Immediately after the SWNT deposition, the samples are reintroduced in the preparation chamber. Prior to the STM/STS analysis, a last annealing to 390°C for a few minutes is carried out in order to remove the major part of contaminants coming from both DCE and exposure to air.

3.4 STM/STS characterization of the samples

3.4.1 Quality of the surface

Within the variability of the nanotube density inherent to the deposition procedure, differences between the distribution of tubes for the gold and the mica substrates have been observed even when using the same suspension. Indeed, randomly distributed zones with higher densities of tubes could be observed on the Au(111) surface. This could be an effect of different surface tensions for the DCE-mica and DCE-Au(111) interfaces. However, the presence of individual SWNTs and small bundles (two to three tubes) homogeneously distributed on large areas up to about 500 nm $\times$ 500 nm has been routinely observed. The quality of the gold surface has been found to be altered by the presence of solvent residues covering parts or nearly entire terraces or/and step edges, even after the additional annealing procedure described above. An STM image of a typical Au(111) surface after the deposition of SWNTs is shown in Fig. 3.4. The inset shows an apparent height profile recorded along the white dashed line. A corrugation of 1-2 Å is typical and is attributed to assemblies of DCE molecules [36]. Some structures with larger apparent heights up to 4-5 Å and diameters of about 1 nm have also been observed on DCE-covered regions (e.g. at position x $\approx$ 6 nm in the inset). Their exact nature could not be identified and has been attributed to impurities present in the suspension, which might also originate from the CNT raw material and which could not be resolved in tmAFM on mica. The presence of these impurities raises the question whether inhomogeneities in charge transfer might result from local thickness variations of the molecular assemblies. This cannot be ruled out completely as we will discuss later in chapter 4.4.1.2, but the effect is not very pronounced. The STM characterization of our HiPco SWNTs showed a very high purity,
3.4 STM/STS characterization of the samples

Figure 3.4: Typical STM image of the gold surface after ex-situ SWNT deposition and in-situ annealing at 390 °C. The full color scale has been limited to the height of the suspension residua (DCE molecules) layers. Inset: Apparent height profile along the white dashed line.

which means that the SWNTs do not show the residua which are present on the gold surface. Typically, the density of intrinsic defects, which becomes apparent from the topographic imaging are separated by more than 200 nm. From the literature, the presence of intrinsic defects has been reported, but usually very little is known on their exact nature [11,12,75].

3.4.2 Chiral assignment of individual SWNTs

The investigation of the modification of the electronic structure induced by defects on a specific SWNT requires that the electronic properties of the pristine tube are known. These are given by the chirality, i.e. the (n,m) indices of the nanotube. Therefore the SWNT assignment is a key issue and can be done by STM/STS measurements. The metallic or semiconducting nature of a given SWNT can already be obtained by a simple measurement of the I-V characteristics. Then the \((n,m)\) indices which fully determine the geometry of a specific SWNT can be obtained experimentally by measuring the chiral angle \(\phi\) between tube axis and zigzag direction from the apparent lattice of the SWNTs, and the diameter \(d_t\) from spectroscopy measurements [76,77]. The practical use of this scheme is however hindered by a number of tip-related effects which can lead to anomalous images of the
hexagonal lattice of SWNTs, e.g. multiple tips leading to a superposition of several images (triangular or stripped patterns) [78]. For semiconducting SWNTs, it has been predicted that bandedge states imaged at positive and negative bias can have complementary structures, that is, the superposition of the two images results in a perfect sixfold symmetry, although each image separately breaks the sixfold symmetry (spiral stripes or isolated bonds) [79]. The tube curvature can also distort the hexagonal lattice by overlapping of $\pi$-orbitals from neighboring carbon atoms, leading to a triangular pattern for nearly zigzag tubes [80]. These effects can only modulate the contrast of the lattice but do not alter the chiral structure of SWNTs. However, it can be shown that tip-tube convolution effects always lead to a stretching of the hexagonal lattice in the direction perpendicular to the tube axis, by a factor of $(1 + h/r)$ (where $r$ is the tube radius and $h$ the tunneling distance) [80]. The upper panel of Fig. 3.5 a) shows an as measured, high resolution topographic STM image of the hexagonal atomic lattice of a SWNT, where the apparent angle between zigzag and armchair directions is equal to $54.6^\circ$. This angle is significantly larger than the expected value of $30^\circ$. To recover the real chirality of this tube, we applied the method proposed by Venema et al. [80], where the image is linearly compressed along the direction perpendicular to the tube axis until the angle between zigzag and armchair directions fits to the correct value of $30^\circ$. The corrected image can be seen in the lower panel of Fig. 3.5 a). Measurements of the chiral angle $\phi$ at different locations on the nanotube led to an average value of $\phi = 11.7 \pm 1^\circ$. An error of $\pm 1^\circ$ is typical for this procedure. In this example, the compression factor was 50.5%. This compression factor can vary over a rather large range (10% to 70%), due to different tip structures [80].

In addition to the chiral angle, we need to know the diameter $d_t$ of the SWNT for a complete identification. The most obvious way to determine the real diameter would be to measure the height of the tube from the STM topography image. However, this method appears to be unreliable because it depends on parameters which are difficult to quantify. First, the van-der-Waals distance between the SWNT and the substrate must be known. \textit{ab initio} calculations give a value of about 0.25 nm for an ideal situation where the nanotube is lying on a perfectly flat gold surface [81].

\textbf{Figure 3.5:} a) Upper panel: topography STM image of a (9,4) SWNT. Lower panel: same image corrected and flattened for better visibility. $U_s = 1.6$ V, $I_s = 0.35$ nA.
Then, differences in the electronic structure can lead to different tip-sample distances on the SWNT and on the substrate. Furthermore, it is known that a local mechanical deformation, \textit{i.e.} a compression of the SWNT may arise from forces exerted by the tip on the SWNT during imaging, leading to a lower apparent tube height [80]. A more reliable way to determine the diameter can be obtained from spectroscopy measurements, since the separation between the band edges depends on $d_t$ (and also $\phi$ for small diameter). In this work, the diameters of semiconducting tubes have been determined from STS measurements which have been compared with tight-binding (TB) calculations taking into account the curvature effects [82].

From spectroscopy measurement, we determined the bandgap of the SWNT displayed in Fig. 3.5 to be $E_g \approx 1.15 \text{ eV}$. Taking into account the experimentally determined chiral angle $\phi = 11.7 \pm 1^\circ$, we found from the TB calculation that the closest matching tube is a (9, 4) SWNT with $\phi = 12.5^\circ$ and $E_g = 0.919 \text{ eV}$. The difference between calculated and measured bandgap energies could be due to the fact that the TB expression for the calculation of $E_g$ depends on different TB parameters like the hopping integral $V_{pp\pi}$, which has been determined by various experimental and theoretical methods giving values in the range of $V_{pp\pi} = 2.9 \pm 0.2 \text{ eV}$ [80].

In fact, the exact determination of a SWNT is often a difficult task. Indeed, let us consider the following example: assume that we have a semiconducting SWNT with a measured chiral angle $\phi = 10 \pm 1^\circ$. Here two different semiconducting SWNTs can fit this value: (9, 5) and (10, 5) with $\phi = 9.4^\circ$ and $\phi = 10.9^\circ$, respectively. TB calculation [82] give $E_g = 0.749 \text{ eV}$ and $E_g = 0.788 \text{ eV}$ for (9, 5) and (10, 5) tubes, respectively. Within the measurement and TB calculation errors discussed above, an exact assignment only based on $\phi$ and $E_g$ would not be possible in this case. As the electronic structures of both SWNTs examples are quite different, with markedly different positions of the VHS, one should consider higher order VHS in the $dI/dV$ measurement to possibly differentiate them.

In general the assignment of metallic nanotubes is easier since metallic behavior is observed for only one third of all possible $(n, m)$ nanotubes. As for semiconducting tubes, the separation of the bandedges (about 3 times larger than for semiconducting tubes) can be used to determine $d_t$.

We would like to emphasis at this point that our task is in general not to assign the chiral vector of perfect clean SWNTs, but of tubes exhibiting a relatively high density of defects. This introduces new challenges in $(n, m)$ assignment. First, the presence of defect related electronic states which can lead to a modulation of the band edges can make the determination of $E_g$ difficult. Further, due to scattering of electrons at defects or ends of SWNTs, topography STM images can contain interference patterns which can make the identification of the zigzag direction more difficult.
It is theoretically expected that for a SWNT sample with randomly distributed chiralities, the total number of metallic nanotubes should be one third of the total number of tubes in the sample. This situation would only occur if there was no chiral selectivity at all in the production process and if the purification process did not preferentially alter the abundance of one or the other type of tubes. However, we found that this statistics was not completely correct for our raw material. Indeed, the number of metallic nanotubes in comparison with semiconducting ones has been found to be closer to a fourth of the total number of tubes. This observation of an apparent preferential growth of semiconducting SWNTs in our HiPco sample is sustained by other recent works [83] and references therein, where it is shown that a correlation exists between the diameters of SWNTs and the percentages of metallic and semiconducting tubes. Density functional theory calculations showed that semiconducting tubes are energetically more stable (higher cohesive energy per carbon atom) than metallic tubes, where the difference in cohesive energy scales with $\sim 1/d^2_t$ [83] and is therefore only significant for small diameter tubes with $d_t < 1.1$ nm. Referring to the diameter distribution displayed in Fig. 3.3 a), about 60% of individual tubes and small bundles (2-3 tubes) in our case have a diameter smaller than 1.1 nm and therefore an increased abundance of semiconducting tube can be expected. This unbalanced distribution of nanotube species increases further the difficulties towards a systematic investigation of phenomena specific to metallic nanotubes.
Chapter 4

*Hydrogen plasma-induced defects*

An in depth understanding of hydrogen interactions with sp²-bonded carbon is of high importance for applications like hydrogen storage in carbon-based nanomaterials [84, 85], response of graphite tiles fusion reactor walls to hydrogen plasma [86] and more fundamental effects like proton-induced magnetism [87–89] or the formation of hydrogen molecules in interstellar dust clouds [90]. Considerable attention has been given recently to effects of hydrogenation on the electronic structure of nanocarbon [91–95]. Recently, the adsorption of atomic hydrogen onto graphite has been studied by means of ultraviolet photoelectron spectroscopy, high-resolution electron-energy loss spectroscopy and STM methods [96–100]. It has been demonstrated that chemisorbed H atoms are stable at room temperature and that interaction between H-adatoms lowers the adsorption energies, resulting in H-adatom clustering. This is supported by the observation of C-H bonds in hydrogenated SWNTs which can survive heating up to 400-600°C [85]. Theoretical works [91, 92] also predict chemisorption of atomic hydrogen onto nanotubes, with adsorption energies in the range of 1.0-2.5 eV per H atom.

A single hydrogen atom chemisorbed on the wall of a sp²-hybridized carbon system can be regarded as a defect site, switching a single carbon atom from a sp²- to a sp³- bonding configuration and localizing the corresponding π-electron in a σ-bond. The importance of the H-C complex to control the electronic structure can be understood from organic chemistry, where the increasing degree of hydrogenation of a metallic sp¹ carbon chain changes its electronic nature to a semiconductor (polyacetylene) or even an insulator (polyethylene). A similar process was demonstrated in electrical transport measurement of strongly hydrogenated SWNTs [101].

However, the local atomic and electronic structure of adatoms clusters
have never been studied experimentally. Also most of the theoretical investigations focus on individual adatoms on sp\textsuperscript{2}-bonded surfaces or address the complete hydrogenation limit. In this work, by combining LT-STM/STS investigations with first-principle computer simulations, we studied the effects of individual low-energy and low dose ECR hydrogen plasma-induced defects on the electronic structure of SWNTs.

4.1 Generation of the defects

Typical treatments of the SWNTs with the 2.45 GHz ECR hydrogen plasma source have been performed in-situ with the sample kept at room temperature and hydrogen pressures of about $7 \cdot 10^{-2}$ mbar. Under these conditions, the hydrogen plasmas could easily be ignited with a short high power microwave pulse and then maintained with a constant power of 60 W. The same ECR plasma source has been characterized in an earlier work for hydrogen [98, 102]. The measurement of the H-ion kinetic energy distribution with an electrostatic analyzer showed that 85 % of the hydrogen ions have a kinetic energy below 2 eV, and the maximum detected energy was about 16 eV. A typical ion flux, with the probe sample positioned right under the antenna at a vertical distance of about 6 cm, was of the order of $2 \cdot 10^{13}$ s\textsuperscript{-1}·cm\textsuperscript{-2} [102]. The sample could be positioned laterally 0-7 cm off the center of the plasma glow zone, such that the ion flux on the sample surface could be modified by changing its horizontal position. We considered a mean defect separation of about 10 nm on the SWNTs as being well-adapted to study the long-range modifications of the local density of states induced by individual defects. The appropriate exposure parameters have been calibrated using an ex-situ cleaved HOPG sample where the defect density has been

![Figure 4.1: Typical topography STM image of a HOPG surface subjected to a hydrogen ECR plasma at a pressure of $7 \cdot 10^{-2}$ mbar, microwave power of 60W. Exposition time 1 s at a lateral distance of about 3 cm far away from the glow zone. $V_s = -0.47$ V, $I_s = 0.77$ nA. Scale bar: 10 nm.](image)
4.1 Generation of the defects

evaluated by means of STM topography measurements. HOPG was chosen due to its structural equivalency to the SWNT and due to the simple and fast preparation of the surface, which allowed a rapid screening of different exposure parameters. Figure 4.1 shows a typical image of a HOPG surface which has been subjected to a hydrogen plasma with the optimized exposure parameters. The tip has been generally primarily conditioned on a clean Au(111) surface, since the indentation method described in chapter 3.4.2 is not applicable on HOPG. A self-correlation analysis has been systematically performed on each image in order to check that the topography has not been recorded with a multiple tip.

It was shown in an earlier work using the same plasma source under similar conditions that only hydrogen ions give rise to local defects on a HOPG surface (as opposed to atomic hydrogen) [102]. However, one can expect that the curvature induced partial sp\(^3\) character in small diameter SWNTs will lead to an increased affinity for H chemisorption of the tubes compared to the flat HOPG [102, 103]. In this context, we need to conclude that the defect density produced on the HOPG can not directly be related to the one on SWNTs for the same exposure parameters. Indeed, a higher defect density is expected for the SWNTs. We found that exposition parameters leading to a surface density of defects on HOPG of about 100 defects for a scanned surface of 100 nm \(\times\) 100 nm were well-adapted to reach the desired defects separation of about 10 nm on SWNTs. In other words, this means that the number of defects generated on a SWNT sample is about ten times higher than on HOPG for the same exposition parameters, in accordance with the preceding discussion. With the sample positioned directly under the plasma glow zone, even for the shortest possible exposition times of about 1 s, the defect density exceeded considerably the value we were aiming for. This is why the sample has been laterally moved away from the glow zone to reduce the ion flux on it. At a distance of about 3 cm from the antenna axis, the desired defect density could be obtained for an exposure of the sample of 1s. In Fig. 4.1, one can count 107 defect sites on an area of

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>(d)</th>
<th>(p_{\text{chamber}})</th>
<th>(T_{\text{exp}})</th>
<th>(P_{\text{MW}})</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Hydrogen</td>
<td>(\sim 3 \text{ cm})</td>
<td>(7 \cdot 10^{-2} \text{ mbar})</td>
<td>1 s</td>
<td>60 W</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Table 4.1:** Optimized exposition parameters of the ECR hydrogen plasma source to achieve a defect density of 0.1 nm\(^{-1}\) on SWNTs. The nomenclature is: \(d\): lateral distance of the sample with respect to the antenna axis, \(p_{\text{chamber}}\): pressure in the plasma chamber, \(T_{\text{exp}}\): exposition time, \(P_{\text{MW}}\): microwave power. The plasma treatments have always been performed with the sample at room temperature.
100 nm × 100 nm, which corresponds to the stochastic error to the target density of 100 defects per $1\times10^4$ nm$^2$. The different exposition parameters are summarized in table 4.1.

4.2 Defect types on HOPG: expectations for SWNTs

The interaction of hydrogen with sp$^2$-bonded carbon networks, and more specifically the local structural and electronic modification induced by point defects have been investigated earlier in our group using scanning probe and photoelectron spectroscopy investigations of a HOPG surface subjected to the same ECR plasma source, under similar exposition parameters as in the present work [97,98,102]. Due to its largely defect-free surface, HOPG represents an ideal system for the study of long-ranged electronic effects of point defects artificially introduced into the sp$^2$-bonded carbon network. Two types of defects could be distinguished with a combined detection mode of STM and AFM allowing a simultaneous imaging of the rearrangement of atom positions and of the affected LDOS: chemisorption of hydrogen on the basal plane of graphite and carbon vacancies. Whereas the signature in the current signal image of both chemisorption and vacancy defect types was a bright spot localized at the defect position, the topography image revealed local depressions for vacancies [97]. The formation of hydrogen chemisorption defects was observed with about four times higher frequency than that of atomic vacancies. One can expect even more chemisorption sites on SWNTs because of the curvature-induced lowering of the adsorption energy barrier mentioned above [102,103], allowing also the adsorption of atomic hydrogen present in the plasma.

4.2.1 Vacancy formation mechanisms

The maximum kinetic energy of the hydrogen ions in the plasma chamber is not high enough to explain the formation of vacancies on HOPG by the ejection of a carbon atom. This can be shown by the empirical relation 4.1 which gives the sputtering threshold kinetic energy for low ion energies and target-to-projectile mass ratio $M_2/M_1 \leq 0.3$ [104]:

$$E_{th} = \frac{E_B}{\gamma(1 - \gamma)} \quad (4.1)$$

$E_B$ is the binding energy of surface atoms, which can be approximated by the heat of sublimation [104], and $\gamma = \frac{M_1}{(M_1 + M_2)}$ is the energy transfer coefficient for a head-on binary elastic collision. With $E_B \simeq 7.4$ eV (heat of sublimation of graphite), an energy threshold of $E_{th} \simeq 36$ eV can be
4.3 Topography of H-plasma treated SWNTs

4.3.1 Defect distribution

Typical STM topography and current error signal overview images of ECR H-plasma treated SWNTs are shown in Fig. 4.2 a) and b), respectively. In comparison with the SWNTs imaged just before the plasma treatment, one can observe the presence of additional hillock-like features on the nan-
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4.3.2 Defect patterns

Figure 4.3 shows different STM topography images of typical defect features on two semiconducting tubes in a) and b), and an armchair metallic one in c). The tip-tube convolution effect has been taken into account and a corrected image is displayed under each original STM image. The corrected images are line by line flattened in order to increase the contrast and get a better definition of both the defect patterns and the atomic lattice. Height profiles along the black dashed lines parallel to the tube axis are displayed on the right-hand side of each STM image. Here, the apparent height of the defect features is ranging from 0.5 Å to 4 Å, with a lateral extension varying typically between 5 Å and 30 Å.

In order to identify experimentally imaged defects, theoretical constant current STM image predictions of point defects such as atomic mono- and
divacancies, adatoms or Stone-Wales (SW) defects on graphene and carbon nanotubes have been reported in the literature [34, 110, 111]. For example, Figure 4.4 shows a large scale density functional theory (DFT) simulated constant current STM image for an armchair (10,10) SWNT with a single SW defect, for negative and positive bias voltages. However, the determination of the nature of a given defect from a direct comparison of experimental and theoretical STM images is not straightforward since the experimental image is not a one-to-one picture of the charge density. STM images can be strongly affected by various effects due to the convolution of the tip with the sample [78]. This is illustrated for example in Fig. 4.3 a) where a typical tip-related distortion is shown. Here one can observe that four defects (positions indicated by black arrows in the line profiles) present the same pattern in the topography image. However, the spectroscopy analysis showed that all the six defect sites in this image have a different electronic

**Figure 4.3:** Detailed STM topography image of SWNTs (semiconducting for a) and b), metallic armchair for c)) with typical defect patterns. Under each image in a), b) and c) a corrected and line by line flattened image version is shown. Apparent height profiles along the black dashed lines are displayed on the right-hand side of each STM image. Setpoint parameters: a) $V_s = 1\; V$, $I_s = 0.1\; nA$, $\Delta z = 10.8\; \AA$, b) $V_s = 1\; V$, $I_s = 0.3\; nA$, $\Delta z = 10.6\; \AA$, c) $V_s = 0.8\; V$, $I_s = 0.1\; nA$, $\Delta z = 4\; \AA$. 
signature in the local density of states. The observed pattern are in fact an image of the tip apex due to the convolution of a relatively flat tip with a very sharp and localized protrusion at the defect position. It means in this case that the identification of the nature of the defects could only be done if one would know the exact tip apex structure and dispose of an extensive set of simulated STM images of different defect structures and combinations of them. As the second condition is today a quite routine task, the first one, on the other hand, is still inconceivable. In many cases, the defect sites show a uniform, structureless and intense hillock as for example in Fig. 4.3 b). The stripe structures and the relatively low apparent height of the defect site on the right of the armchair SWNT displayed in Fig. 4.3 c) show an evident similarity with the \textit{ab initio} simulation for a (10,10) SWNT with a SW defect presented in Fig. 4.4. Indeed, one can observe that the orientation of the defect-induced stripes in the density of states for both experimentally observed and simulated tubes is the same (zigzag direction highlighted with a red dashed line in Fig. 4.3 c)), but for a clear and unambiguous identification of the nature of this defect, one will need more information on its electronic structure.

It is important to stress here that, similarly to hydrogen ECR plasma treated HOPG [97,98], a long range redistribution of the electronic density with a period larger than but commensurate to the underlying atomic lattice has been observed near a great majority of defects, \textit{e.g.} in Fig. 4.3 b) and c). The presence of these patterns known as $(\sqrt{3} \times \sqrt{3})R30\degree$ superstructures has already been observed experimentally on SWNTs [75,113] and was found to be a signature for large momentum scattering of electronic states at defects, giving subsequent indications for a local modification of the electronic structure [79,98,114]. An important observation is that physisorbed adsorbates do not perturb the surrounding charge density (no reconstruction can be observed) [36]. A detailed discussion on the formation of these superstructures will be given in section 4.5.

At this point, we need to conclude that from a pure STM topography investigation, it is very challenging to clearly identify a specific defect configuration. Nevertheless we are able to make some general statements on
the type of defects we can possibly expect to result from the hydrogen ECR plasma interaction with the SWNTs. From the discussions above, it follows that the most probable defect types one would expect on SWNTs subjected to a low-energy and low dose hydrogen ECR plasma treatment are: (i) H-adatoms, (ii) vacancy-types and (iii) combinations of both including hydrogenation of single vacancies by partially or fully saturating the highly reactive dangling bonds (adsorption energy of 4.36 eV for a single vacancy in graphene [89]), and (iv) SW defects.

Thus, in order to get a deeper understanding on the nature of the observed defects, one needs to study the electronic structure of the H-plasma subjected SWNTs. This can be done by means of scanning tunneling spectroscopy (STS), which constitutes the topic of the following chapter.

4.4 Modifications of the local electronic structure of semiconducting SWNTs

The atomic and electronic structures of SWNTs with the most stable defect configurations discussed above were simulated by ab initio density functional theory (DFT) calculations and compared with STS measurements. All the DFT calculations presented in this work have been performed at the Helsinki University of Technology, Laboratory of physics (Dr. A. V. Krasheninnikov and Dr. A. S. Foster) and the University of Helsinki, Accelerator Laboratory (Dr. A. V. Krasheninnikov and A. Tolvanen), Finland. Technical details about these calculations are given in appendix A.

4.4.1 Single gap states

4.4.1.1 Ab initio calculations

The most probable defect structures discussed above have been calculated for semiconducting (10,0), (8,4) and (8,0) nanotubes with up to 120 carbon atoms in the simulation cell. Most of the experimentally observed SWNTs could not be simulated due to their prohibitively large unit cells. However, the characteristic features of the theoretical simulations can be found in the experimental investigations. We therefore can generalize many of the electronic features observed in the simulations of the three tube species to the experimental results we obtained on tubes of different chiral vectors. Figure 4.5 a) shows different ball-and-stick models of relaxed defect configuration on a (10,0) SWNT. The calculated defect structures are: one H-adatom (H-adatom), a naked single vacancy (S_Vac), a single vacancy with one (S_Vac H), two (S_Vac 2H) and three (S_Vac 3H) chemisorbed hydrogen atoms. The corresponding band structures for an energy range of 1.2 eV...
centered on the mid-gap level are displayed in Fig. 4.5 b). In order to make a comparison with experimental spectra easier, the LDOS averaged on atoms within 2 Å from each defect structure presented in Fig. 4.5 are displayed in Fig. 4.6. Here the LDOS is reconstructed from the \(k\)-discretized band structure \(E(k)\) in Fig. 4.5 b) by means of the “tetrahedron” method [115].

In agreement with previous simulations [91,92,96,116], it has been found that the energetically most favorable position for a H-adatom is on top of a carbon atom. For the studied SWNTs, the adsorption energy varies between 1.5 eV and 2 eV and the C-H bond length is 1.1 Å. The H adsorption energy is higher for nanotubes with small diameters compared to graphene (0.87 eV [89]) as curvature enhances the \(sp^3\) character of the carbon atoms in SWNTs [102,103]. For all theoretically studied semiconducting SWNTs ((8,0), (10,0) and (8,4)), the H adsorption results in the formation of a new quasi dispersionless state in the middle of the gap, as can be seen in Fig. 4.5 b) for a (10,0) SWNT. This H-adatom-induced flat band results in a very narrow and intense peak at the mid-gap level in the LDOS, which is truncated in Fig. 4.6 a), with a width of \(\sim 20\) meV.

One can observe in Fig. 4.5 a) that a naked single vacancy reconstructs by saturating two dangling bonds and forming a pentagon. This is true for all types of nanotubes, independent of chirality [28,117]. The electronic signature of such a single vacancy in a (10,0) SWNT is a low dispersive state in the middle of the bandgap, with a width of the band of about 180 meV. A careful analysis of this new band reveals the presence of a rising inflection point resulting in a split peak in the LDOS (LDOS \(\propto (dE/dk)^{-1}\)) shown in Fig. 4.6 b). Simulations of single vacancies in graphene using a simple Hückel model have shown that vacancy-induced states near the Fermi level are spatially localized on the atoms surrounding the vacancies [118]. These localized states provoke an enhancement of the tunneling current at vacancy positions on SWNTs, giving rise to protrusions in TB based simulations of STM images [40,110]. This is supported by STM measurements on graphite and SWNTs [30,97]. However, TB-based calculations do not show split structures for the vacancy-induced gap state, [110] and references therein. A possible explanation might be derived from previous \textit{ab initio} calculations on the effect of structural defects on the conductance of SWNTs. Here two narrow dips were observed at the Fermi level in the conductance spectrum, originating from two \(\pi\)-like quasibound states originating from the three dangling bonds [41].

\textit{Ab initio} calculations have also been performed for a naked vacancy on a (8,0) SWNT, where a similar low dispersive band with a rising inflection point is observed, but at a position close to the CBE. This can be seen in Fig. 4.9 d). The width of the split peak structure for the (8,0) is found to be about 110 meV. This observed change in the energy position of the
Figure 4.5: a) Ball-and-stick models of different relaxed defect configurations for (10,0) SWNTs, which are: one H-adatom (H-adatom), a naked single vacancy (S_Vac), a single vacancy with one (S_Vac H), two (S_Vac 2H) and three (S_Vac 3H) hydrogen atom decorations. b) Calculated electronic structure for each defect configuration in a).
Figure 4.6: Calculated LDOS averaged on atoms within 2 Å from the defect structures for a (10,0) SWNT: a) a H-adatom, b) naked single vacancy, c) single vacancy with one adsorbed H, d) single vacancy with two adsorbed H, e) single vacancy with three adsorbed H. The position of the Fermi energy and the approximated width of each gap peak are given.
low dispersive bands for two different semiconducting SWNTs constitutes an important indication for a chirality dependence of the LDOS features for the same defect configuration.

Figures 4.5 b) and 4.6 show that low dispersive states with a rising inflection point are still observable for hydrogen-decorated single vacancies, but their position in the bandgap depends on the number of chemisorbed hydrogen atoms for the same SWNT.

A similar effect has been theoretically reported for vacancies in graphite, where the naked vacancies-induced peak in the total density of states (TDOS) is shifted above the Fermi level for a hydrogenation of the vacancies [118]. In our case, however, the observed dependence on the number of decorating hydrogen atoms on the gap state position is not yet understood and will need more theoretical investigations. For the (10, 0) SWNT, the state associated with the single vacancy is located at the mid-gap level, whereas the one of the single decorated vacancy is at the VBE. The doubly decorated vacancy produces a state in the upper quarter of the band gap, whereas the fully decorated one is in the mid-gap region again, see Figs. 4.5 and 4.6. The same calculation has been performed for the single decorated vacancy on a (8, 0) SWNT. Here the single vacancy related state is located close to the CBE, whereas the single decorated vacancy produces a state in the lower quarter of the bandgap (see Appendix B).

The widths of the different defect-induced gap peaks for a (10, 0) are given in Fig. 4.6. One can observe that the calculated width of hydrogenated vacancy-induced peaks is reduced by more than a factor of two compared to the naked vacancy. The same observation can be made for a (8, 0) SWNT, where the width of the single decorated vacancy induced state is found to be about 40 meV, in comparison with the 110 meV calculated for the naked single vacancy induced state. It is however important to note that in the supercell DFT calculations, the peak width may depend on the system size, details of integration procedure over the BZ and other simulation parameters.

Furthermore, it can be observed that the different defect structures do not only give rise to intense peaks in the bandgap or at the band edges, but also inside the conduction ($S_{Vac}$) or valence band ($S_{Vac\ 1H}, S_{Vac\ 2H}$), as can be seen in Fig. 4.6.

To summarize the results of the \textit{ab initio} calculations, we point out the following important observations:

(i) The general behavior is that for the presented defect structures, the electronic signature is dominated by a single peak (with a split substructure), which can have a certain width due to the dispersion of the corresponding state.
(ii) The energy position of vacancy-related peak structures is in the bandgap region and is found to be chirality dependent.

(iii) A single adatom is found to produce a very narrow state in the mid-gap region.

4.4.1.2 Spectroscopy measurements

In the following paragraphs, we are going to discuss a first set of experimental results on the basis of the \textit{ab initio} simulations presented above. In order to study the spatial evolution of the defect-induced modifications of the LDOS, consecutive STS measurements have been performed as a function of the tip position \(x\) along the tubes axis. Typical data sets consist of 100 or 150 \(dI/dV\) spectra recorded with the lock-in technique on one or more topography line scans of 300 pts along the tube axis. The spacing between two spectra is 1.5 Å or less, which yields typical line scans of 5-20 nm. Such \(dI/dV(x, V)\) data sets are called \(dI/dV\)-scans in the following. The scan window for the spectroscopy is usually chosen in such a way that two or more defects can be measured in the same data set. Note that the spatial range of a \(dI/dV\)-scan acquired within about 30 min is always observed to be slightly larger (typically of the order of 5\%) than the spatial range of the following (or preceding) topography lines acquired within about 0.5 s. This is due to a dependency of the piezoelectric voltage constant on the scan velocity. In all combined STM/STS images presented in this work, this effect has been systematically corrected by means of a compression of the \(x\)-scale of the \(dI/dV\)-scan in order to be able to compare the topography and the spatially resolved spectroscopy of the same nanotube.

In comparison with unperturbed regions in semiconducting SWNTs, single point spectroscopy measurements on defect sites revealed dramatic changes in the \(dI/dV\) spectra, which can be associated with changes in the LDOS [58]. A large number of defect sites has been investigated and for the great majority of the defects, \(dI/dV\) spectra revealed the appearance of new gap states present as single or double intense and very narrow peaks. A pair of peaks symmetrically positioned relative to the mid-gap level is the most commonly observed feature. Single peaks could be found at different positions in the bandgap, either in the mid-gap region or close to (or even at) the VBE or CBE.

Figure 4.7 shows a first example of a defect-induced single peak structure in the LDOS of a semiconducting SWNT. The \(dI/dV\)-scan recorded along the horizontal dashed line in the STM topography image in Fig. 4.7 a) is
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Figure 4.7: a) STM topography original image of a portion of a semiconducting SWNT with a H-plasma-induced defect site. Possible chiral indices are: (4,8), (5,9) or (6,10). b) Spatial variation of $dI/dV$ as a function of the sample voltage recorded along the horizontal dashed line in panel a). The defect structure gives rise to an intense peak $S_1$ at the CBE. c) Normalized map where each $dI/dV$ spectrum curve in b) has been divided by the area computed between 0 V and -0.972 V. Measurement parameters are: $V_S = 1$ V, $I_S = 0.2$ nA, $T = 5.2$ K, $V_{mod} = 10$ mV, $x_{res} = 0.53$ Å.
displayed in b). For this tube, no unambiguous assignment on the \((n,m)\) indices could be performed and the three possible chiral indices are \((4,8)\), \((5,9)\) or \((6,10)\). The \(dI/dV\)-scan clearly reveals the presence of a very intense and narrow peak positioned at the CBE, labeled S1. The FWHM of S1 is about 47 meV. We will consider peak shapes and widths in more details later in this section. The new defect-induced electronic state S1 is spatially extended on about 2 nm, which corresponds approximately to the lateral extension of the defect site imaged in a). Based on the \textit{ab initio} calculations presented above, we can conclude on the formation of a vacancy-related (possibly with H atom adsorbates) defect structure induced by the interaction of a low energy hydrogen ion with the wall of a semiconducting SWNT, giving rise to a low dispersive state at the CBE.

A substantial drop in intensity of the differential conductance can be observed in the VB in the spatial range the defect-induced peak. This is a measurement artifact due to the choice of the setpoint voltage in the positive range above the energy position of the peak. One can understand this effect by considering the simple model shown in Fig. 4.8. Panel a) displays the real variation of the LDOS along the axis of an hypothetical semiconducting SWNT with four point defects producing different electronic states in the bandgap. Panel b) shows a simulation of the corresponding \(dI/dV\) scan with the setpoint voltage chosen at +1.2 V. Without altering the qualitative understanding of the effect, we consider the transmission coefficient \(T\) to be energy and bias voltage independent. We can then write the expression for

![Figure 4.8](image-url)

**Figure 4.8:** a) Simulation of the real LDOS along the axis of an hypothetical semiconducting SWNT with 4 defects at positions \(x = 2\) nm, 7 nm, 12 nm and 17 nm, giving rise to different electronic states in the bandgap. b) Simulation of the measured LDOS of the same SWNT as in a), with the setpoint voltage chosen at +1.2 V.
the constant tunneling current as following:

\[ I = I_s = T(z, x) \cdot \int_{E_F}^{V_s} \rho_s(E, x) dE \] (4.2)

with \( \rho_s(E, x) \) being the LDOS at the position of the tip. It is obvious from Eq. 4.2 that for any increase of the integrated \( \rho_s(E, x, z) \) in the energy range running from \( 0 \) (\( E_F \)) to the setpoint bias voltage \( V_s \), a corresponding decrease of \( T(x, z) \) must occur to maintain the tunneling current \( I \) at the constant value \( I_s \). The behavior of \( T \) as a function of the position \( x \) along the tube axis is plotted in Fig. 4.8c). Now, from Eq. 4.2 and by considering the electron charge \( e = 1 \), the simulated \( dI/dV \)-scan can be formulated by the simple relation:

\[ \frac{dI}{dV}(E, x) = T(z, x) \cdot \rho_S(E, x) \] (4.3)

showing that the \( dI/dV \)-scan will show a drop in intensity on the whole bias range along the spatial location of new gap states positioned between \( 0 \) V (\( E_F \)) and \( V_s \), as Fig. 4.8b) shows. A local depression in \( T(x, z) \) corresponds to an increase of the tip-tube distance \( z \), since \( T(z) \propto e^{-z} \). This makes sense since the LDOS at the position of the tip is decreasing as the tip-tube distance \( z \) increases. \( z(x) \) is plotted in Fig. 4.8 assuming \( T(z) \propto e^{-z} \).

From the same argumentation above, it also follows that the corrugation induced variations of \( z(x) \) recorded during the acquisition of a \( dI/dV \)-scan on a SWNT will result in the superposition of an additional topographic signal on the electronic structure information. This effect is responsible for the presence of a modulation in x-direction in the intensity of the VB and CB structures in the \( dI/dV \)-scans in Fig. 4.7.

The values of the voltage and current setpoints for the measurement presented in Fig. 4.7 have been set to \( V_s = +1 \) V and \( I_s = 0.2 \) nA, respectively. Based on the model presented above and under the condition that the signal to noise ratio is sufficiently high, it is generally possible to partially recover the strongly attenuated \( dI/dV \) features. This can be achieved by performing a normalization of the recorded spectra where each individual spectrum curve is normalized by the value of its area computed between \( 0 \) V and the final voltage value opposite to the setpoint voltage \( V_s \). Figure 4.7c) shows a normalized \( dI/dV \)-scan where each \( dI/dV \) spectrum curve in b) has been normalized by the integral between \( 0 \) V and \(-0.972 \) V. This constitutes an approximation of the experimental \( dI/dV \)-scan one would obtain with the setpoint voltage \( V_s \) set to \(-0.972 \) V. Note that the non-zero differential conductance observed below \( S1 \) in the bandgap is due to the amplification of the residual offset mentioned in section 2.2.
To enhance the details of the low lying $dI/dV$ structures in the normalized $dI/dV$ -scan, the full color scale has been limited to the maximum recorded intensity in the VB. It results that besides the intense peak at the CBE discussed above, one can clearly distinguish line structures in the VB, labeled I-IV. Similar structures labeled I' and II' in c) could already be distinguished in the CB on both sides of S1 in Fig. 4.7 b) before the normalization. In the following paragraphs, we are going to describe the behavior of the VB structures I-IV. The same analysis can be carried out for the CB structures I' and II'.

The single line structure IV in Fig. 4.7 c) is seen to split into two further line structures I and II clearly distinguishable in the spatial range of the peak S1. The energy splitting is found to be about 90 meV. One can observe that for $x > 4$ nm, I and II do not merge together as it is the case in $x < 2$ nm, but seem to remain separated on the visible $x$-range with approximatively the same splitting energy. The line structure III is clearly distinguishable in the spatial range of S1 and is located about 0.24 eV lower in energy than structure II.

In order to understand the origin of the observed line structures, one needs to analyze the modifications induced by specific defect configurations on the band structure of SWNTs in the VB and CB. Until here, we have studied the defect-induced changes in the bandgap region with emphasis on new low dispersive electronic gap states. Figure 4.9 shows calculated $E(k)$ band structures for different defect configurations on a large energy scale of 4 eV. For each defect configuration (also for other single adatom- and single vacancy-related structures not shown in this figure), the twofold degeneracy of the bands plotted in green in panels a) - d) of both highly symmetric zigzag (8,0) and (10,0) SWNTs is lifted. The energy splitting varies up to about 0.4 eV for the different calculated structures.

To study the degeneracy of the electronic structure of the SWNT shown in Fig. 4.7 a), we computed the band structures $E(k)$ for the possible corresponding SWNTs, i.e. (4,8), (5,9) and (6,10) within a TB zone folding scheme. The results for (4,8) and (6,10) nanotubes are shown in Fig. 4.9 e) and f). Remarkably, the plotted bands in the VB and CB are twofold degenerated at the $\Gamma$-point. This is also the case for the (5,9) nanotube (not shown). On this basis, we can identify the line structures I an II in Fig. 4.7 c) as two single bands resulting from the splitting of an initial twofold degenerated band (IV), induced by a local symmetry breaking related to the presence of the structural defect in the initial perfect periodic lattice of the SWNT in Fig. 4.7 a).

Two other examples of defect-induced single peak structures in the LDOS of a semiconducting SWNT are shown in Fig. 4.10. Panel a) shows the topography image of a semiconducting (5,6) or (6,7) SWNT with two
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Figure 4.9: Ab initio calculations of the electronic structure for different defect configurations and SWNTs. a) (10,0) nanotube with one H-atom, b) (10,0) nanotube with a single naked vacancy, c) (10,0) nanotube with a single vacancy decorated with one hydrogen adsorbate, d) (8,0) nanotube with a single naked vacancy. For the (10,0) nanotube, defect atomic structures are shown in Fig. 4.5 a). e), f) Electronic structure of pristine (4,8) and (6,10) nanotubes, derived from a simple zone folding scheme with overlap integral $s = 0.13$ and hopping integral $t = 2.9$ eV.
Figure 4.10: STM topography images of SWNTs treated with low-energy hydrogen plasma and corresponding $dI/dV$-scans (lower panels) recorded along the horizontal black dashed lines for two nanotubes. a) Semiconducting SWNT ((6,5) or (7,6)) with two defect sites $d_1$ and $d_2$ giving rise to structures SW1-SW2 and S2, respectively. b) Semiconducting SWNT ((7,5) or (8,6)) with two defect sites $d_3$ and $d_4$ giving rise to the $dI/dV$ structure SW3-SW4 and S4, respectively. Measurement parameters in a) are $V_s = 1\ \text{V}, I_s = 0.3\ \text{nA}, T = 5.3\ \text{K}, V_{\text{mod}} = 15\ \text{mV}, x_{\text{res}} = 0.16\ \text{nm},$ b) $V_s = 1\ \text{V}, I_s = 0.3\ \text{nA}, T = 5.8\ \text{K}, V_{\text{mod}} = 15\ \text{mV}, x_{\text{res}} = 0.2\ \text{nm}$. 
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defect sites labeled d1 and d2, separated by about 11 nm. The $dI/dV$-scan displayed in the lower panel has been recorded along the horizontal black dashed line running through the defect sites. The defect pattern d2 has a spatial extent of about 2.5 nm and gives rise to a sharp peak labeled S2 in the mid-gap region, with a FWHM of about 45 meV. The above discussed normalization process (see Fig. 4.7 c)) has been performed on the $dI/dV$ spectra but no significant additional information resulted. We would like to stress here that the structures in the differential conductance visible in the energy range above S2, i.e. for energies larger than 0.26 eV are to a considerable degree due to a measurement artifact resulting from a voltage dependent tunneling barrier height inducing a negative differential resistance (NDR) behavior in the recorded I-V curve. The origin of the NDR related to sharp unoccupied states will be discussed in details in chapter 7. We found a FWHM of about 44 meV for S2. From ab initio calculations for (8,0) and (10,0) nanotubes, we know that several defect structure show the appearance of a sharp peak in the mid-gap region, as for example hydrogen chemisorption or the formation of a single vacancy decorated with three hydrogen adsorbates shown in Fig. 4.6 a) and e). Because of the chiral dependence of the position of vacancy-related electronic states, it is however not possible to determine if the peak S2 is a consequence of chemisorption of an H-adatom or a vacancy-related defect. A one-to-one comparison between experiments and simulations could be done on the basis of ab initio DFT calculations for the experimentally investigated SWNTs, i.e. (6,5) and (7,6) in this example. As mentioned earlier, the large number of atoms in the unit cells of these nanotubes (364 and 508 for (6,5) and (7,6), respectively) is however not adapted for a standard DFT calculation.

Figure 4.10 b) shows another semiconducting SWNT ((7,5) or (8,6)) with two defect sites d3 and d4 separated by about 8 nm. Like in panel a), the original image has been corrected to compensate the tip-tube convolution effect. Although the topography image in the upper panel clearly reveals a multiple tip artifact, consistent spectroscopy analysis could be carried out. Similarly to the vacancy-related defect site in Fig. 4.7, the defect structure d4 gives rise to a sharp state at the CBE with a FWHM of about 48 meV, labeled S3. The normalization process revealed degeneracy breaking effects at the VBE, similarly as in Fig. 4.7.

4.4.2 Stone-Wales type defects

Peak structures S1, S2 and S3 in Figs. 4.7 and 4.10 have a spatial extent which matches approximatively the lateral extent of the corresponding defect structures observed in the topography images. However, the defect structures labeled d1 and d3 in Fig. 4.10 a) and b), respectively, show a
different behavior. Topography images of the defect structures d1 and d3 both reveal a pattern which is spatially localized along the main axis of the nanotube and extended along its circumference. The apparent height of these structures has a maximum value of about 0.8 Å for d1 and 0.5 Å for d3, and the lateral extent is about 0.5 nm for both patterns. By way of comparison, the maximum apparent heights of defect patterns d2 and d4 recorded with the same setpoint parameters are 2.5 Å and 1.2 Å, respectively. As can be seen in the $dI/dV$-scan of Fig. 4.10 a), the defect-induced pattern d1 clearly shows extended electronic states at the VBE and CBE regions. The peak structures labeled SW1 and SW2 have a spatial extent of about 7 nm. While SW1 has a quite constant energy of 0.64 eV, SW2 shows a parabolic-like shape around -0.27 eV. A similar behavior can be seen with the electronic states SW3 and SW4 induced by the defect site d3 in Fig. 4.10 b). Although one has to consider the lateral extent of SW3 and SW4 by taking into account the multiple tip effect visible in the topography image, the $dI/dV$ spectra clearly show two parabolic-like structures for SW4, split by about 85 meV along the full spatial extent.

A detailed analysis of the structures SW1-SW4 is carried out in Fig. 4.11. Upper panels in a) and b) show detailed topography images of d2 and d4 which have been line by line flattened to get a better contrast of the defect patterns. The honeycomb lattice is indicated in white on both topography images. $dI/dV$-scans recorded along the horizontal dashed lines drawn in the upper panels of a) and b) are shown in the corresponding lower panels. To get a better insight into the behavior of the peak structures SW1-SW4, we plotted individual $dI/dV$ spectra recorded along the vertical white dashed lines labeled with roman numerals on the right hand sides of panels a) and b). These spectra show clearly double peak structures labeled 1-4 and 1'-4' for SW1 - SW4. For the parabolic-like structures SW2 and SW4 the average energetic positions are indicated as 3-4 and 3'-4'. The energy splitting of the double peaks are 98 meV for 1-2, 86 meV for 3-4, 120 meV for 1'-2' and finally 58 meV for 3'-4'.

These splittings at the CBE and VBE are very similar to what we have discussed before as a result of the lifting of the degeneracy due to the presence of a defect. However, here we do not observe any strong single peak in $dI/dV$ which can be associated to a new low dispersive state, and also the apparent height of the defects is below 1 Å. This is in contrast to what we would expect from a vacancy, H-chemisorption or H-decorated vacancy type defect. Therefore we might have a purely structural defect keeping the threefold coordination of the C atoms of the tube, \textit{e.g.} a SW defect.

To compare our observations, we calculated the electronic structure of a SW defect in a (10,0) SWNT. Ball-and-stick models of both ideal (10,0) SWNT (green) and the same nanotube with a SW defect (red) are presented
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Figure 4.11: a) and b) Upper panel: detailed flattened and topography image of defect site $d_2$ ($d_3$) from Fig. 4.10 a)(b)) with superimposed honeycomb lattice. Lower panel: spatial evolution of the differential conductance recorded along the horizontal dashed line drawn in the upper panel. Right hand side: $dI/dV$ spectra recorded along the vertical white dashed lines labeled $I(I')$ to $V(V')$. c) Topography $dI/dV$ image and spatial evolution of $dI/dV$ of a (9,5) SWNT with suggested SW defect, taken from [36]. d) Upper panel: ball-and-stick models of an ideal (10,0) SWNT (green) and with a SW defect (red). Lower panel left: ab initio calculation of the electronic structure of the ideal (10,0) SWNT (green) and the SW defect (red), right: corresponding TDOS.
in the upper panel of Fig. 4.11 c). The corresponding electronic structure displayed in the lower panel clearly shows a splitting of the twofold degenerated bands corresponding to the first VHS of the non-perturbed nanotube, giving rise to double peak structures at the CBE and VBE, with energy separations of 180 meV and 210 meV, respectively.

Our results are further supported by the recently reported observation of shallow levels in $dI/dV$-scans for suggested SW defects created by the application of a voltage ramp at constant tunneling current between a STM tip and semiconducting nanotubes [36]. For comparison, the cited results are displayed in Fig. 4.11 d). The reported defect pattern shown in a $dI/dV$ map acquired at $V_s = 0.4$ V in the upper panel of Fig. 4.11 c) present a strikingly similar shape with the observed patterns for d2 and d4.

Although we cannot rule out that the observed defects d2 and d4 may have been produced during the growth process of the nanotubes, it is fully plausible that the interaction of low energy hydrogen ions with the wall of a SWNT may result in the rotation of a C-C bond within the neutralization process of the ions discussed in section 4.2.1.

4.4.3 Symmetric paired gap states

In the following paragraph, we are going to describe the most commonly observed feature for H-plasma-induced defects, i.e. the appearance of paired gap states positioned symmetrically with respect to the mid-gap level. Then the nature of these paired states will be studied on the base of ab initio calculations.

4.4.3.1 Spectroscopy measurements

Figures 4.12 a) and b) show $dI/dV$-scans for two semiconducting SWNTs with a series of defect sites, recorded along the horizontal dashed lines. The topography image in panel b) has been corrected to compensate the tip-tube convolution effect. The assignment procedure has given three possible sets of chiral indices (8,1), (9,1) or (11,1) for a) and (6,2) for b). Note that the original topography image in the upper panel of Fig. 4.12 shows a double tip artifact. Here the same nanotube is imaged twice as we can judge from the atomic resolution where both nanotube images show the same chirality, and also from the fact that the relative position of the two defects remains the same. We have recorded several $dI/dV$-scans along different horizontal lines and on both nanotube images the spectroscopy shows identical features. Since we have actually imaged the same nanotube with two different protrusions of the tip, the spectroscopic features are indeed intrinsic to the nanotube itself and not to the tip.
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Figure 4.12: STM topography images of semiconducting SWNTs treated with low-energy hydrogen plasma and corresponding dI/dV-scans (lower panels) recorded along the horizontal black dashed lines for two nanotubes. Possible chiral indices for the SWNT in a) are (8,1), (9,1) or (11,1), and (6,2) for b). A sharp single peak (S4) at the VBE and a pair of peaks (D1-D2) positioned symmetrically relative to the bandgap edges are visible in a). b) shows four defect-induced symmetric double peak structures with different energy separations (D3-D4, D5-D6, D7-D8 and D9-D10). Measurement parameters in a): $V_s = 1 \text{ V}$, $I_s = 0.6 \text{ nA}$, $T = 5.56 \text{ K}$, $V_{\text{mod}} = 6 \text{ mV}$, $x_{\text{res}} = 0.21 \text{ nm}$, b): $V_s = 1 \text{ V}$, $I_s = 0.3 \text{ nA}$, $T = 5.36 \text{ K}$, $V_{\text{mod}} = 10 \text{ mV}$, $x_{\text{res}} = 0.22 \text{ nm}$. 
A further example of a defect-induced single peak structure labeled S4 lying now slightly above the VBE can be seen in Fig. 4.12. A comparison with *ab initio* simulations suggests that the defect structure giving rise to the peak S4 is a single vacancy-related configuration (possibly with hydrogen atom adsorbates). On this basis, we attribute the oscillations in $dI/dV$ below the peak S4 along the vertical dashed line to a local band splitting due to a defect-induced symmetry breaking. These oscillations are better evidenced in Fig. 4.13 a) where the $dI/dV$ single spectrum recorded along the vertical black dashed line running through S4 is plotted.

On the right hand side of Fig. 4.12 a), one can observe a double peak structure labeled D1-D2, with an energy separation of 0.47 eV. Such pair of peaks symmetrically positioned relative to the mid-gap level with an energy separation of about half an electronvolt is the most commonly observed feature for low energy hydrogen ions-induced defects, as can be observed from analogous features as D3-D4 and D7-D8 in Fig. 4.12 b). However, larger energy separations can also occur, as D5-D6 and D9-D10 in Fig. 4.12 b) shows, where we measure an energy difference of 1.15 eV and 1.2 eV, respectively. The same differential conductance map of Fig. 4.12 b) shows a rigid shift of the band edges towards higher energy. This band shift is highlighted by the dashed red lines denoting the CBE and the midgap level, respectively. As can be clearly seen, the energetic positions of the two double peak structures D3-D4 and D7-D8 are symmetric with respect to the SWNT midgap level and not to the Fermi energy from which we can deduce that they are intrinsic to the electronic structure of the modified nanotube and do not result from interaction with the substrate.

A height profile of the Au(111) substrate recorded along a line parallel to the tube axis (not shown) indicates that the (6,2) SWNT is suspended between a terrace edge at the position $x \approx 9$ nm and another SWNT crossing at the position $x \approx 19$ nm. This induces an inhomogeneous charge transfer between the SWNT and the substrate, which explains the band shift. A similar behavior has already been observed for crossed SWNTs on gold and has been attributed to an effective hole doping in the suspended region, resulting from a reduced screening of the charge accumulation layer by the gold substrate [119,120].

As already observed above for the single peak structures S1, S2 and S3 in Figs. 4.7 and 4.12, the spatial extent of the measured structures S4 and D1-D2 to D9-D10 in Fig. 4.12 matches approximatively the lateral extent of the defect patterns observed in the topography images and is generally of the order of 1-3 nm. This small spatial extent of the new electronic states indicates the effectiveness of our method to produce very localized and intense modifications of the electronic structure of SWNTs, yet without excessively damaging their structure. Both features, the strong modification...
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Figure 4.13: Comparison of spectroscopic signatures of individual point defects. $dI/dV$ plots in panels a) and b) correspond to the positions indicated by small circles for the SWNTs shown in Figs. 4.12 a) and b), respectively. c) Detail of the peaks D2 with Lorentzian and Gaussian fits.

of the electronic structure and the relatively low structural damage, are prerequisites from the perspective of using this method to specifically alter the transport properties of SWNT-based devices.

Before going more into details on the origin of the frequently observed double peak structures, we will consider more precisely the shape and widths of the typically encountered defect-induced peak structures.

Figures 4.13 a) and b) show $dI/dV$ plots versus bias voltage recorded at the positions corresponding to the intersection of the vertical and horizontal dashed lines shown in Figs. 4.12 a) and b), respectively. We would like to stress here that due to the voltage dependent tunneling barrier height we briefly mentioned in section 4.4.1.2, the intensity of peaks positioned below the Fermi level is systematically underestimated with respect to peaks lying
above the Fermi level. Thus, if the real intensity of a double peak structure is the same for each individual peak, the measured $dI/dV$ signal will always give a smaller intensity for the peak lying below the Fermi level. More details on the voltage dependent tunneling barrier height will be given in chapter 7, where the NDR is discussed. The energy resolution of our STS measurements can be estimated with the following relation [121]:

$$\delta E = \sqrt{(3.3 \cdot k_B T)^2 + (2.5 \cdot V_{\text{mod}})^2}$$

(4.4)

where $k_B$ is the Boltzmann constant and $V_{\text{mod}}$ is the RMS value of the lock-in ac voltage component. For the STS parameters used to record the data presented in Fig. 4.12 a): $T = 5.56$ K, $V_{\text{mod}} = 6$ mV, and b): $T = 5.36$ K, $V_{\text{mod}} = 10$ mV, we find energy resolutions of $\delta E \approx 15$ meV and $\delta E \approx 25$ meV for a) and b), respectively. The narrowest measured FWHM in Fig. 4.12 a) and b) are found for D2 with 26 meV and D8 with 67 meV. The measurement energy resolutions are then found to be about two times smaller than the narrowest measured peaks for Fig. 4.12 a) and this ratio is found to be about 2.7 for Fig. 4.12 b). We have characterized a large number of peak structures and found FWHMs generally situated between 25 meV and 90 meV. A maximum value of 125 meV was measured for D3 in Fig. 4.12. In most of the cases, the measured peak shapes could be well fitted with a Lorentzian function. However, the best fits have always been obtained with Voigt functions, which are obtained by the convolution of a Lorentzian and a Gaussian function. For example, both Gaussian and Lorentzian fits of the the peak structure D8 give the same chi-square value of 0.0075. Figure 4.13 c) shows a detail of the peak D2 fitted with both Lorentzian and Gaussian functions. The chi-square values are 0.066 and 0.074 for the Lorentzian and Gaussian fit, respectively.

From a general point of view, the main observation is that the relatively small measured values of the FWHM indicate that the hydrogen plasma-induced new electronic states are characterized by a very low dispersion. From the discussions on the energy resolution above, we estimate the real FWHM to be about 10-15 meV for the smallest measured features.

### 4.4.3.2 **Ab initio calculations: adatom-adatom interaction**

As discussed above, we attributed the origin of single gap peaks as S1, S3 and S4 to vacancy-H complexes. The single peaks observed in the middle of the gap, as S2, could be related to the chemisorption of a single adatom or to a vacancy-H defect configuration. None of the simulated single vacancy- or single adatom-related defects gave rise to paired peaks positioned symmetrically with respect to the mid-gap level. From the discussions in subsec. 4.2.1, we think that the probability for vacancy-type defects to appear
Figure 4.14: Electron densities and band structures for a (10,0) nanotube with one and two H-adatoms. a) Atomic structure with a single H-adatom, top view with electron density near the Fermi level (density = 0.02 e/Å³ for energy interval -2 eV to -2.7 eV) for the same tube (lower panel). The position of the H-adatom is highlighted by a red arrow. b) and c) Atomic structures with two nearby adatoms for positions 2 and 4 (top view), respectively. Corresponding electron density near the Fermi level (energy interval -2 eV to -2.7 eV with densities 0.005 and 0.1, respectively). The positions of the H-adatoms are highlighted by red arrows. d)-g) Band structures and LDOS of a (10,0) SWNT with two adatoms in positions (see Fig. 4.15 a)) 10, 2, 6 and 4, respectively.
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Figure 4.15: First-principles simulations for a (10,0) SWNT with H-adatoms. a) The adsorption sites of H-adatoms. All positions are metastable (separated by energy barriers from each other) so that all of them can exist at low experimental temperatures. The red and blue circles reflect the nodal structure of electron density oscillation near the Fermi energy when there is a single adatom on site labelled "0". b) Total energy of the system for different positions of the second adatom. The separation between H-adatoms is defined as the number of bonds in graphene lattice on the migration path of the second adatom to arrive at site “0”. c) Splitting of the H-induced levels in the gap due to adatom-adatom interaction.

is smaller than for adatoms. Thus, we calculated the total energy and the electronic structure of SWNTs with configurations of two adatoms, as shown for example in Figs. 4.14 b) and c). Figure 4.14 a) displays an iso-charge density plot of the (10,0) SWNT with a single H-adatom near the Fermi level (energy range from -2.7 eV to -2 eV, density = 0.020 e/Å³). Interestingly, one can observe that the electron density of the perturbed lattice
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presents a nodal structure with a minimal density on the carbon atoms of the sublattice on which the H-adatom lies (nodes) and a maximal density on the atoms of the complementary sublattice (cusps). As we will show in the following, this sublattice dependent charge distribution is also reflected in the adsorption energy of a second H atom as a function of its adsorption site.

The different positions for two adatoms are schematically shown in Fig. 4.15 a). The first H-adatom is fixed on the position labeled “0” while the second is positioned above nearby atoms as shown in Fig. 4.15 a). The total energy of the system as a function of separation between the adatoms is presented in Fig. 4.15 b). Zero energy corresponds to infinite separation of adatoms. The lowest energy configuration has been found to be two adatoms on the adjacent sites.

It is evident from Figs. 4.15 a) and b) that the energy depends non-monotonously on the adatom separation, with the minima at the sites corresponding to the cusps in the electron density near single adatom, as shown in

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Pos. dist.</th>
<th>Eff. dist.</th>
<th>Ads. En.* (eV)</th>
<th>Rel. En.** (eV)</th>
<th>$E_F$ (eV)</th>
<th>splitting (eV)</th>
<th>c/n</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>-2.33</td>
<td>1 x Single H</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1</td>
<td>-4.66</td>
<td>2 x Single H</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>-6.111</td>
<td>-1.45088</td>
<td>-2.078</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>c</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>-5.816</td>
<td>-1.15598</td>
<td>-2.264</td>
<td>1.4</td>
<td>c</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>-4.691</td>
<td>-0.03138</td>
<td>-2.033</td>
<td>0.15</td>
<td>n</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>-5.800</td>
<td>-1.14078</td>
<td>-2.298</td>
<td>1.4</td>
<td>c</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>-4.572</td>
<td>0.08802</td>
<td>-2.042</td>
<td>0.05</td>
<td>n</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>-4.581</td>
<td>0.07852</td>
<td>-2.021</td>
<td>0.2</td>
<td>n</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>-4.946</td>
<td>-0.28638</td>
<td>-2.169</td>
<td>0.45</td>
<td>c</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>-4.571</td>
<td>0.08802</td>
<td>-2.014</td>
<td>0.12</td>
<td>n</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>-5.061</td>
<td>-0.28638</td>
<td>-2.238</td>
<td>0.4</td>
<td>c</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>-4.653</td>
<td>-0.08932</td>
<td>-2.020</td>
<td>0.05</td>
<td>n</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>-4.903</td>
<td>-0.24338</td>
<td>-2.091</td>
<td>0.45</td>
<td>c</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 4.2: Calculated adsorption energies, Fermi levels and level splittings for adatom-adatom configurations as a function of the position (Pos.) of the second adatom w.r.t the position “0” of the first adatom in Fig. 4.15 a). The separation between-adatoms (Eff. dist.) is defined as the number of bonds in graphene lattice on the migration path of the second adatom to arrive at site “0”. * The adsorption energy (Ads. En.) is calculated with respect to the system nanotube + H + H (all isolated), and ** The relative energy (Rel. En.) is calculated with respect to nanotube + two separated H-adatoms. c/n is used for cusp/node.
The difference in energies corresponding to different adsorption positions was more than 1 eV at small separations (positions “0-2” and “0-5”, in agreement with recent results for graphite [99, 100]). The difference clearly originates from electronic effects, as (i) H-adatoms do not give rise to a large distortion of the lattice, so that interaction through strain fields can be excluded; (ii) the maxima-minima structure perfectly matches the cusp-node pattern in the electron density near a single adatom. The saw-tooth dependence can be understood in terms of the different amount of π-electron density available near the Fermi level for making a bond between the nanotube atom and the second H-adatom.

A similar phenomenon of substrate mediated long-ranged oscillatory interaction was previously reported for adatoms on metal surfaces [122]. However, such a result is somewhat unexpected for a semiconducting system, as the new states should be more spatially localized near the defect than in a metal system. Although the simulated nanotubes were too small to quantitatively extrapolate the dependence to large adatom separation, one can assume from tight-binding simulations for bigger systems [110] that the interaction is effective in a range of up to dozen nanometers, coinciding with the extension of electronic superstructures near the defects.

Adatom-adatom interaction gives rise to another salient feature: the H-adatom-induced states split into two peaks in the LDOS which are symmetric with the mid-gap level, as shown in Figs. 4.14 d)-g). Depending on the adatom-adatom separation, the position of the peaks can be in the middle of the gap (deep levels), Fig. 4.14 g), close to the band edges (shallow levels), Figs. 4.14 d) and f), or at the band edges, Fig. 4.14 e). All these positions are metastable (separated by energy barriers from each other) so that all of them can exist at the experimental temperature of about 5 K. The structures presented in d), f) and g) are in very good agreement with the measurements, and can be associated with the double peak spectra D1-D2, D3-D4, D7-D8 (deep levels, g)) and D5-D6, D9-D10 (shallow levels, d) and f)) presented in Fig. 4.12. An important feature can be seen in Fig. 4.15 c): the splitting energy is proportional to the adsorption energy for the second adatom and thus to the strength of the adatom-adatom interaction. In a certain way, the double peak structure can be understood in analogy to the bonding-antibonding orbital splitting of the H₂ molecule, where in our case the interaction between the two H atoms is mediated by the SWNT electrons. All the calculated energy values (adsorption energy, splitting energy and Fermi energy) for each H adatom-adatom configurations presented in Fig. 4.15 a) are summarized in Table 4.4.3.2.

Our results indicate that the H-adatom adsorption energy is different if there is already another adatom nearby, with the interaction being non-monotonously dependent on the separation. As adatom-adatom interaction
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changes the sticking coefficients for H on graphite [100], this is also likely to happen in SWNTs, thus explaining the abundance of double-peak structures. The interaction should also affect adatom diffusion and hydrogen desorption (e.g., due to additional barriers for diffusion from site “5” to site “0” via site “3”). Assuming that the chemisorption mechanism is more important than molecular physisorption [85], the adatom-adatom interaction should also affect the maximum hydrogen uptake in nanotubes. Note that this effect is not taken into account in numerous Monte-Carlo simulations of hydrogen-nanotube interaction.

4.4.4 Other defect structures

As we pointed out in the previous sections, the most commonly observed electronic signatures for low energy H-plasma-induced defects are single states in the bandgap or at the band edges and paired, mid-gap symmetric states. However, in some rare cases, we observed defect-induced electronic signatures which are markedly different from the standard ones.

A first example is shown in Fig. 4.16 a) with a $dI/dV$-scan recorded along the horizontal dashed line running over three defect sites (d1-d3) on a semiconducting (8, 4) SWNT (upper panel). The defect site d1 gives rise to two narrow and intense peaks P1 and P2 in the VB region, with energy positions $E(P1) = -0.29$ eV and $E(P2) = -0.63$ eV. The $dI/dV$ spectrum recorded at the position indicated by the black circle on d1 is displayed in c). The measured FWHM is $\sim 50$ meV for both peaks. From ab initio calculations, we found a similar electronic signature for a single vacancy with its saturating bond nearly parallel to tube axis, decorated with one hydrogen atom. The ball-and-stick model of this structure for a (10, 0) SWNT is shown in Fig. 4.4.4 d) with the saturating bond highlighted in red, and the corresponding LDOS is displayed in Fig. 4.4.4 b). The origin of this double peak structure is due to a dispersive band a the VBE (see appendix B). The same defect configuration for for a (8, 0) SWNT shows a similar feature, but positions and intensities of the peaks are slightly different, indicating a chirality dependence. Note that vacancy configurations with the saturating bond nearly parallel to the tube axis are energetically less favorable than the “perpendicular” configuration described earlier. The differences in the

---

$^1$The desorption barrier for the H-adatom on graphite is slightly lower than the diffusion barrier [100], implying that the adatom will desorb rather than diffuse upon heating. At the same time, it is well known that nanotube curvature increases the adsorption energies [102,103] and makes the diffusion of adatoms anisotropic [31]. Although one may expect that the barriers for diffusion perpendicular to the tube axis will increase, the diffusion parallel to the tube axis should be roughly the same as in graphite. Thus, the diffusion mechanism for adatoms on nanotubes should be active and could explain the abundance of dimers with low hydrogen irradiation doses.
Figure 4.16: a) STM topography image of a (8, 4) semiconducting SWNT treated with low-energy hydrogen plasma and corresponding dI/dV-scan recorded along the horizontal black dashed line. Three dI/dV spectra recorded on and near d2 are displayed on the right hand side. b) Calculated LDOS for SV decorated with one H-adatom. c) dI/dV spectrum recorded on d1. d) Ball-and-stick model of a (10, 0) SWNT with a SV decorated with one H-adatom.

The total energy between “parallel” and “perpendicular” configurations are 0.27 eV and 0.15 eV for the (10, 0) and (8, 0) tubes, respectively. Ball-and-stick models, band structure and LDOS for different “parallel” configurations with 0, 1 and 2 decorating H are given in appendix B.

The electronic signature in the differential conductance for the defect site d2 shows a quite complex structure with several peaks distributed in
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the whole bandgap. To get a better insight into the behavior of this features, we plotted the $dI/dV$ spectra recorded along the vertical black dashed lines, labeled with the roman numerals I to III, over and near d2. Interestingly, one can observe that d2 also induces a metallization in the band gap. However, care must be taken because of the NDR-induced artifact. Indeed, an analysis of the $I-V$ curves at the $x$-positions corresponding to the defect site d2 shows a NDR behavior at the energy positions above the intense peaks positioned at about 0.35 eV and 0.7 eV. The NDR behavior strongly hinders a correct interpretation of the $dI/dV$ curves above these energy values. Nevertheless, as we will see in chapter 7, for a generally accepted flat DOS of the tip, the NDR behavior only occurs above the Fermi level and thus the metallization in the bandgap below the Fermi level is considered as real. To be able to identify the nature of the defect giving rise to such a complex electronic signature, one must now consider stable configurations of combinations of vacancy and H-adatom defect types. Since this type of electronic signature has been observed only one time among more than a hundred of investigated H plasma-induced defect sites, we did not judge indispensable to perform such calculations in the framework of this thesis.

A double peak structure D15-D16 appears at the position of the defect site d3, with each individual peak located inside the bands, i.e. in the CB for D15 at $E = 0.87$ eV and in the VB for D16 at $E = -0.61$ eV. This electronic signature for d3 is in good agreement with the calculated electronic signature for a H dimer with a separation of one bond length corresponding to the configuration shown earlier for the (10,0) SWNT in Fig. 4.14 e) (position 2 in Fig. 4.15 a)).

4.4.5 Spatial intensity modulation and peak shift

Up to this point, we have discussed the local modifications of the defect-induced electronic structure of semiconducting SWNTs on the basis of $dI/dV$-scans recorded on $x$-intervals ranging typically from 10 nm up to 30 nm. In this paragraph, we will succinctly describe two effects which can be observed from spectroscopy analysis concentrated on the spatial extent of the defect site. Figure 4.17 a) shows topography and current error signal images of a defect site on a (10,0) semiconducting SWNT. A detailed image (line by line flattened), 5 nm $\times$ 3.3 nm in size, of the defect site pattern is displayed in Fig. 4.17 b). Ten single point $dI/dV$ spectra have been recorded at the positions indicated by the black triangles, on three well separated regions showing particular topographic features. The corresponding spectra, vertically offset for clarity, are displayed in Fig. 4.17 c). The spectra recorded at different locations on the same defect site individually show quite complex features with one to three pronounced peaks located
Figure 4.17: a) upper panel: Topography STM image of a semiconducting (10, 0) SWNT, Δz = 0.8 nm, V_0 = 1 V, I_s = 0.3 nA, T = 5.28 K, lower panel: current error signal image. b) Line by line flattened image of the zone inside the black dashed square drawn in a), single dI/dV spectra have been recorded at the locations of black triangle 1-10. c) Recorded dI/dV spectra vertically offset for clarity.

at different energy positions between about -0.1 eV and +0.4 eV. Before discussing this behavior in more details, let us remind some fundamental theoretical principles. In any quantum-mechanical system, the spectrum, i.e. the position of the energy levels, contains the information of the whole system, and the local density of states as measured in STS can be written by [58]:

\[ \rho_s(\mathbf{r}, E) = \sum_\nu |\psi_\nu(\mathbf{r})|^2 \delta(E - E_\nu) \]  

(4.5)

where the delta function defines the positions of energy levels. The square of the wave function defines the amplitude of the density of state at the energy \( E_\nu \) and the coordinate \( \mathbf{r} \). To illustrate this, Fig. 4.18 shows the
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Figure 4.18: Left panel shows a ball-and-stick model of a (10, 0) SWNT with two adsorbed H atom corresponding to the configuration presented in Fig. 4.15 a), position 10. The LDOS on atoms highlighted in red, A1-A3, was calculated and displayed in the right panel.

LDOS calculated at different spatial locations on a (10, 0) SWNT with two H-adatoms corresponding to the configuration presented in Fig. 4.15 a), position 10. The intensity of the typical mid-gap paired peaks pair is clearly modulated as a function of the atomic position on which the LDOS is calculated, with a maximum intensity at position A2 close to the dimer structure (3 bond lengths from the upper H-adatom) and a decrease of the peak intensity by more of a factor 3 at position A3 (7 bond lengths from the upper H-adatom). Whereas the intensity of the features in the LDOS changes as function of the position, the characteristic energies remain unchanged.

Now, if we look at the position of the different measured peaks on the defect site in Fig. 4.17 b), we can make the following observations:

(i) Spectra 5-10 each show an intense peak with its position slightly oscillating around the position of the red line I at $E_{\text{avg}} = -17.3$ meV with $E_{\text{max}} = 10.7$ meV for spectrum 10 and $E_{\text{min}} = -42.7$ meV for spectrum 5.

(ii) Spectra 5 and 6 each show an intense peak and spectra 7 and 8 a shoulder with their position slightly oscillating around $E_{\text{avg}} = 209$ meV, highlighted by the red line II.

(iii) Spectra 7 and 9 each show a peak and spectrum 8 a shoulder with their position slightly oscillating around $E_{\text{avg}} = 0.1175$ eV, highlighted by the
(iv) Spectra 1-2 and 3-4 individually show a pair of peaks symmetrically positioned w.r.t. the first VHS highlighted by green vertical lines V1 and V2.

Note that the line V2 is drawn only on the six first spectra because $I$-$V$ curves for spectra 7-10 show a NDR behavior above 0.25 V, hindering a correct interpretation of the $dI/dV$ features above 0.25 V (blue curve).

On the basis of Eq. 4.5, we can attribute the intensity modulation of the peaks at positions II and III to the same effect of the spatial modulation shown in Fig. 4.18. This means that the defect structure is composed by a combination of defects, vacancies or/and adatoms spatially separated such that the tip can more or less “feel” the different defect-induced states as a function of its position on the whole defect site.

Note that a shift of the same order of magnitude of about 0.02 eV is also observed between peaks P1-P3 and between P2-P4 from the pattern on the bottom right (1-2) of Fig. 4.17 and between peaks P5-P7 and P6-P8 from the pattern at the bottom in the middle (3-4). Such small peak shifts were often observed for single point spectra recorded at different locations on adatom-adatom-induced defect patterns.

Another more significant example of energy position shift of defect-induced peaks can be seen in Fig. 4.19. Here a $dI/dV$-scan has been recorded on a range of about 3 nm along the long black dashed line running over a defect site on a (4, 8) semiconducting SWNT displayed in a). Figure 4.19 b) shows the recorded corrugation of the defect site. Since the modulation in $x$-direction of the $dI/dV$ features follows the corrugation, it can be attributed to the same corrugation-induced artifact discussed in section 4.4.1.2. The important observation here is the strong spatial shift in energy of one single feature in the $dI/dV$-scan. Other features are energy split peaks at the band edges, which are reminiscent of the earlier discussed lifting of the band degeneracy. Further, we have a state with rather constant (0.1 eV) energy position close to the Fermi energy and the state with varying energy (0.25 eV) in the negative bias range for $x < 1.5$ nm.

The observed energy position shifts of defect-induced peak structures as a function of the position in Figs. 4.17 and 4.19 can not be explained within Eq. 4.5. A possible explanation could originate from taking into account the influence of the tip on the geometrical structure of the defect. Since we know that nanotubes experience a local mechanical compression arising from forces exerted by the tip on the SWNT wall [80], a local deformation of the defect structure like e.g. a change of the bond angle of a H-adatom or the change of the bond lengths around a vacancy type defect as a function of the tip position can be expected. In this respect, one could tentatively
interpret the measurement displayed in Fig. 4.19 as showing a binary defect system (giving rise to two low dispersive states), where only one component strongly experiences the tip interaction during the recording of the \( \frac{dI}{dV} \)-scan. It would be worth investigating this idea further, e.g. carrying out spectroscopic investigations of defects as a function of the STM setpoint parameters and therefore varying the tip-sample distance and interaction. These experimental investigation should be accompanied by DFT calculations taking into account the STM tip-defect interaction as a function of the tip position.
4.4.6 Metallic SWNTs

For hydrogen ECR plasma treated SWNTs, we observed the most interesting effects on semiconducting tubes. From the theoretical point of view, metallic tubes with defects have not been studied at length in this work, as accurate calculations of metallic systems require a finer grid of $k$-points near the Fermi level for BZ integration, which results in a prohibitively high computational cost. Spectroscopy measurements on defects often revealed the presence of peak structures (single or multiple) close to the Fermi level. Figure 4.20 a) shows a STM topography image of a metallic (13,4) SWNT with two defect sites d1 and d2. A detailed image of the defect site d1 is displayed in panel b). Eight single point $dI/dV$ spectra have been recorded on the same tube at the positions indicated by black triangles. The corresponding spectra, vertically offset for clarity, are shown in panel c) and d). Spectrum 1 represents the LDOS of the clean tube with a non-zero LDOS at the Fermi energy, indicating the metallic character of the tube. The onsets of the first VHS are spaced by about 1.05 eV. At different positions on the defect site d1 (2-5), the corresponding $dI/dV$ spectra show different peak features, with a common intense peak close to $E_F$, at -0.03 eV, in each spectrum. These peak signatures in the LDOS are confined on the defect site, which is also corroborated by the fact that very close to the defect, the LDOS returns to normal as evidenced by spectrum 1. Another electronic signature is shown in panel d) by spectra 6 and 7 recorded on the defect site d2. Here a single pronounced peak appears above the first VHS. A simulation of the LDOS based on a TB Green's function technique for the tip positioned on a single vacancy in a metallic (10,10) SWNT was reported in the literature [40] and is presented in Fig. 4.20 e). As explained above in sect. 4.4.1.1, the calculated increase in the LDOS near $E_F$ is due to the dangling bonds states close to $E_F$, spatially localized on the atoms surrounding the vacancy [118]. The result of this simple TB calculation is close to what is observed in spectrum 2. However, further ab initio calculations of possible defect structures on metallic SWNTs, i.e. H-adatoms and vacancies, are needed to identify the exact nature of d1 and d2, and also to understand the nature of the satellite peaks below $E_F$ in spectra 4 and 5. Note that these occupied states show up at different energy positions for the two spectra 4 and 5 recorded at close spatial locations on d1.

4.5 Superstructure patterns

Figure 4.21 a) shows a STM topographic image at $V_s = 1$ V and $I_s = 0.3$ nA of a semiconducting SWNT in a bundle with three defect sites labeled d1-d3. Figure 4.21 b) displays a detailed image at $V_s = 0.63$ V in the region...
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Figure 4.20: a) Topography STM image of a metallic (13,4) SWNT with two defect sites d1 and d2, $V_s = 1$ V, $I_s = 0.1$ nA, $\Delta z = 7$ Å. b) Detail topography STM image of d2, $V_s = -0.05$ V, $I_s = 0.1$ nA, $\Delta z = 3.2$ Å. c) and d) Single point $dI/dV$ spectra recorded at positions 1-8 in a) and b). Spectra are vertically offset for clarity. e) LDOS for a single vacancy in a (10,10) tube, based on TB Green’s function calculation, taken from [40]. $T = 77$ K.

between defects d2 and d3, separated by about 6 nm. The image is corrected in order to compensate tip-tube convolution effects (this is performed for all STM images in Fig. 4.21). A $(\sqrt{3} \times \sqrt{3}) R30^\circ$ superstructure of the local density of states, indicated by the large unit cell (blue), is clearly visible. To the left-hand side of d3, the superstructure contribution decays with a characteristic length of about 5 nm and the usual graphene unit cell is visible again. A second example for a semiconducting SWNT with two defect sites d4 and d5 is shown in Fig. 4.21 c). The setpoint parameters are $V_s = 1$ V and $I_s = 0.3$ nA. A very similar pattern for the $(\sqrt{3} \times \sqrt{3}) R30^\circ$ reconstruction is clearly visible on the right hand side of d5 and the left hand side of d4, with characteristic extends of about 4 nm and 2 nm, respectively. The reconstruction is also present on the entire region of about 2.5 nm between the defects, but shows a different pattern.

In Fig. 4.21 d), we can see two metallic tubes in a bundle, presenting two different $(\sqrt{3} \times \sqrt{3}) R30^\circ$ reconstruction patterns on both sides of defect zones. On both tubes, the superstructure continuously evolves into the primitive lattice beyond about 8 nm. On HOPG [98], the different observed $(\sqrt{3} \times \sqrt{3}) R30^\circ$ reconstructions patterns could be reproduced by a linear combination of six plane waves having vectors $\mathbf{k}_j$ corresponding to the six
Figure 4.21: a) STM topography image of a semiconducting tube in a bundle, with three defect sites labeled d1-d3, $V_s = 1 \text{ V}, I_s = 0.1 \text{ nA}, \Delta z = 2.4 \text{ Å}$. The image is flattened line by line for better contrast and corrected to compensate tip-tube convolution effects (this is made for all following images). b) Detail STM image showing the region inside the dashed rectangle in a), between d2 and d3, $V_s = 0.63 \text{ V}, I_s = 0.1 \text{ nA}$. The $1 \times 1$ (yellow), $(\sqrt{3} \times \sqrt{3})R30^\circ$ (blue) unit cells and the unperturbed honeycomb lattice (white) on the left hand side are evidenced. c) Semiconducting SWNT with 2 defect sites d4 and d5, $V_s = 1 \text{ V}, I_s = 0.1 \text{ nA}$. d) Two metallic SWNTs in a bundle, $V_s = 1 \text{ V}, I_s = 0.1 \text{ nA}$. e)-g) Calculated spatial maps of $|\psi(r)|^2$ according to Eq. 4.6. Appropriate values of the complex numbers $\phi_j$ have been selected to match the experimentally observed patterns in b) and d). The measurement temperatures are 77 K for a), b) and d), 5.3 K for c). The scale bar in each image is 1 nm.
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Fermi vectors of the first BZ:

$$\psi(\mathbf{r}) = \sum_{j=1}^{6} \phi_j \cdot e^{i\mathbf{k}_j \cdot \mathbf{r}}$$

(4.6)

It could be concluded that the interference patterns originate from large momentum scattering of the electron wave functions at the defects, where the scattering vector of $2k_F$ is reduced to $k_F$ by an Umklapp process [98]. The expression given by Eq. 4.6 can also explain the reconstruction patterns on metallic SWNTs because of the band crossing at the Fermi points. In Figs. 4.21 e) and f), appropriate values of the complex coefficients $\phi_j$ in Eq. 4.6 have been selected so that $|\psi(\mathbf{r})|^2$ matches the experimentally observed $(\sqrt{3} \times \sqrt{3}) R30^\circ$ reconstruction patterns on the metallic SWNT in Fig. 4.21 d). For semiconducting tubes such as in Fig. 4.21 b) and c), theoretical investigations report the presence of hillock-like features and superstructures near vacancies due to the contribution of the band edges [40].

Even tough the model described by Eq. 4.6 must be modified to take into account the nature of the wave functions present at the band edges, it is possible to simulate the reconstruction pattern observed on the semiconducting SWNTs in Fig. 4.21 b), as shown in e). The patterns observed between d4 and d5 in c) could also be reproduced (not shown). All these observations lead to the conclusion that the plasma-induced defects act as in the case of HOPG as large momentum electron scatterers on the SWNT.
Figure 4.23: Behavior of the order parameter $O(x)$ (averaged around the tube at position $x$) along the tube axis for the $(5,5)$ (upper panel) and the $(10,0)$ (lower panel) and for different bias along the occupied states.
In order to understand the different decay lengths for semiconducting and metallic nanotubes, we performed simple orthogonal TB simulations on extended systems, using the program TBPW [123] with simple nearest-neighbor interaction and a single hopping parameter $t$. This approximation is valid in particular close to the Fermi level, as shown for example in [124] or in [17]. For the simulation we considered different SWNTs chiralities. Here, we show results on a (5,5) metallic SWNT and a (10,0) semiconducting one. Our simulation cell included more than 3000 atoms for a total length of the tubes of around 40 nm. We considered both infinite tubes (with the use of periodic boundary conditions) and finite ones (with no boundary conditions). We created simple topological defects by removing a single carbon atom in two equivalent positions along the tube at a mutual distance of about 10 nm. After diagonalization of the secular TB matrix, we obtained a set of eigenvalues (the energy levels) and eigenvectors (the states). The electronic density pertinent to the different states can then be plotted in form of charge density isosurfaces for single states or for an integral over a range of energies, thus mimicking the outcome of an STM measurement in the Tersoff-Hamann approximation [81]. In Fig. 4.22 we show an isosurface for the highest occupied molecular orbital (HOMO) in the metallic (a)) and semiconducting (b)) cases.

As can be seen from Fig. 4.22, the presence of a vacancy-type defect breaks the symmetry of the two sublattices and an enhanced charge density on the the sublattice complementary to the one on which the vacancy is located can be observed. This is analog to the results of the \textit{ab initio} calculation of a single H-adatom. This charge redistribution has a certain range which is markedly different for the HOMO of the metallic and semiconducting tubes displayed in Fig. 4.22. In order to characterize the decay of this charge redistribution as a function of the distance from the defects, we introduced an order parameter based on the charge unbalance between atoms lying in different sublattices. This “antiferromagnetic” order parameter is defined as:

$$O(i) = \frac{1}{3} \cdot \sum_j |q(i) - q(j)| \quad (4.7)$$

with $j$ ranging on the 3 nearest neighbors of atom $i$, and $q(i)$ the electronic charge on atom $i$. This parameter reaches its maximum when one has a maximum of charge on one sublattice, and no charge on the other. Figure 4.23 shows the behavior of $O(x)$ (averaged around the tube at position $x$) along the tube axis for the (5,5) and the (10,0) and for different bias along the occupied states (please note that in this orthogonal TB approximation, occupied and unoccupied states are equivalent). We note that the range of the charge redistribution is larger in the metallic case than in the semi-
conducting one. We found a best fit with a Lorentzian for the (5,5) tube and with an exponential for the (10,0). This finding is in good qualitative agreement with the presented experimental observations in Fig. 4.21, in the sense that the range of the electronic charge redistribution is smaller for semiconducting than for metallic tubes. At this stage the TB model for a SV does not reproduce a very pronounced \((\sqrt{3} \times \sqrt{3}) R30^\circ\) reconstruction. Nevertheless, this reconstruction is present for the metallic tube in Fig. 4.22 a). Further development of the model, e.g. by including next nearest neighbors hopping in a non-orthogonal TB and taking into account the tube-substrate interactions [75], as well as different tubes and defect configurations will be needed to hopefully achieve a quantitative agreement of the simulation with the experiment.

4.6 Summary and outlook

By combining LT-STM/STS with first principle computer simulations, we have shown that ECR hydrogen plasma treatment of SWNTs induces dramatic local changes in the LDOS, with the observation of new single or paired electronic states in the nanotube bandgap. Moreover, our results provide a direct evidence that the most often observed paired states originate from a correlated chemisorption of H-adatoms on the tube walls and that the energy splitting is governed by the adatom-adatom interaction.

The interplay between sticking, desorption and diffusion could be used to control the distribution of H-H-adatoms. Thus our results point out that partial hydrogenation of carbon nanotubes by using, e.g. masks, followed by annealing at pre-determined temperatures can be employed for engineering the electronic structure of nanotubes and creating paired states in the semiconducting gap. This has important implications in, for example, optoelectronics [125] where the gap states can act as local recombination centers for electrons and holes by emission of photons of well-defined energy.

A more general study of the interactions between adatoms can be performed with higher hydrogen coverage with the expectation to form clusters with more than two H-adatoms, like observed on HOPG by means of high resolution electron-energy loss spectroscopy (HREELS) [96]. However, to avoid the formation of vacancies and thus increase the risk to locally etch the SWNTs [94,106,107], the hydrogen ECR plasma source should be replaced by an atomic hydrogen source [102]. Such kind of experiments are of great interest to study the hydrogen uptake as a function of the tube chirality and diameter. A recent theoretical work reported that hydrogen atoms prefer to form chains on the the tubes wall [126].
Chapter 5

*Nitrogen plasma-induced defects*

In analogy to silicon-based microelectronics, achieving substitutional doping in SWNTs is a key issue towards a future SWNT-based nanoelectronics. N/B atoms are good candidates to achieve this goal since they have roughly the same atomic radius as C, while they possess one valence electron more/less. Recently, N implantation has been reported from X-ray photoemission and EELS investigations on 3 keV $N_2^+$ bombardment of SWNTs. Although signatures of substitutional N incorporation in the tubes could be found, this high energy implantation process leads to an undesirable high amount of additional structural damage. Here we study the effects of low energy ECR N-plasma exposure of SWNTs on the electronic structure with the hope to find signatures of local doping of the tubes.

### 5.1 Generation of defects

Similarly to the case of hydrogen plasma exposure, we first calibrated the optimal exposition parameters for a desired defect separation in SWNTs of about 10 nm on a freshly cleaved HOPG surface. At a horizontal distance of about 3 cm from the antenna axis, the desired defect density could be obtained for an exposure time of about 4-5 s at $7 \times 10^{-2}$ mbar $N_2$ pressure and 60 W microwave power. Note that for the same position of the sample and a similar defect density, the exposition time for the hydrogen plasma is 1 s. The difference between exposure times for both plasma species is given by the complex interplay between recombination processes in the plasma and the interaction probability of the active plasma species with HOPG and SWNTs.
5.2 Semiconducting SWNTs

Figure 5.1 a) shows a line by line flattened STM topography image of a semiconducting SWNT after ECR nitrogen plasma treatment. Five defect sites labeled d1-d5 are visible in the imaged tube section of 30 nm in length. Generally, the observed shape, apparent height and spatial extent of the defect sites is similar to what we observed for H-plasma treatment. $dI/dV$ scans have been recorded along the two horizontal dashed lines labeled line0 and line1, and are displayed in Fig. 5.1 b) and c). Each defect site gives rise to new states at both VBE and CBE or/and inside the bands. We often observed such signatures in the differential conductance for N-plasma treated SWNTs. Note that the modifications of the electronic structure induced by defect sites d2 and d5 are visible in the $dI/dV$-scan recorded along line0 (b)) but not in the one recorded along line1 (c)) shifted about 5 Å upwards. This observation points out the very localized nature of the modified electronic structure.

Two other examples of N-plasma treated semiconducting SWNTs are displayed in Fig. 5.2. The upper panel shows the topography image of a (8, 0) SWNT with 6 defect sites labeled d1-d6. In the corresponding $dI/dV$-scan recorded along the horizontal dashed line, one can see that three defect sites (d1, d4 and d6) give rise to new gap states which are single peaks in the mid-gap region. For d1, two lower satellite peaks near the CBE are also visible. The FWHMs of the narrow gap states for d1, d4 and d6 are 68 meV, 78 meV and 58 meV, respectively. Defects d2 and d5 show new states at about 1.1 eV (in the CB) and -0.7 eV (in the VB), respectively. The electronic structure at d3 does not show dramatic changes compared to non-perturbed regions. In Fig. 5.2 b), the SWNT shows five defect sites d7-d11 distributed on a 40 nm long section. From the corresponding $dI/dV$-scan, it can be seen that d7-d9 show single states at the CBE (d7 and d9) or inside the CB (d8). On the other hand, d10 and d11 each give rise to a pair of intense and narrow peaks, one at the mid-gap region and the second one inside the VB. Note that the non-zero intensity features above both mid-gap peaks are dominated by the NDR behavior ($|dI/dV|$ is recorded). We identify the mid-gap peak visible at $x = 0$ to be a cap-induced state, as reported in an earlier theoretical work [27].

To summarize, for all the investigated semiconducting SWNTs exposed to a low dose ECR N-plasma, the observed defect-induced modifications of the electronic structure can be classified in two categories:

(i) Single states at the band edges (CBE or VBE) or inside the bands. On 51 defects investigated, this kind of feature occurred 34 times, i.e. in about 67% of the cases.
Figure 5.1: a) Topography image of a semiconducting (8,6) or (9,7) SWNT, line by line flattened with five defect sites labeled d1-d5. The dI/dV-scans recorded along the horizontal dashed lines line0 and line1 in the detail image inside the dashed rectangle in a) are displayed in b) and c), respectively. $U_s = 1 \text{ V}, I_s = 0.35 \text{ nA}, T = 5.22 \text{ K}, U_{mod} = 13 \text{ mV}, x_{res} = 0.22 \text{ nm}$. 
Figure 5.2: a) Topography image of a semiconducting (8,0) SWNT with six defect sites labeled d1-d6. The corresponding $dI/dV$-scan recorded along the horizontal dashed line is displayed in the lower panel. $U_s = 1.2 \, \text{V}$, $I_s = 0.2 \, \text{nA}$, $T = 5.24 \, \text{K}$, $U_{\text{mod}} = 15 \, \text{mV}$, $x_{\text{res}} = 0.3 \, \text{nm}$. b) Topography image of a semiconducting (4,8) or (5,9) SWNT. The corresponding $dI/dV$-scan recorded along the horizontal dashed line is displayed in the lower panel. $U_s = 1 \, \text{V}$, $I_s = 0.3 \, \text{nA}$, $T = 5.2 \, \text{K}$, $U_{\text{mod}} = 15 \, \text{mV}$, $x_{\text{res}} = 0.28 \, \text{nm}$.
(ii) gap structures mostly consisting of a single narrow and intense peak in the mid-gap region, with a frequency of about 33%.

We would like to point out that there is a significant difference between the ECR N- and H-plasma induced defects in the sense that for the nitrogen case we never observed the mid-gap symmetric paired gap states, which are so characteristic for the hydrogen case.

*Ab initio* simulations for the bombardment of SWNTs with N ions have been reported in [127,128]. There, the threshold value of the kinetic energy needed to create a vacancy is calculated to be about 30 eV. Thus, for lower energies and without taking into account the neutralization process of the ions, only N-adatom defect types should occur. We have not measured the energy distribution of the N ions at the sample position, but we expect similar sub-threshold values as for hydrogen.

The electronic structures of different N-related defect configurations have been calculated for a (10,0) SWNT in a recent theoretical work [42]. The relaxed configurations with their corresponding band structures are reproduced in Fig. 5.3. For N-adatoms, the most stable configuration with an adsorption energy $E_a = 2.4$ eV is shown in e). The N-adatom is positioned above the middle of C-C bonds (bridgelike structure) oriented mostly perpendicular to the tube axis. The corresponding electronic structure is characterized by a new flat band at the Fermi level, similar to the case of a H-adatom. A less stable configuration with $E_a = 1.77$ eV is shown in d). Here the N-adatom is positioned above C-C bonds oriented in parallel with the tube axis. The corresponding band structure also shows a flat band at the Fermi level, but other bands crossing the Fermi level locally change the character of the tube to metallic. The "perpendicular" N-adatom configuration in e) is the most likely to explain the presence of mid-gap single peaks in our measurements.

The direct N substitution site shown in Fig. 5.3 b) gives rise to a new band located just above the Fermi level which exemplifies an $n$-type doping. The formation probability for a N substitution site is found to reach a maximum for a kinetic energy of the ions of about 50 eV. This probability falls abruptly for smaller energies and reaches zero for about 20 eV [127,128]. In our case, we never observed a clear rigid band shift towards lower energies, characteristic of a $n$-type doping. However, it is worth noticing that in the *ab initio* calculation above, the concentration on substitutional N is of the order of 1 per 80 C atoms, whereas the defect concentration we have investigated so far is about 1 per 1000 C atoms. As a consequence, even if sub-threshold processes could give rise to substitutional doping, it is not guaranteed that a local band shift will be observed for such a low defect concentration.
Figure 5.3: Band structures of a semiconducting zigzag (10, 0) SWNT with 80 atoms/cell with different nitrogen related defect configurations. (a) Pure (10, 0), (b) direct substitution of one N atom, (c) N substitution into the carbon framework with the formation of a vacancy: pyridinelike doping (d) chemisorption of one N-adatom in parallel position, (e) Chemisorption of one N-adatom in perpendicular position. Taken from [42].
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concentration.

The structure presented in Fig. 5.3 c), the so-called pyridinelike doping, gives rise to a flat state just below the Fermi level. However, its formation energy of about 6.5 eV makes it unlikely to occur in our case.

None of the configuration presented in Fig. 5.3 gives rise to flat bands at the band edges or inside the bands, which could explain the most commonly observed feature in the experimental $dI/dV$-scans. However, numerous energetically favorable structures with only one N atom are likely to appear [127], but their electronic structures have not been yet calculated.

Furthermore, it has been theoretically shown that N-adatoms are mobile at room temperature [127, 128] and thus the formation of N-clusters is possible. A detailed study on the structural stability and coalescence of two neighboring chemisorbed N-adatoms on a (10,0) SWNT based on ab initio calculations is given in [42]. The formation of N-N bonds can occur, resulting in different stable defect configurations like e.g. pentagon-heptagon pairs. It has further been shown that the coalescence of two neighboring N-adatoms into a N$_2$ molecule needs to overcome an energy barrier in the range between 0.9 eV and 3.4 eV, depending on the N-chemisorption configuration and tubular diameter.

Thus, the electronic structure of many stable defects structures mentioned above must be calculated for different tube chiralities in order to find an explanation to the high abundance of experimentally observed peak structures at the band edges or inside the bands.

5.3 Metallic SWNTs

Figure 5.4 a) shows a STM topography image of a metallic SWNT exposed to low dose ECR N-plasma. A detailed image with seven defect sites d1-d7 is displayed in the upper panel of b). The corresponding $dI/dV$-scans recorded along the dashed horizontal lines labeled line0 and line1 are shown in b) and c), respectively. Similar to semiconducting tubes, one can observe that each defect site modifies the electronic structure of the tube on a region corresponding to the spatial extent of the hillock features in the STM topography image. In general, each defect site gives rise to a quite pronounced peak just below (d2-d4, d6-d7) or just above (d1) the Fermi level with a modulation of the density of states on the entire bias range.

Furthermore, some defect sites like d3, d4, d6 and d7 show the appearance of an intense and quite broad peak around 1 eV. Both features constitute the most commonly observed modifications of the electronic structure for SWNTs exposed to ECR N-plasma treatment. Band structure calculations from [42] for some typical defect configurations on a metallic (5,5) SWNT
Figure 5.4: a) STM topography image, line by line flattened, of a metallic \((8, 2)\) or \((12, 3)\) SWNT subjected to ECR N-plasma treatment. b) Detailed image of a zone in a) with seven defect sites d1-d7 and corresponding \(dI/dV\)-scans displayed in the lower panel and in b), recorded along the horizontal dashed lines line0 and line1, respectively. \(U_s = 1\) V, \(I_s = 0.4\) nA, \(T = 5.2\) K, \(U_{mod} = 15\) mV, \(x_{res} = 0.2\) nm.
are displayed in Fig. 5.5.

Interestingly, one can observe that both chemisorption defect types ("parallel" in (d) and "perpendicular" in (e)) show a flat band at the Fermi level, in good agreement with our observations. Furthermore it is known that naked vacancies give rise to a pronounced peak at the Fermi level [110] and we expect a similar behavior for possible N related vacancy-type defects. Gap opening, characteristic for N substitutional defects shown in Fig. 5.5 b) was not observed but their presence cannot be completely ruled out, according to the discussion on the defect density in section 5.2. Like for semiconducting tubes, band structure calculations for other possible defects like dimer configurations are needed in order to fully identify the structural nature of the observed defects.
Figure 5.5: Band structures of a metallic armchair (5,5) SWNT with 60 atoms/cell with different nitrogen related defect configurations. (a) Pure (5,5), (b) direct substitution of 1 N atom, (d) chemisorption of one N-adatom in parallel position, (e), chemisorption of one N-adatom in perpendicular position. Taken from [42].
Chapter 6

Defects produced by \( \text{Ar}^+ \) ion bombardment

From the previous chapters, we could conclude that SWNTs exposed to low-energy ECR H and N plasma essentially give rise to adsorbate-type defects. The kinetic energy of the ions has been estimated to lie below the threshold value needed to create harsher defects like vacancies by sputtering off one or more C atoms. Our motivation to study vacancy-type defects has been further increased by a recent experimental work where the authors show that the creation of vacancy-type defects by medium energy argon ion irradiation on metallic SWNTs strongly increases their resistivity. Furthermore, it has been predicted that single vacancies (SV) only have a weak effect on the conductivity, whereas a concentration of only 0.03\% of double vacancies (DV) produces an increase in the resistance of a 400 nm SWNT of three orders of magnitude [15]. This behavior could have important consequences in way to define confined electronic states in SWNTs (see chapter 9).

The experimental study of the local electronic structure of carbon nanotubes exposed to particles having a kinetic energy above the sputtering threshold energy has only been performed on MWNTs by means of STM/STS investigations in air and at room temperature [30]. From the theoretical point of view, a considerable number of computer simulations have been reported, especially concentrating on the formation mechanisms of heavy ion-induced defects and their mechanical and magnetic properties [129]. In this chapter, we report on LT-STM/STS investigations combined with \textit{ab initio} calculations of medium energy Ar ion-induced defects on SWNTs.
6.1 Defect generation

The treatment using medium energy noble gas ions, in our case argon, allows a tuning of the amount of damage created in the defect zone by means of variation of the kinetic energy of the ions. We have investigated defects created by Ar ions with kinetic energies of about 200 eV and 1500 eV. It should be noted here that the ion gun we used in this study does not dispose of an energy filter and the stated ion energies are given by the acceleration voltage with respect to the DC glow discharge potential. This means that a considerable energy spreading of about 50-100 eV has to be expected. We used a standard Leybold\textsuperscript{TM} ion gun dedicated for UHV sputter cleaning of surfaces, which delivers a rather broad ion beam of about 15 mm in diameter on the sample position. Typical operating parameters of the ion gun are summarized in table 6.1. These parameters lead to an ion current of 1-2 $\mu$A-cm$^{-2}$ at the sample position, corresponding to an ion flux of the order of $10^{13}$ ions-cm$^{-2}$s$^{-1}$. Based on the desired ion flux on the sample of about 0.1 ion-nm$^{-2}$s$^{-1}$, an exposure time of the order of 0.1-1 s should be required to achieve a target density of 0.01-0.1 defect sites per nm$^2$. These very short exposure times can however not be set by electronically switching on and off the ion gun. As in the case of the ECR plasma, the switching of the ion gun requires a few seconds during which the gun parameters vary and therefore no stable operation conditions are present. We therefore also opted for a scheme where the sample has been moved in and out of the continuous ion beam, making use of the rotational motion of the sample holder. Analog to the case of the ECR plasma treatment, the optimal procedure for the irradiation has been calibrated by tests on a HOPG substrate at room temperature. Optimized parameters for both kinetic energies of the ions, 200 eV and 1.5 keV, are summarized in table 6.1. For both cases, the angle between the ion beam axis and the vector normal to the sample surface has been varied from 0° to about 160° and back to 0° after $T_{\text{exp}} = 2$ s.

6.2 Defect formation mechanisms

Changes in the structure of carbon nanotubes induced by energetic ions are dominated by knock-on atom displacements [29]. Computer simulations of ion irradiation of nanotubes showed that if the kinetic energy of the incident particle is higher than the carbon displacement energy $T_d$, which is always the case for the energy range we used\footnote{Using Eq. 4.1: $T_d = \frac{4m_e m_{\text{ion}}}{(m_e + m_{\text{ion}})^2} E_{\text{th}}$, with $T_d = 16$ eV, we find $E_{\text{th}} \approx 23$ eV}, the head-on collision of an Ar ion with a carbon atom of the SWNT will result in the formation of vacancy-
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Table 6.1: Exposition parameters of the argon ion gun for standard surface cleaning (Standard), defect generation on SWNTs with kinetic energy 200eV (200eV) and 1.5 keV (1.5 keV). The nomenclature used for the parameters is: discharge current ($I_d$), discharge voltage ($V_d$), discharge potential ($V_p$), pressure in the preparation chamber ($p_{prep}$), exposition time ($T_{exp}$). The irradiation processes have always been performed with the sample at room temperature.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>$I_d$</th>
<th>$V_d$</th>
<th>$V_p$</th>
<th>$p_{prep}$</th>
<th>$T_{exp}$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Standard</td>
<td>5 mA</td>
<td>600 V</td>
<td>1.5 keV</td>
<td>$\sim 6\cdot10^{-6}$ mbar</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>200 eV</td>
<td>4 mA</td>
<td>400 V</td>
<td>0 keV</td>
<td>$6.1\cdot10^{-5}$ mbar</td>
<td>$\approx 2$ s</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1.5 keV</td>
<td>1 mA</td>
<td>380 V</td>
<td>1.3 keV</td>
<td>$1.1\cdot10^{-5}$ mbar</td>
<td>$\approx 2$ s</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 6.1: Average number of single and double vacancies, C-adoatoms, and other defects per Ar ion impact as a function of the Ar ions energy. The symbols are simulation results, lines are guides for the eye. Taken from [130]

Type defects such as single- or multi-vacancies, and a number of primary recoil atoms which leave the tube. The displaced carbon atoms can adsorb onto the tube walls and form a Frenkel pair with the created vacancy, or otherwise be sputtered from the tube [131]. Figure 6.1 a) shows results of molecular dynamics based calculations of the average numbers of single (SV)
and double vacancies (DV), adatoms, and more complex defects (including multi-vacancies) per Ar ion impact on a (8, 8) SWNT as function of the ion energy [130]. Similar plots are obtained for (12, 0) and (10, 4) SWNT, which have typical (~1.1 nm) diameters for SWNTs produced by HiPco process. From the diagram in Fig. 6.1 a), it can be seen that SVs are created with the highest yield in the whole energy range from 50 eV to 10 keV. The maximal number of defects is found at an ion energy of about 0.7 keV. The ratio of SVs to DVs, \( N_{SV}/N_{DV} \), has its minimum (1.5) at ion energies of about 0.5 keV, and with increasing ion energy, it saturates towards 3. The fraction of multi-vacancies is found to be less than 10% for all ion energies. Note that multi-vacancies normally appear when the ion tangentially hits the sides of the tubes. At room temperature, it was theoretically found that adatoms (on the outer surface of the SWNT) recombine very slowly with vacancies, i.e. several hours after irradiation [130]. Since our sample remains at room temperature for only five minutes before being cooled down to ~ 5 K, we expect a concentration of about 25% of adatom related defects on our samples.

6.3 Modifications of the local electronic structure of semiconducting SWNTs

6.3.1 Ab initio calculations

In contrast to the observations made for hydrogen plasma where the great majority of defect sites are composed of H-adatoms, SVs and combinations of them, the complexity of the defect configurations will be considerably increased for SWNTs exposed to medium energy ions with the expected SVs, DVs, multi-vacancies and carbon adatoms. To experimentally identify the observed defect types, or at least to classify different corresponding spectra, we calculated the electronic structures and the TDOS of individual defects species (SV, DV, triple vacancy (TV) and C-adatom) and simple combinations of them for a (10, 0) semiconducting SWNT. Calculations for vacancy-type defects are presented in Fig. 6.2. SVs have already been studied in section 4.4.1.1 (Figs. 4.5 and 4.6 b)). The upper panel in Fig. 6.2 a) shows a ball-and-stick model of the relaxed structure of a DV (red) superimposed on the honeycomb lattice structure of the ideal (10, 0) SWNT (green). Unlike SVs, which always have a remaining dangling bond excluding a perfect reconstruction, DVs reconstruct by saturating all the dangling bonds. This results in a DV formation energy \( E_{DV} \) smaller than the SV formation energy \( E_{SV} \), as shown in [28]. The calculated band structure \( E(k) \) for a DV, plotted in the lower panel of Fig. 6.2 a), shows a similar behavior as for a SV (Fig. 4.6 b)) with a rather flat new band in the mid-gap region,
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Figure 6.2: Ab initio calculations of the electronic structure (band structure $E(k)$ and TDOS) of different vacancy related defect configurations in a semiconducting (10,0) SWNT. a) Double vacancy (DV), b) two nearby single vacancies (SV), c) triple vacancy (TV), d) two single vacancies on opposite sides of the tube wall.

showing a falling inflection point (rising inflection point for a SV on a (10,0) tube) giving rise to narrow split peaks in the calculated TDOS. Note that the calculated width of the defect related band (non polarized DFT) for a DV is about 100 meV, which is nearly half of the value for a SV with about 180 meV.

Figure 6.2 c) presents \textit{ab initio} calculations for a triple vacancy (TV) as an example of a multi-vacancy defect type. The band structure $E(k)$ shows the emergence of a flat band at the VBE. Although calculations for other tube species were not performed, a chirality dependence of the energy position of the new defect-induced states must be expected.

Two examples for defect configurations of two separated vacancies (non-
Figure 6.3: Ab initio calculations of the electronic structure (band structure $E(k)$ and TDOS) of different C-adatom related defect configurations in a semiconducting (10,0) SWNT: a) Single C-adatom, b) two separated C-adatoms, c) C-adatoms dimer, d) adatom at the border of a single vacancy (Frenkel pair).

adjacent removed atoms) are shown in Fig. 6.2, with two nearby SVs in the uppermost part of the SWNT in b), and two SVs on opposite sides of the SWNT in d). The SV on the lower side of the SWNT in d) can occur due to a collision with the recoil C atom or with the incident Ar ion itself. Note that the nanotubes can also be damaged by the incident ions being reflected back from the substrate or even by atoms sputtered from the substrate. In our case, this mechanism should only occur for 1.5 keV Ar ions [131]. Both configurations give rise to a pair of dispersive (with a rising inflection point) bands in the bandgap resulting in quite complex peak structures in the TDOS, as can be seen in the lower panels of Figs. 6.2 b) and d).
Defect configurations related to C-adatoms are shown in Fig. 6.3. The upper panel of Fig. 6.3 a) shows a ball-and-stick model of a single C-adatom. Previous ab initio calculations on different SWNT species have shown that the adsorption energy $E_a$ is always lower for configurations with the C-adatom positioned above the middle of C-C bonds (bridgelike structure) oriented perpendicular to the SWNT axis than for a "parallel" configuration ($\Delta E \approx 1$ eV). The adsorption energy for both configurations is chirality dependent and its value increases with decreasing tube diameter. For our raw material with $d_{\text{avg}} \approx 1$ nm, typical values for $E_a$ are around 3 eV, whereas $E_a$ on the inner surface of the tube is lower with values of about 1.5 eV [31]. This has implications on the energy barriers for migration $E_m$. Indeed, $E_m$ is found to be weakly dependent on the SWNT diameter and ranges between 0.5 eV and 0.7 eV. In contrast, adatoms inside the SWNT are found to be mobile at room temperature with $E_m = 0.1-0.3$ eV [31], and all of them (about 45% of produced adatoms) quickly recombine with vacancies [130].

Similarly to H-adatoms, a single C-adatom gives rise to a low dispersive new state in the mid-gap region, as can be seen in the lower panel of Fig. 6.3 a). Note that the calculated width (non-polarized DFT) of a C-adatom-induced peak is about 0.06 eV, which is three times larger than the width found for a H-adatom (0.02 eV).

As an example of possible defect combinations with several C-adatoms, we calculated two configurations: two separated C-adatoms in Fig. 6.3 b) and a C-adatom dimer in c), which is found to be a stable configuration [31]. In the case of the two separated C-adatoms in Fig. 6.3, the defect structure gives rise to a pair of quasi dispersionless bands in the upper half part of the bandgap. This results in a double peak structure in the TDOS, with an energy separation of about 0.17 eV. The ball-and-stick model for the dimer in c) shows a defect structure which is similar to a Stone-Wales (SW) defect, with the difference that for the dimer the two pentagons have a common side, whereas the two heptagons share a common side in the SW configuration. It is interesting to see that the electronic structure of both configurations show similar degeneracy breaking features at the CB and VBE, as can be seen in Figs. 4.11 d) and 6.3 c). Note that SW defects can appear in nanotubes after impacts of energetic ions, for example by the reconstruction of a single C-adatom with a single vacancy [129].

Finally, we calculated the electronic structure of a combination of a SV with a C-adatom (Frenkel pair) shown in the upper panel of Fig. 6.3 d). Here the main feature appearing in the band structure $E(k)$ is a highly dispersive band in the lower half part of the bandgap, with a rising inflection point resulting in a double peak structure with non-zero DOS between peaks.
6.3.2 Topography and spectroscopy measurements

6.3.2.1 200 eV Ar\textsuperscript{+} bombardment

Figure 6.4 a) shows a STM topography image of a 50 nm long segment of a semiconducting SWNT ((2, 9) or (2, 10)) exposed to 200 eV Ar ions. The average defect spacing is about 7 nm and the apparent height of the defect features is ranging from 0.5 Å to 4 Å, with a lateral extension varying typically between 5 Å and 30 Å. These values are similar to the ones observed for the H and N-plasma treated tubes. Figure 6.4 b) shows a detail image of the tube section inside the dashed ellipse drawn in a). A \( \frac{dI}{dV} \)-scan recorded along the horizontal dashed line is presented in the lower panel. Four defect sites labeled d1-d4 are clearly distinguishable and each of them gives rise to spatially localized single peaks in the mid-gap region or in the upper half part of the bandgap. Such signatures in the differential conductance are frequently observed in the case of a 200 eV Ar ion treatment, with FWHMs ranging from 60-200 meV. These FWHM values are larger than for H-plasma-induced single peaks where FWHMs ranging from 30-50 meV were observed. The general observation of broader peaks for the Ar ion bombardment is in accordance with the \textit{ab initio} calculation, where it is shown that the electronic signatures of the most probable individual defect types, \textit{i.e.} SVs, DVs and C-adatoms are single gap states with a FWHM of respectively 170, 100 and 60 meV. The widths for SVs and DVs are well above the values for single peaks induced by H decorated SVs (60-80 meV) and H-adatoms (20 meV) calculated for the same (10, 0) SWNT.

A second type of frequently observed features in \( \frac{dI}{dV} \) spectra is presented in Fig. 6.4 c). The current error image of another semiconducting SWNT ((2, 9) or (2, 10)) with five defect sites labeled d5-d9 can be seen in the upper panel. In the lower panel, the \( \frac{dI}{dV} \)-scan recorded along the horizontal dashed line shows the emergence of double peak structures for defect sites d5, d7 and d8. These structure are very similar to the H dimers-induced symmetric paired states discussed earlier in Sect. 4.4.3. However, an explanation based on a possible H adsorption on the SWNT walls during the Ar ions bombardment can be practically ruled out. This statement is based on the H partial pressure in the low 10\textsuperscript{−10} mbar range, measured during the ion bombardment by means of mass spectrometry. We believe that such double peak structures are due to defect configurations composed of two close C-adatoms, as \textit{ab initio} calculations for a (10, 0) SWNT show in Fig. 6.3 b). Here, the double peak structure is positioned in the upper half of the bandgap, similar as for the observed defect site d7 in Fig. 6.4 c). The origin of the double peak structure can be attributed as in the case of H to a tube mediated interaction between two low dispersive states.
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Figure 6.4: a) STM topography image of a 50 nm long segment of a semiconducting SWNT exposed to 200 eV Ar ions. $U_s = 1$ V, $I_s = 0.25$ nA, $\Delta Z = 1.24$ nm. Possible chiral indices: (2,9) or (2,10). b) Detail image of the tube section with defect sites d1-d4 inside the dashed ellipse drawn in a) and $dI/dV$-scan recorded along the horizontal dashed line. $U_s = 1$ V, $I_s = 0.25$ nA, $T = 5.3$ K, $U_{mod} = 15$ mV, $x_{res} = 0.67$ nm. c) Upper panel: Current error image of another semiconducting SWNT ((2,9) or (2,10)) with five defect sites d1-d5. Lower panel: $dI/dV$-scan recorded along the horizontal dashed line. $U_s = 1$ V, $I_s = 0.1$ nA, $T = 5.22$ K, $U_{mod} = 15$ mV, $x_{res} = 0.22$ nm.
Figure 6.5: STM topography images (line by line flattened) of two semiconducting SWNTs treated with 1.5 keV Ar ions and corresponding dI/dV-scans (lower panels) recorded along the horizontal black dashed lines. Possible chiral indices in a): (4,8), (5,9) or (5,10) for b): not found. Measurement parameters in a): \( U_s = 1 \text{ V}, I_s = 0.15 \text{ nA}, T = 5.24 \text{ K}, U_{\text{mod}} = 15 \text{ mV}, x_{\text{res}} = 0.24 \text{ nm}, \) b): \( U_s = 1 \text{ V}, I_s = 0.1 \text{ nA}, T = 5.2 \text{ K}, U_{\text{mod}} = 15 \text{ mV}, x_{\text{res}} = 0.3 \text{ nm}. \)
6.3.2.2 1.5 keV Ar$^+$ bombardment

Figures 6.5 a) and b) show $dI/dV$-scans recorded along two different semiconducting SWNTs irradiated with 1.5 keV Ar ions. Two (d1-d2) and four (d3-d6) defect sites can be seen in a) and b), respectively. Besides d3 which gives rise to a single peak in the mid-gap region and d6 with a double peak structure, all the other defect sites presented in Fig. 6.5 show complex multi-peak configurations with non-zero intensity almost in the entire gap region. These features resemble to the electronic signature of more complex structures like two nearby SVs, two SVs on opposite sides or the C-adatom-SV complex shown in Figs. 6.2 b), d) and Fig. 6.3 d), respectively. We consider a defect structure as complex if more than two peaks are observed in the corresponding spectra or if the intensity is non-zero in the most part of the gap. Of 34 defect sites investigated for the 200 eV bombardment, we found 8 complex defect structures, and of 60 defect sites investigated for 1.5 keV bombardment, we found 27 complex defect structures. We thus found an increase of about 95% of the complex defect structures (from 23% to 45% of the total structures) going from the 200 eV to the 1.5 keV treatment. Our observation shows a qualitatively similar behavior with the calculations shown in Fig. 6.1. An abundance of complex defect structures of about 18% for 1.5 keV Ar ions and about 12% for 200 eV is predicted.

To conclude, we can state that the most commonly observed modifications of the electronic structure for SWNTs treated by short exposition to 200 eV and 1.5 keV kinetic energy Ar ions are the appearance of single and double peak structures positioned at different positions in the bandgap. These gap states correspond to individual or simple combinations of vacancy or C-adatom related defect structures. More complex multi-peak features have been observed with about 95% higher frequency in 1.5 keV irradiated samples as in 200 eV.

6.4 Metallic SWNTs

The upper panel of Fig. 6.6 shows a STM topography image of a metallic SWNT irradiated with 200 eV Ar ions. Seven defect sites d1-d7 distributed along a ~30 nm long tube section can be identified. The $dI/dV$-scan recorded along the horizontal dashed line is displayed in the lower panel. One can observe that local modifications of the density of states are manifested by the presence of new states spatially localized on the defect sites. For each defect site, 1 to 4 peaks positioned near the Fermi level can be observed (1 for d1, 4 for d7). Because of the same limitations of prohibitively high computational costs mentioned earlier, we do not dispose of any ab initio calculations for metallic tubes. However, the presence of peaks
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Figure 6.6: Upper panel: STM topography image of a metallic SWNT irradiated with 200 eV Ar ions. $\Delta Z = 1$ nm. $U_s = 0.6$ V, $I_s = 0.3$ nA. Lower panel: $dI/dV$-scan recorded along the horizontal dashed line. $U_s = 0.6$ V, $I_s = 0.3$ nA, $T = 5.35$ K, $U_{mod} = 15$ mV, $x_{res} = 0.22$ nm

around the Fermi level for a metallic SWNT is consistent with earlier TB based calculations showing a spatially localized SV-induced intense peak at the Fermi level [40]. It is important to notice that there are modifications in the LDOS between the defects. In the positive bias range, rather broad states of constant energy can be observed. These are very apparent between d6 and d7 with an energy difference of 230 meV. Less intense but still discernible, they can also be seen between d1-d2 and d5-d6, where the energy difference seems to scale inversely with the separation of the bounding defects. This observation constitutes a first indication of quantum confined states [132] and also shows that the Ar ion-induced defects create sufficiently strong electron scatterers to lead to quantum confinement. The in-depth characterization of defect-induced quantized states will be given in chapter 9.
Chapter 7

Negative Differential Resistance

Negative differential resistance (NDR) is the effect at the basis of important electronic devices like Esaki diodes [133] or resonant tunneling diodes used in ultra-high frequency applications [133–136]. Previous STS experiments reported the observation of a NDR behavior in molecular systems or semiconductor nanocrystals deposited on metallic or semiconducting substrates, caused by different mechanisms [137–147]. Phonon-mediated NDR has also been observed in STM/STS investigations of suspended SWNTs structures [148, 149]. In this chapter, we are going to characterize and discuss the NDR behavior we regularly observed in the $I-V$ curves recorded on SWNT defect sites. This effect, which is related to the presence of narrow gap states in the SWNT LDOS, has been observed independently of the ion treatment we used to create the defects.

7.1 Experimental observations

Figure 7.1 shows both an $I-V$ curve and the corresponding $dI/dV$ spectrum recorded at $T = 5.56$ K with setpoint parameters $V_s = 1$ V and $I_s = 0.6$ nA, on a H-plasma induced defect identified as a H dimer. This defect corresponds to the defect site located on the right hand side of the SWNT displayed in Fig. 4.12 b), giving rise to paired peaks D1 and D2. The $I-V$ curve exhibits a NDR behavior in the positive $V > V_{D1}$ bias range highlighted by the green shaded zone. Since in this case the lock-in amplifier delivers the absolute value of the differential conductance $|dI/dV|$, the negative value of the derivative $dI/dV$ in the NDR range is displayed with a reversed positive sign in the $|dI/dV|$ spectrum. Such NDR behavior has been observed only in the positive bias range for the vast majority of the
investigated defect-induced gap states, which energetic positions are evenly distributed in the positive or the negative bias range. For gap states positioned in the negative bias range like D2, a NDR behavior showed up in some extremely rare cases. We think that this can be due to a resonant energy matching between transient discrete levels in the Pt/Ir tip and narrow peaks in the LDOS at the defect position [137–139,144].

### 7.2 Bias-dependent barrier height model

The system formed by the tip, SWNT with defect and the substrate can be regarded as a double barrier tunneling junction with tip-tube and tube-substrate tunneling ratios $\Gamma_1$ and $\Gamma_2$, respectively. With the typical setpoint parameters we used to characterize defect-induced changes in the LDOS of SWNTs, we confidently assume that $\Gamma_1 \ll \Gamma_2$, which corresponds to the so-called shell-tunneling spectroscopy regime where the electrons tunnel through the defect/tube states one-by-one [146].

Typically observed NDR behavior can be understood readily within a simple tunneling model. For $T = 0$ K and assuming a constant DOS for the tip in the referred energy window, the current resulting from electrons tunneling from the tip into SWNT defect states with spatial coordinates $(x,y)$ can be written:

$$I(x,y,V) \propto \int_{E_F=0}^{eV} \rho_d(E,x,y) \cdot T(E,eV,z) dE \quad (7.1)$$

where $\rho_d(E,x,y)$ is the LDOS of the SWNT at the defect position. As shown in chapter 2.1.2, the bias voltage-dependent transmission coefficient $T(E,eV,z)$ can be estimated within the WKB approximation to be:

$$T(E,eV,z) = e^{-\kappa z \sqrt{(\phi_d+\phi_t)/2-E+eV/2}} \quad (7.2)$$
where $\kappa$ is the decay constant equal to $\kappa = 2(2m_e/\hbar^2)^{1/2} = 1.02 \text{ Å}^{-1}\text{eV}^{-1/2}$. $
abla_d$ and $\nabla_t$ are the work functions for the SWNT and the tip, respectively. For a numerical investigation of the NDR behavior, the hypothetical LDOS of the sample $\rho_d(E, x, y)$ is shown in Fig 7.2 a). We chose a typical density of states for a semiconducting SWNT with four van Hove singularities represented (of the form $1/\sqrt{|E - E_0|}$). The bandgap defined by the position of the first VHS is 1.2 eV. The defect-induced states are simulated with two Lorentzians, P1 and P2, of equal amplitude and a FWHM of 8 meV. P1-P2 are symmetrically positioned with respect to the mid-gap level with an energy separation of 0.4 eV. The amplitude in the bandgap is set to zero at the boundaries defined by the position of the first VHS. The corresponding

Figure 7.2: a) Simulated LDOS ($\rho_d(x, y, eV)$) of a typical semiconducting SWNT with a double Lorentzian peak structure P1-P2. b) Corresponding STM current computed numerically from Eq. 7.1 with $z = 7$ Å. c) Derivative $dI/dV(V)$ of the STM current in b) computed numerically. d) Detail of the NDR region in b) computed for three different values of $z$. e) Detail of the $dI/dV(V)$ curve in c) with $\rho_d(x, y, eV) \cdot T(eV, eV, z)$ corresponding to the first term of Eq. 7.5.
Figure 7.3: Schematic of the tip-tube-substrate tunnel junction for positive a)-b) and negative c)-d) bias voltage. P1 and P2 represent the symmetric double Lorentzian peak structure in Fig. 7.2 a). The real proportion in amplitude and width are changed for clarity. The tip DOS is assumed to be constant and the tip-sample separation is equal to $z$. Here the work functions of the tip $\phi_t$ and sample $\phi_s$ are chosen to be equal for the sake of simplicity.

STM current $I(x, y, V)$ computed from Eq. 7.1 with $z = 7$ Å and $\phi_d = 4.7$ eV, $\phi_t = 5$ eV is plotted in Fig 7.2 b). A NDR behavior is clearly visi-
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...ble between $V_{P1}$ and $V_{VHS1}$, whereas the current is continuously increasing in the negative bias range. To understand the nature of the NDR and the asymmetry in positive and negative bias range, let us consider the tunneling junction model in Fig. 7.3 for different values of the bias voltage, a) to d). We first consider the situation for positive bias voltages $V > 0$ illustrated in panels a) and b). Resonant tunneling occurs when the Fermi level of the tip is aligned with $P1$, i.e. for $V = V_{P1}$. This situation is depicted in Fig. 7.3 a) and the STM $I$-$V$ curve will show a step at this point. For this value of the bias voltage, the mean tunneling barrier height for electrons tunneling from the tip into $P1$ is given by $\Phi = \bar{\phi} - eV_{P1}/2$ with $\bar{\phi} = (\phi_d + \phi_t)/2$. When the bias is further increased, there are no new states contributing to the tunneling current until $V_{VHS1} = V_{P1} + \Delta V$ is reached. However, the mean barrier height for electrons tunneling into $P1$ will increase with increasing bias voltage. At $V_{VHS1}$, it will reach a value of $\Phi + e\Delta V/2$. This results in a reduced transmission coefficient $T$ and hence, a decreasing current with increasing $V$ in the range $V_{P1} < V < V_{VHS1}$, i.e. NDR. Under the assumption that $P1$ is very sharp ($FWHM(P1) << \Delta V$), it can be shown from Eqs. 7.1 and 7.2 that for $V_{P1} < V < V_{VHS1}$, the ratio $I(V)/I(V_{P1})$ can be written as:

$$I(V)/I(V_{P1}) = e^{-\kappa z(\sqrt{\phi - eV_{P1} + eV/2} - \sqrt{\phi - eV_{P1}/2})}$$  

(7.3)

This ratio is always smaller than 1 for $V_{P1} < V < V_{VHS1}$ thus NDR is always observed in this bias range due to the bias dependent barrier height. If we assume an ideal discrete state $P1$, whose spectrum is described by a Dirac peak $\delta(E - eV_{P1})$, the current reaches a maximum value $I_{max}$ at the bias voltage $V_{max} = V_{P1}$. In reality, the width of the states induces a positive shift in $V_{max}$. In our example, the value of $V_{max}$ is shifted by about 42 meV for $P1$ centered at $E = 0.2$ eV and $z = 7$ Å (35 meV and 54 meV for $z = 10$ Å and 3 Å, respectively). Tunneling through sufficiently large DOS around narrow states overpowers the current drop and thus impedes the NDR to emerge. This is why no NDR is observed for $V > V_{VHS1}$ where a non-zero DOS occurs between the VHS. From Eq. 7.2, it also follows that the current drop in the NDR region can be tuned by varying the tip-tube distance $z$, resulting in a more pronounced current drop for increasing $z$. This is illustrated in Fig. 7.2 d) where the STM current in the NDR region is plotted for three different values of $z$. The current curves are normalized to $I_{max} = 1$.

The situation for $V < 0$ is illustrated in panels c) and d) of Fig. 7.2. In contrast to the case of increasing positive bias $V > 0$, the height of the tunneling barrier $\Phi'$ for any isolated state like $P2$ is continuously decreasing with an increase of $|V|$. This results in an increasing tunneling current...
from P2 into the unoccupied states of the tip for bias voltage in the range $V < V_{P2}$. Formally, we can write the ratio $I(V)/I(V_{P2})$ from Eq. 7.2 again assuming that P2 is very sharp $P1(E) = \delta(E - eV_{P2})$:

$$\frac{I(V)}{I(V_{P2})} = e^{-\kappa z \left(\sqrt{\phi + eV_{P2} - eV/2} - \sqrt{\phi + eV_{P2}/2}\right)}$$

(7.4)

This ratio is always larger than 1 for $V < V_{P2}$ thus preventing any NDR behavior to emerge in the negative bias range.

This asymmetry in the behavior of the STM current for positive and negative bias range due to a bias-dependent barrier height has consequences on the measured differential conductance. Figures 7.2 c) and e) show the $(dI/dV)(V)$ spectrum computed numerically from the $I(V)$ curve in b). Formally, the differential conductance can be obtained by differentiating Eq. 7.1:

$$\frac{dI}{dV}(x, y, V) \propto e \cdot \rho_d(x, y, E = eV) \cdot T(E = eV, eV, z)$$

$$+ \int_{0}^{eV} \rho_d(x, y, E = eV) \cdot \frac{dT(E, eV, z)}{dV} dE$$

(7.5)

Three different effects can be seen in the $(dI/dV)(V)$ spectrum:

(i) Figure 7.2 c) shows that the unoccupied states in the positive bias range of the spectrum have a higher intensity than the occupied states in the negative bias range. This is due to the weighting of the original LDOS, $\rho_d(x, y, E)$, by the exponential profile of the transmission coefficient in the first term of Eq. 7.5. This effect must be taken into account in the comparison of the amplitude of different peaks. Figure 7.2 e) shows a superposition of the $dI/dV(V)$ spectrum and the first term of Eq. 7.5. The difference of both curves is equal to the second term of Eq. 7.5.

(ii) The NDR behavior results in a region with negative sign in $dI/dV(V)$. Note that formally the information on the NDR behavior is completely defined by the second term of Eq. 7.5.

(iii) The decreasing height of the tunneling barrier in the range $\Delta V'$ for $V < 0$ (Fig. 7.3 d)) results in a non-zero LDOS in the $dI/dV(V)$ spectrum. This effect must be taken into account for the analysis of the density of states around narrow peaks located in the negative bias range.

Figure 7.4 shows an experimental example for the $z$-dependence of the NDR. Here we recorded two spectra at 0.1 nA and 1 nA with a setpoint
7.2 Bias-dependent barrier height model

Figure 7.4: Experimental example for the tunability of the NDR behavior. a) $I$-$V$ and corresponding $dI/dV$ spectra recorded on a N-plasma-induced defect site. Both $I$-$V$ were obtained by averaging of three individual spectra. b) Detail of the NDR region with fits computed from Eq. 7.1 with $z = 3$ Å for $I_s = 1$ nA and $z = 7$ Å for $I_s = 0.1$ nA. $T = 5.25$ K

voltage $V_s = 1.2$ V at the same position on a defect site induced by N-plasma treatment. The $I(V)$ curves for both setpoint currents and the corresponding $dI/dV$ spectra are displayed in Fig. 7.4 a). Note that for each spectrum the recording time is about 30 s, resulting inescapably in a small spatial variation of the position where spectra are recorded. This explains the slight amplitude differences in both $dI/dV$ spectra. However, the tuning of the NDR by varying the setpoint current is clearly visible in the zone highlighted by the green shaded region. To simulate the NDR behavior, we calculated the current from Eq. 7.1 with the LDOS being the measured spectrum for $I_s = 1$ nA, divided by the transmission coefficient $T(E = eV, eV, z)$. The peak locations shift slightly with the setpoint current (tip height) due to band bending [143]. This shift of about 5 meV is taken into account in the simulation. As shown in Fig. 7.4 b), the NDR magnitude can be quite well reproduced with $z = 7$ Å for $I_s = 0.1$ nA and $z = 3$ Å for $I_s = 1$ nA. With a first approximation relation for $z$ derived from Eq. 7.5 considering only the first term, and taking into account a contact resistance for $z = 0$ of 100 kΩ [143], we find values for $z$ being 4.5 Å and 5.6 Å for $I_s = 1$ nA and 0.1 nA, respectively. Even though our approximation of the genuine $\rho_d(x,y,E)$ is crude, our simple model fits the experimental data very well.
Chapter 8

Stability of defect structures

The reliability of potential future devices based on the local modification of SWNTs by a controlled creation of specific defects will highly depend on their structural stability. In the following paragraphs, we will describe and comment observed changes at defect sites which can occur under normal or extreme STM measurement conditions. These changes are classified into two categories: complete disappearance of defect sites and modification of the topographic and electronic structure at the defect site.

Figures 8.1 and 8.2 illustrate two situations where the complete disappearance of a defect site occurs during the scanning of the tip. A semiconducting (6,13) SWNT with one ECR H-plasma induced defect site is shown in the upper panel of Fig. 8.1 a). The image was recorded at \( T = 5.65 \text{ K} \).
Figure 8.2: a), b), c) Time sequence of dI/dV-scans recorded along the axis of a semiconducting SWNT (black dashed line) exposed to 1.5 keV Ar$^+$ ions. d) Time sequence of apparent height profiles recorded along the same lines as for the dI/dV-scans in a)-c), offset for clarity. STM parameters for a): $V_s = 1$ V, $I_s = 0.12$ nA, $V_{mod} = 16$ mV, $x_{res} = 0.25$ nm, $T = 5.26$ K, for b) and c): $V_s = 0.9$ V, $I_s = 0.12$ nA, $V_{mod} = 16$ mV, $x_{res} = 0.15$ nm, $T = 5.26$ K.

with setpoint parameters $V_s = 1$ V and $I_s = 0.3$ nA. A single spectrum measured at the position 1 is plotted in Fig. 8.1 b) (offset for clarity). This spectrum corresponds to the signature of an adsorbed hydrogen dimer, with typical paired gap states. A second topography image recorded a few minutes later shows a perfect atomic lattice at and around the position of the defect site in the upper panel, and the spectroscopy at position 2 shows a typical spectrum for a defect free semiconducting SWNT.

Figure 8.2 shows a chronological sequence of three dI/dV-scans recorded on a semiconducting SWNT with three defect sites labeled d1-d3 induced by an exposition to 1.5 keV Ar$^+$ ions. The three dI/dV-scans have been recorded at a temperature of 5.26 K and the setpoint parameters are $V_s = 1$ V, $I_s = 0.12$ nA in a) and $V_s = 0.9$ V, $I_s = 0.12$ nA in b) and c). The corresponding apparent height profiles recorded along the same lines as for the dI/dV-scans are plotted in panel d). In panel a), each defect site
d1)-d3) gives rises to different electronic signatures: symmetric paired gap states for d1, non-zero intensity across the entire gap with a single peak at the mid-gap level for d2 and a structure with non-symmetric paired peaks for d3. In panel b), one can observe that the defect structure d1 is disappearing during the recording of the $dI/dV$-scan, where about only the first half of the spatial extent of the paired gap states is visible, followed by a sharp transition to the unperturbed electronic structure. This sharp transition is also clearly visible in the corresponding apparent height profile in d). The third $dI/dV$-scan in c) and the corresponding apparent height profile in

Figure 8.3: a) Consecutive topography STM images (line by line flattened) of a semiconducting (7,5) SWNT exposed to 200 eV Ar$^+$ ions with changes in the defect structure after scanning at higher setpoint current (1) or spectroscopy with increasing setpoint currents on individual defect sites (4 and 5). b) Individual spectra recorded on the SWNT in a) at locations indicated by black triangles. $V_s = 1 V$, $I_s = 0.3 \text{ nA}$, $T = 5.35 \text{ K}$. 
d), both recorded immediately after the second \( dI/dV \)-scan in b), confirm the complete disappearance of the defect structure, leaving the underlying lattice unperturbed. According to the discussions on defect structures induced by medium energy \( \text{Ar}^+ \) ions in chapter 6, we can assign d1 to a structure composed of at least two close C-adatoms. In this case, since no clear transition in the \( dI/dV \) features in the CB and VB besides the electronic signature of d1 is visible, we can think that the C-adatoms do not adsorb on the tip apex but desorb or diffuse along the wall of the SWNT out of the scanning window, or even adsorb on the substrate. The same assumptions can be made for the H dimer in Fig. 8.1.

Figure 8.3 gives an illustration for the case where defect sites experience a modification in their structure. Here, three consecutive STM images (from top to bottom) of a semiconducting (7,5) SWNT exposed to 200 eV \( \text{Ar}^+ \) ions are displayed. These images have been recorded at \( T = 5.35 \) K with setpoint parameters \( V_s = 1 \) V and \( I_s = 0.3 \) nA. In the top image of panel a), four defect sites labeled d1-d4 are visible and single point spectra have been recorded on each of them at positions 1,3,4 and 5. These spectra are displayed in panel b), showing paired gap states for 1 (red) and 3 (black), and single gap states for 4 (blue) and 5 (green). According to discussions in chapter 6, the double peak structures are associated to two (or more) close but separated C-adatoms and single peaks can be due to single C-adatoms, SVs or DVs. A comparison between the top and middle STM images in panel a) clearly shows a modification in the structure of defect d1 which splits into two defect sites indicated by positions 1a’ and 1b’. Spectroscopic signatures in panel b) show a single intense peak at the CBE for 1a’ and also a single peak at the same energy position but less intense for 1b’. This modification in the structure of d1 occurred between the recording of the top and middle images. All other defect structures remain unchanged.

In the framework of a \( z \)-dependence measurement of the NDR behavior on defect d3, a series of spectra have been recorded at different setpoint currents for the same bias voltage of 1 V. We could observe that this defect structure remained stable up to a current of about 300 nA and changed its structure at the maximal available current of about 330 nA, with a transition in the electronic structure from a single mid-gap peak to paired peaks with one in the CB and the second in the VB (spectra 4’ and 4” in panel b)). Besides this change, it can be observed that the structure of the nearby defect site d4 has also undergone a modification during the same measurement at 330 nA, with a shift of the initial mid-gap peak toward the CBE (spectra 5’ and 5” in panel b)).

To summarize, we could make the following observations:

(i) Some defect structures disappeared from the imaged tube surface af-
ter a certain time (few seconds up to tens of minutes) under scanning with standard setpoint parameters of $V_s = 1$ V, $I_s = 0.1 - 1$ nA, which correspond to a dissipated power of $0.1 - 1$ nW, independently on the type of treatment (H-plasma or Ar$^+$ bombardment). These defect structures show an electronic signature corresponding to adatom configurations.

(ii) In some rare cases, the defect sites were seen to change their configuration under scanning with standard setpoint parameters, like e.g. in the transition from a double peak structure on a single defect site (1) to two defect sites each showing a single peak at the CBE (1a’).

(iii) Some defect sites showing one (or two) gap state disappear or change their structure by recording single spectra with standard setpoint parameters. Here the residence time of the tip at the position of the defect site is longer than for scanning.

(iv) A defect site showing a single gap state close to the mid-gap level remained stable with setpoint parameters $V_s = 1$ V, $I_s \simeq 300$ nA and changed its structure with a setpoint current of 330 nA. This event has been accompanied by a change in the structure of a close defect site (about 3 nm) showing a shift of mid-gap peak towards the CBE.

This classification reflects a hierarchy in the stability of the observed defect structures. (i)-(iii) refer to configurations which are observed to be the less stable. The disappearing of adatom-related defect sites during the scan with standard conditions (i) is most probably due to tip-adatom interactions whose nature is similar as in the case of controlled manipulation of weakly adsorbed molecules on metallic surfaces [150]. However, in our case the topography signal never showed any typical signature for an adsorption of the adatoms on the tip, indicating a possible desorption of the adatoms or a tip-induced diffusion out of the scanning range [151].

Generally, the change in configuration referred in (ii) can also be understood from the arguments in (i). However, the example of transition given in (ii) for a semiconducting SWNT exposed to 200 eV Ar$^+$ ions is difficult to explain within the assumption of an initial defect structure composed of two C-adatoms as usually attributed for a double peak structure in this system. Indeed, an hypothetical diffusion or desorption of only one C-adatom should result in a peak in the mid-gap region and not at the CBE (see Fig.6.3). Note however that we only performed *ab initio* calculations for the most favorable configuration of a C adatom positioned above the middle of C-C bonds oriented perpendicular to the SWNT axis, and only for one chirality. Furthermore, *ab initio* calculations report that C-adatoms have roughly the
same mobility as single vacancies [28]. Thus, the possibility that the initial structure might be composed of a vacancy-type configuration cannot be ruled out since a double peak structure could arise from two non adjacent SVs.

The defect site showing a high stability described in (iv) is thought to be a double vacancy. This assumption is based on the measured electronic structure showing an intense and narrow mid-gap state, which is in good agreement with \textit{ab initio} calculations for a double vacancy in a (10,0) SWNT. Furthermore, a value for the migration barrier of a double vacancy of more than 5 eV has been recently reported. For comparison, the migration barrier of a SV has been calculated to be about 1 eV [28] and 0.5 - 0.7 eV for a C-adatom on the outer shell of a SWNT [31]. Thus, stable double vacancies can be obtained from the coalescence of single vacancies through heating (SVs are already mobile at 100-200°C [31]).
Chapter 9

Quantum confinement

9.1 Introduction

When the wavelength of particles like electrons or holes become comparable to the dimensions of a given system, the behavior will then be dominated by the rules of quantum mechanics. The latter teaches us that such finite-size effects lead to a quantization of the wave vector in the confined direction. The system can be referred to as a quantum dot (QD) when the particles are confined in all spatial directions. The system is thus reduced to a zero-dimensional problem where the energy eigenvalues are discretized. The experimental realization of QDs [152,153], which are sometimes called “artificial atoms”, led to new concepts allowing researchers to define QD-based advanced devices in fields like nanoelectronics and nanophotonics. Moreover, QDs are thought to be possible candidates for the implementation of spin- or charge-based qubits for future quantum computation applications [154,155].

Carbon nanotubes have shown to provide a well-suited platform for studying QD physics [156]. SWNT-based QDs can be defined by the creation of two spatially separated tunneling barriers, which electronically decouple a section of the tube and lead to quantum confinement. Such tunneling barriers have been experimentally realized by high resistive contacts [157], gate electrodes [158], or by local bending [3]. However, from a technological point of view it would be highly desirable to decouple short sections of a SWNT by artificially created defects in way to define intratube QDs. The advantage here is that the technologically extremely difficult task of contacting a nanometer-sized functional unit could be intrinsically solved by using the unperturbed tube ends as larger and less sensitive contact pads. That this is in principle realizable was demonstrated by the observation of confined electronic states in a metallic SWNT due to backscattering on a defect of unknown nature near the end of the tube [159].
In this chapter, we discuss the observation of confined states between ion-induced defects in metallic and semiconducting SWNTs by means of LT-STM/STS investigations.

9.2 Confined states in ion-irradiated metallic SWNTs

Figure 9.1 a) shows a ∼ 50 nm long portion of an armchair SWNT which has been exposed to a low dose of 200 eV Ar ions. The current error image of the tube section delimited by the dashed rectangle in a) is displayed in panel b) with the corresponding $dI/dV$-scan recorded along the horizontal dashed line running over seven defect sites labeled d1-d7. Note that d5 does not show a very pronounced feature in the topography, but exhibits a clear electronic signature. This defect most probably lies on the substrate side of the tube and might be of intrinsic nature. Several broad discrete states characterized by a modulation of the differential conductance in the spatial direction can be distinguished in the negative bias range between d3-d4 and d5-d6, and in the positive bias range between d2-d3. A better contrast can be obtained by subtracting a second or third order polynomial fit from each $dI/dV$ spectrum. The result of this operation for a third order fit is shown in Fig. 9.1 c). From this image, it appears clearly that the discrete states between d3-d4 and d5-d6 in the negative bias range each show a discrete number of equidistant anti-nodes. Moreover, especially between d3-d4, the number of maxima in each discrete state shows a regular sequence $i, i+1, i+2...$ for an increasing absolute value of the bias, similarly as for the 1D particle-in-a-box model. This simple model allowed a quite accurate estimation of the level spacing around the charge neutrality point (CNP) for discrete states observed in very short SWNTs (cut) deposited on gold [132,160], as well as in SWNT-based QD devices [158]. It is based on the linear dispersion $E = \hbar v_F k$ around $K (K')$ for a SWNT with finite length $L$, resulting in discrete $k$-values parallel to the tube axis, $k = m\pi/L$ with $m$ being an integer number. With $v_F = 8.5 \cdot 10^5 \text{ m/s}$ [160], the energy spacing is thus given by:

$$\Delta E = \frac{\hbar v_F}{2L} \approx \frac{1.76}{L} \text{ eV} \cdot \text{nm} \quad (9.1)$$

with $L$ in nm. The measured energy spacings for the SWNT in Fig. 9.1, i.e. $\Delta E_{a1}-\Delta E_{a4}$ in the negative bias range between d3-d4 and $\Delta E_{b1}-\Delta E_{b4}$ between d5-d6, are reported in Table 9.1. The CNP is difficult to determine from Fig. 9.1, but within the particle-in-a-box model, the number of anti-nodes for each discrete state follows the sequence 1,2,3,... starting from the CNP. Thus the CNP closest level spacings are $\Delta E_{a1} = 0.22 \text{ eV}$ and $\Delta E_{b1} = 0.18 \text{ eV}$ between d3-d4 and d5-d6, respectively. For these values,
Figure 9.1: a) Topography image of a ∼ 50 nm long portion of an armchair SWNT exposed to 200 eV Ar⁺ ions. b) Current error image of the tube section delimited by the dashed rectangle in a) with the corresponding dI/dV-scan recorded along the horizontal dashed line running over seven defect sites labeled d1-d7. c) Same dI/dV-scan as in b), with background subtraction. Δz = 1.37 nm, Vs = 1 V, Is = 0.1 nA. b) T = 5.3 K, U_mod = 12 mV, x_res = 0.34 nm
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\[ \Delta E_{a1} = 0.22 \text{ eV} \]
\[ \Delta E_{a2} = 0.19 \text{ eV} \]
\[ \Delta E_{a3} = 0.18 \text{ eV} \]
\[ \Delta E_{a4} = 0.17 \text{ eV} \]

\[ \Delta E_{b1} = 0.18 \text{ eV} \]
\[ \Delta E_{b2} = 0.17 \text{ eV} \]
\[ \Delta E_{b3} = 0.17 \text{ eV} \]
\[ \Delta E_{b4} = 0.15 \text{ eV} \]

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>d3-d4</th>
<th>d5-d6</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>[ \Delta E_{a1} = 0.22 \text{ eV} ]</td>
<td>[ \Delta E_{b1} = 0.18 \text{ eV} ]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[ \Delta E_{a2} = 0.19 \text{ eV} ]</td>
<td>[ \Delta E_{b2} = 0.17 \text{ eV} ]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[ \Delta E_{a3} = 0.18 \text{ eV} ]</td>
<td>[ \Delta E_{b3} = 0.17 \text{ eV} ]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[ \Delta E_{a4} = 0.17 \text{ eV} ]</td>
<td>[ \Delta E_{b4} = 0.15 \text{ eV} ]</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

\textbf{Table 9.1}: Energy spacings between visible discrete states in the negative bias range between defect sites d3-d4 (\( \sim 6.5 \text{ nm} \)) and d5-d5 (\( \sim 9.5 \text{ nm} \)) in Fig.9.1

Eq. 9.1 gives \( L = 8 \text{ nm} \) for the defect separation d3-d4 and \( L = 9.78 \text{ nm} \) for d5-d6, in good agreement with the measured values at the center of the defect sites \( L \approx 7.9 \text{ nm} \) and \( L \approx 9.9 \text{ nm} \). The slight decrease of \( \Delta E \) for increasing \( |V_{\text{bias}}| \) can be attributed to the divergence from linearity of the real dispersion relation for energies far from the CNP [24]. We thus have a first clear indication that artificially created defects can define electron confinement regions with particle-in-a-box like states in metallic SWNTs, \textit{i.e.} intratube QDs. Moreover, with our method where spatially close defects can be generated, we obtain level spacings which are much larger than the thermal energy at room temperature \( k_B T \approx 25 \text{ meV} \). It should be noted here that such confinement effects have been observed for medium energy Ar\(^+\) bombardment and also for ECR N-plasma treatment. For the light ion-irradiation we made use by means of low energy \( (E_{\text{kin}} \approx 1 \text{ eV}) \) H-plasma treatment, we could not observe clear discrete energy states between defects, although electron scattering showed up by the formation of superstructures in the spatial charge density. However, quantum confinement in H-plasma treated SWNTs cannot be excluded.

The spatial resolution of about 0.34 nm for the \( dI/dV \)-scan in Fig. 9.1 is not high enough to allow a complete analysis of the discrete state features. A higher resolution \( dI/dV \)-scan recorded along the axis of a \( \sim 16 \text{ nm} \) long section of a metallic SWNT exposed to 200 eV Ar ions is shown in Fig. 9.2 a). Two defect sites d1 and d2 are clearly visible on the topography image. However, the spectroscopy reveals the presence of a third defect site d3 which is visible on the apparent height profile in the middle panel. The \( dI/dV \)-scan further reveals at least two discrete states in the negative bias range between d3 and d2. The energy spacing is about 170 meV, which corresponds well to the predicted value of 177 meV for a measured defect separation of about 9.5 nm. Figure 9.2 d) shows the \( dI/dV \)-scan portion recorded between the red arrows displayed in a), on which the above described background subtraction has been applied. This allows us to distinguish two additional states in the negative bias range. Discrete states
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can also be observed in the positive bias range, but with lower contrast. The detailed spatial pattern of each discrete state exhibits a rapid oscillation which is modulated by a slow variation of the amplitude. In order to clearly display these oscillations, the $dI/dV$ signals recorded between d3-d2 at $E = -0.22$ eV and $E = -0.39$ eV are plotted in Fig. 9.2 b). The wavelength of the rapid oscillation varies around 0.7 nm in both plots. The slow modulation has been fitted with the function $|\psi(x)|^2 = A + B \sin(2kx + \phi)$, where $\phi$ is an arbitrary phase and the factor 2 originates from the fact that STS does not probe $|\psi(x)|$ but $|\psi(x)|^2$. The wavelength of this slow modulation decreases with increasing $|V_{\text{bias}}|$. The values of $k$ given by the fit function are $\sim 0.31$ nm$^{-1}$ for $E = -0.39$ eV and $\sim 0.64$ nm$^{-1}$ for $E = -0.22$ eV. A detailed analysis of the oscillatory features can be obtained in the Fourier space. Therefore we performed a line-by-line zero-padding Fast Fourier Transform (FFT) of the $dI/dV$-scans where the offset amplitude of each line has been subtracted. The resulting $dI/dV(k, V)$ maps are plotted from $k = 0$ to about $k = 2\pi f_s/2 = \pi/x_{\text{res}}$, where $f_s$ is the sampling frequency and $x_{\text{res}}$ is the resolution in $x$. The sampling theorem states that the highest spectrum component of a signal must be smaller than $2\pi f_s/2$ to avoid aliasing. For our purpose, we can show that for the usual number of 150 spectroscopy points in a $dI/dV$-scan, the relevant spectral features with $k < 25$ nm$^{-1}$ are visible for a maximum analyzed length of about 20 nm. Such Fourier analysis has been performed on the $dI/dV$-scans displayed in Fig. 9.2 c) and d), recorded between the positions indicated by the red arrows in panel a). The original $dI/dV$-scan amplitude is reproduced in c) and the background subtraction has been performed in d). The corresponding $|dI/dV(k, V)|^2$ maps are displayed on the right hand side of panels c) and d). From these maps, it can be observed that the Fourier spectrum of each discrete state is composed of several components. The low frequency peaks between $k = 0$ and $k = 4$ nm$^{-1}$ correspond to the slow modulation discussed above. The rapid oscillation in the $dI/dV$-scan is produced by Fourier components around $k = 11$ nm$^{-1}$ and $k = 17$ nm$^{-1}$. The major part of these Fourier components are aligned along sloped lines. These lines are better defined in the $|dI/dV(k, V)|^2$ map in d) where the background subtraction has been performed on the $dI/dV$-scan. However, the background subtraction induces a slight distortion in the $dI/dV$-scan resulting in a small shift of the Fourier components of the order of 1-2%. Thus the use of this technique should be limited to increase the contrast of the spatial features. Note also that in both cases the position of the low frequency component is generally slightly distorted due to an interference artifact with the complementary negative components. Around $k = 17$ nm$^{-1}$, a unique positive sloped line is clearly visible, with $dE/dk \simeq 0.32$ eV-nm, whereas two lines with positive and negative slopes can be distinguished around $k = 11$
Figure 9.2: a) Line by line flattened topography image of a metallic SWNT with three 200 eV Ar$^+$ ions-induced defects d1-d3, with an apparent height profile and the corresponding $dI/dV$-scan recorded along the same horizontal dashed line. b) $dI/dV$ line profiles of the first two modes in the negative bias range, recorded between the two red arrows in a). The fit function is of the form $|\psi(x)|^2 = A + B \sin(2kx + \phi)$. c) $dI/dV$ scan between the red arrows in a) with the corresponding $dI/dV(k,V)$ map. d) The same as in c) with background subtraction. $U_s = 0.8\, V$, $I_s = 0.32\, \text{nA}$. b) $T = 5.21\, K$, $x_{res} = 0.1\, \text{nm}$. 
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Figure 9.3: a) Schematic diagram of a STM experiment on a SWNT with two defect sites separated by $L_0$, deposited on a gold substrate. b) Scheme of the scattering states used in the scattering matrix formalism.

nm$^{-1}$, with an estimated slope of about 0.3 eV·nm. In order to understand the nature of the various observed features in the Fourier space, we considered two complementary theoretical approaches: the first one is based on a scattering matrix formalism and the second makes use of geometrical arguments within the Fourier projection-slice theorem. Both methods are described in detail in the following paragraphs.

9.2.1 Fabry-Pérot electron resonator model

We saw earlier that the observation of superstructures near the defects we created in SWNTs by means of ion bombardment (independently of the ion type) indicates that the latter act as scattering centers for the electrons. Therefore, an analogy can be made between a metallic SWNT with two close defects and an optical Fabry-Pérot cavity where photons experience multiple reflections between partially transmissive mirrors [161]. A Fabry-Pérot electron resonator model has been used to explain the presence of interference patterns in the source-drain differential conductance of a metallic SWNT with near-perfect ohmic contacts [162]. It is however important to note that the main difference between the nanotube electron resonator and a simple single-mode optical cavity arises from the fact that the two propagating modes in SWNTs are characterized by different wave vectors $k_1 = K + k$ and $k_2 = K - k$ which results in a higher complexity in the interference patterns, as we will see. Here we use a model illustrated in Fig. 9.3 a), based on a scattering matrix formalism taking into account the effect of the tip and where the scattering strength of the defects can be tuned. Moreover, in contrast to the approach presented in [162], we consider the possibility that a scattering event can change or not the valley index.
9.2.1.1 Scattering matrix model

The theoretical model presented here was developed in collaboration with Dr. Dario Bercioux from the Theoretical Solid State Physics group of Prof. Hermann Grabert at the University of Freiburg, Germany.

Let us start with the linear dispersion branches of the energy spectrum of a metallic SWNT: \( E = \pm \hbar v_F k \). The linearity allows us to use a field theoretical approach and write down the Hamiltonian for the SWNT as:

\[
\mathcal{H}_0 = -i\hbar v_F \sum_{Q,\alpha} \int dx : \Psi_{Q,\alpha}^\dagger(x) \partial_x \Psi_{Q,\alpha}(x) :
\]

(9.2)

where \( Q \) is the valley index and \( \alpha \) is the index for right (\( \rightarrow \) or left (\( \leftarrow \)) moving electrons. The notation : : stands for normal ordering and is playing the role of subtracting the energy of the ground state. The operators \( \Psi_{Q,\alpha}(x) \) and \( \Psi_{Q,\alpha}^\dagger(x) \) annihilate and create an electron in the valley \( Q \) with motion direction \( \alpha \) and in the position \( x \), respectively. Here we consider an armchair SWNT. The valley indexes are then \( K = \frac{2\pi}{3} T \) and \( K' = -K \).

For a fixed energy, \( k \) denotes the displacement of the electron momentum from the CNP at \( K(K') \).

As a function of the symmetry (see chapter 1.4.2) of the defects, two kind of scattering events can occur: intravalley scattering in which the valley index \( Q \) is not changed, and intervalley scattering in which the valley index is changed. Therefore, the Hamiltonian associated with an impurity at position \( x_0 \) is characterized by two contributions:

\[
\mathcal{H}_{\text{Impurity}}(x_0) = \mathcal{H}_{\text{intra}}(x_0) + \mathcal{H}_{\text{inter}}(x_0).
\]

(9.3)

We model an impurity as a \( \delta \)-like potential, therefore the usual scattering or intervalley scattering is described by the following Hamiltonian:

\[
\mathcal{H}_{\text{inter}} = \hbar v_F \lambda_{\text{inter}} \sum_{Q,\alpha} : \Psi_{Q,\alpha}^\dagger(x_0) \Psi_{Q,\alpha}(x_0) :
\]

(9.4)

\[+ e^{-2i(Q+\alpha k)} \Psi_{Q,\alpha}^\dagger(x_0) \Psi_{-Q-\alpha}(x_0) \]

where \( \lambda_{\text{inter}} \) denotes the intervalley scattering strength. The first term represents the forward scattering event which is related to the transmission of the electron without changing its momentum, while the second term represents the backward scattering event which is related to the reflection of the electron. This kind of scattering is associated with a large momentum exchange \( \Delta k = 2(K + k) \).
Intravalley scattering is instead described by the following Hamiltonian:

\[
\mathcal{H}_{\text{intra}} = \hbar v_F \lambda_{\text{intra}} \sum_{Q,\alpha} \left[ : \Psi_{\alpha}^\dagger(x_0) \Psi_{\alpha}(x_0) : + e^{-2i\alpha k} \Psi_{\alpha}^\dagger(x_0) \Psi_{\alpha}(x_0) \right]
\]

(9.5)

where \(\lambda_{\text{inter}}\) denotes the intravalley scattering strength. The first and second terms correspond to the forward and backward scattering, respectively. This kind of scattering is associated with a long-wavelength modulation of the charge density, therefore resulting in a small value of the exchanged momentum \(\Delta k = 2k\) in the backscattering event.

The STM tip is described in a semi-infinite non-interacting Fermi gas and the SWNT-tip coupling is described by the standard tunneling Hamiltonian:

\[
\mathcal{H}_\Gamma = \hbar \sqrt{v_F v_{\text{STM}}^F} \left[ \sum_{Q,\alpha} e^{-i(Q+\alpha k)x_0} \Psi_{\alpha}^\dagger(x_0) c(0) + \text{h.c.} \right]
\]

(9.6)

where, in this case, \(x_0\) is the position of the tip in the CNT coordinate system. The constant \(\gamma\) is the tunneling probability strength. The Fermi velocity of the tip \(v_{\text{STM}}^F\) can be set to a generic value and the one of the SWNT \(v_F\) can be extracted from the energy spectrum by linearization around \(K\).

In the model presented here, we used the value \(v_F = 10^5 \text{ m s}^{-1}\). The first term of the Hamiltonian describes the creation of an electron in the SWNT with a momentum \(Q + \alpha k\) and the annihilation of an electron in the STM tip, and \textit{vice versa} for the second term.

After solving the equations of motion for the field operators \(\Psi_{\alpha}(x, t)\) and \(c(y, t)\) for two impurities separated by \(L_0\) with scattering strengths \(\lambda_{\text{inter},l}\) and \(\lambda_{\text{intra},l}\) with \(l = R, L\) the impurity index, we get the following 5x5 scattering matrix equation:

\[
\begin{pmatrix}
\hat{b}_{K,R} \\
\hat{b}_{K,L} \\
\hat{b}_{-K,R} \\
\hat{b}_{-K,L} \\
\hat{b}_T
\end{pmatrix} = S_{i,j}(E) \cdot 
\begin{pmatrix}
\hat{a}_{K,R} \\
\hat{a}_{K,L} \\
\hat{a}_{-K,R} \\
\hat{a}_{-K,L} \\
\hat{a}_T
\end{pmatrix}
\]

(9.7)

where \(\hat{a}_{Q,L(R)}\) is the destruction operator for an incoming electron from the left (right) direction, \(\hat{b}_{Q,L(R)}\) is the destruction operator for an outgoing electron from the left (right) direction, and \(\hat{a}_T\) and \(\hat{b}_T\) in analogy for the tip, according to the scattering scheme in Fig. 9.3 b). For fixed energy, these
operators are related to the field operators $\Psi_{Q,\alpha}(x)$ and $\Psi_{Q,\alpha}^\dagger(x)$ through the scattering states:

$$\Psi_{Q→}(x, t) = e^{-iEt/\hbar} \sqrt{\frac{\pi}{2\hbar v_F}} \left\{ \begin{array}{ll}
\hat{a}_{Q,L} e^{-ikEx} & x < x_l \\
\hat{b}_{Q,R} e^{-ikEx} & x > x_l
\end{array} \right. \tag{9.8a}$$

$$\Psi_{Q←}(x, t) = e^{-iEt/\hbar} \sqrt{\frac{\pi}{2\hbar v_F}} \left\{ \begin{array}{ll}
\hat{a}_{Q,R} e^{-ikEx} & x < x_l \\
\hat{b}_{Q,L} e^{-ikEx} & x > x_l
\end{array} \right. \tag{9.8b}$$

$$c(y, t) = e^{-iEt/\hbar} \sqrt{\frac{\pi}{2\hbar v_F^{STM}}} \left\{ \begin{array}{ll}
\hat{a}_T e^{-ikEy} & y < 0 \\
\hat{b}_T e^{-ikEy} & y > 0
\end{array} \right. \tag{9.8c}$$

The current operator in the STM tip can be written as:

$$J(|y|, t) = 2e v_F^{STM} \int_0^\infty dE_1 dE_2 \left[ c_{E_1}^\dagger(-|y|, t) c_{E_2}(-|y|, t) - c_{E_1}^\dagger(|y|, t) c_{E_2}(|y|, t) \right]. \tag{9.9}$$

Making substitution of Eqs. 9.8 in the previous equation and thermal averaging over the ground state, we get the following expression of the differential conductance for a grounded SWNT at zero temperature:

$$\frac{dJ_T}{dV_T} = 2e^2 \frac{h}{e} \left[ \sum_{j=1}^4 |S_{S,j}|^2 \right]_{E=qV_T}. \tag{9.10}$$

The left column of Fig. 9.4 shows the calculated $\frac{dJ_T}{dV_T}(x, E)$ maps for an armchair SWNT with an impurity separation of $L_0=15$ nm for different combinations of the scattering strengths $\lambda_{\text{inter,intra}}, L,R$. The corresponding $\frac{dJ_T}{dV_T}(k, E)$ maps performed within a line-by-line zero-padding FFT (with offset subtraction) are displayed in the right column. Here we consider the same intervalley and intravalley scattering strengths for both impurities. In Fig. 9.4 a), we have a low scattering strength with $\lambda_{\text{inter},L} = \lambda_{\text{inter},R} = 0.1$ and a 10 times higher scattering strength in b) with $\lambda_{\text{inter},L} = \lambda_{\text{inter},R} = 1$. Note that since the energy spectrum $E = \pm \hbar v_F k$ on which the calculation is based is fully symmetric with respect to the CNP, occupied ($E < 0$) and unoccupied ($E > 0$) states are equivalent. Thus, without loss of generality, we can consider only the occupied states.

For both cases, in terms of a resonant cavity, we distinguish three resonant modes with one, two and three anti-nodes corresponding to the low frequency components in the $\frac{dJ_T}{dV_T}(k, E)$ maps, with an energy spacing of
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Figure 9.4: $\frac{dI}{dV}(x, E)$ and corresponding $\frac{dI}{dV}(k, E)$ calculations for different values of $\lambda_{\text{inter, intra}, L,R}$: $\lambda_{\text{inter}, l} = \lambda_{\text{intra}, l} = 0.1$ in a) and $\lambda_{\text{inter}, l} = \lambda_{\text{intra}, l} = 1$ in b). c) and d) One of the scattering channel is switched off with $\lambda_{\text{intra}, l} = 0$ in c) and $\lambda_{\text{inter}, l} = 0$ in d).

$\Delta E = \frac{h^2 k^2}{2L}$. These intravalley scattering contributions correspond to interference patterns formed by the coherent superposition of left- and right-moving electron plane waves of the form $\psi(x) = e^{\pm i k x}$. The interference pattern is thus of the form $|\psi(x)|^2 = |e^{i k x} + e^{-i k x}|^2 \sim \cos(2kx + \phi)$. Thus the Fourier spots corresponding to modes 1-3 are aligned along a line which correspond to the linear energy spectrum $E(k)$ of the SWNT, with a slope
of $2\hbar v_F$ due to the fact that $\frac{dI}{dV_T}(x, E) \propto |\psi(x)|^2$.

The rapid oscillation in the $\frac{dI}{dV_T}(k, E)$ map is mainly produced by Fourier contributions which are aligned along two lines with opposite slopes of $\pm 2\hbar v_F$, crossing at the CNP for $k \approx 17$ nm$^{-1}$. This value of $k$ corresponds to the projection of $\mathbf{K}$ on the $k_\parallel$ axis multiplied by 2, i.e. $k = 2 \cdot \frac{2\pi}{a}$ with $a = \sqrt{3} \cdot a_{cc} = 0.246$ nm. These intervalley scattering contributions correspond to interference patterns formed by the coherent superposition of left- and right-moving electron plane waves with wavevectors $\pm (K \pm k)$. The interference pattern is thus of the form $|\psi(x)|^2 \sim \cos \left[2 \left( (K \pm k) x + \phi \right) \right]$. In both cases, we can observe that the position in energy of the Fourier spots belonging to different branches are not resonant. We can show that this effect depends on the impurity spacing $L_0$. These states are resonant if $K = m\pi/L_0$, i.e if $K$ is a multiple of the spacing between two consecutive allowed values of $k_\parallel$. Note that stronger scatterers as in b) induce resonant states which are narrower in energy, in analogy with the larger finesse in an optical cavity for a higher reflection strength of the mirrors [161].

Now we consider two examples where one of the two scattering channels is switched off. The case for $\lambda_{\text{intra}} = 0$ ($\lambda_{\text{inter,R,L}} = 1$) is depicted in Fig. 9.4 c). As expected, only Fourier components along the dispersion lines crossing at the CNP are present. It is however worth noticing that if the resonance condition $K = m\pi/L_0$ is fulfilled, we will have the superposition of two standing waves of the form $\cos \left[(K + k) x + \phi \right]$ and $\cos \left[(K - k) x + \phi \right]$, which will result in a beating pattern at the resonance positions, composed of a rapid oscillation modulated by a slow variation of the form $|\psi(x)|^2 \sim \cos^2 \left( (Kx) \cdot \cos^2 (kx) \right)$. The case for $\lambda_{\text{inter}} = 0$ ($\lambda_{\text{intra,R,L}} = 1$) is shown in Fig. 9.4 d). As expected, only the intravalley low frequency components are present in the Fourier space, resulting in well-defined modes without rapid oscillation.

From a comparison between the measured $dI/dV(k, V)$ map in Fig. 9.2 and the simulations above, one can observe that the low frequency behavior in both the simulation and the measured $dI/dV(k, V)$ map in Fig. 9.2 are in good agreement. However, some differences can be observed for higher frequencies. The theoretical model typically shows two dispersive branches crossing at $k \approx 17$ nm$^{-1}$ whereas at this position the measurement shows a strong dispersive branch with a slope of $dE/dk \approx 0.32$ eV·nm which is in very good agreement with the theoretical value of $2\hbar v_F \approx 0.329$ eV·nm. Moreover, the presence of frequency contributions around $k = 6$ nm$^{-1}$ and $k = 11$ nm$^{-1}$ do not come out of our model. The origin of these contributions can be understood from geometrical arguments as we will show in the following section.
9.2.2 Fourier projection-slice theorem

A STM topography line recorded along the axis of a SWNT can be regarded in a first approximation as a slice oriented in the direction of the translational vector $\mathbf{T}$ through the charge density $|\psi(\mathbf{r})|^2$ of a sheet of graphene. In the presence of scattering centers like structural defects, we saw in chapter 4.5 that the large momentum scattering-induced $(\sqrt{3} \times \sqrt{3}) R30^\circ$ superstructure can be reproduced by a linear combination of six plane waves having vectors $\mathbf{k}_j$ corresponding to the six Fermi vectors of the first BZ:

$$\psi(\mathbf{r}) = \sum_{j=1}^{6} \phi_j \cdot e^{i \mathbf{k}_j \cdot \mathbf{r}}$$

with $|\mathbf{k}_j| = \frac{4\pi}{3\sqrt{3}} \simeq 17 \text{ nm}^{-1}$. The 2D-FFT of this function for a given set of complex amplitudes $\{\phi_j\}_{j=1}^6$ is shown in Fig. 9.5 a), left panel. The charge density $|\psi(\mathbf{r})|^2$ and its corresponding FFT with additional Fourier spots resulting from the $||^2$ operation are plotted in Fig. 9.5 a), middle and right panel, respectively. The underlying atomic honeycomb network is highlighted in white in the middle panel. In the right panel, the blue encircled spots correspond to the $K$ points whereas the red encircled ones are the reciprocal lattice points $G$. In the STM, the amplitude of the charge density on a line is measured (here at $E_F$ since only the contributions at the $K$ ($K'$) points are taken into account). Figure 9.5 b) shows two simulation examples of a STM measurement along the axis of an armchair SWNT with scattering centers (this could be measured between two defects). The upper panel in b) shows the charge density contribution measured with a sharp tip, where only the intensity in the range $-0.05 \text{ nm} < y < 0.05 \text{ nm}$ contributes to the STM signal. The normalized resulting STM signal which is given by $I(x) = \int_{y_-}^{y_+} |\psi(x, y)|^2 \, dx$ is plotted in blue in Fig. 9.5 c). The situation for a blunt tip (low resolution) where the STM signal originates from a wider zone $-0.2 \text{ nm} < y < 0.2 \text{ nm}$ is shown in the lower panel of b) and the corresponding STM signal is plotted in red in Fig. 9.5 c). As can be seen in Fig. 9.5 d), the Fourier analysis (blue(red) spectrum for sharp(blunt) tip) of both STM signal curves reveals four contributions which are located in this case at multiples of $k = \frac{2\pi}{3\sqrt{3}} \simeq 8.5 \text{ nm}^{-1}$. Interestingly, the spot at $17 \text{ nm}^{-1}$ becomes dominant when the tip resolution decreases. The origin of the four contributions for an armchair SWNT can be understood and generalized to different chiralities within the so-called Fourier projection-slice theorem [163]. In 2D, a version of this theorem states that the Fourier transform of a slice through a 2D function is equal to the projection of the 2D Fourier space on a line passing through the origin and which is parallel to the direction of the slice. Since in our case the slice is 2D with a profile given by $I(x, y)$ on a width $y_- < y < y_+$, the projected components in the Fourier space are weighted in direction perpendicular to the projection line by the Fourier transform of the $y$-resolution profile in
Figure 9.5: a) left: Reciprocal space with the first BZ spots, middle: corresponding \((\sqrt{3} \times \sqrt{3}) R30^\circ\) in the real space, right: Reciprocal space with spots corresponding to \(|\psi|^2\). b) upper panel: Charge density contribution for the measurement with a sharp tip along the axis of an armchair tube, lower panel: the same for a blunt tip. c) Resulting normalized STM signal computed with \(I(x) = \int_{x_{\text{min}}}^{x_{\text{max}}} |\psi(x, y)|^2 \, dx\), blue(red) curve for a sharp(blunt) tip. d) Corresponding FFT. e) and f) Illustration of the Fourier projection-slice theorem with the projections in the reciprocal space for different chiralities in e) and the Fourier transforms of the STM signals for the different chiralities for a sharp tip in f).
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the real space. This is illustrated in Figs. 9.5 e) and f). The FFT of the computed STM signal (for a sharp tip) for three different tube chiralities, i.e. zigzag, armchair and chiral with $\theta = 15^\circ$, are displayed in e). The origin of the different Fourier spots can then be understood from the projection diagram in the Fourier space in f), according to the Fourier projection-slice theorem. For a blunt tip, the spots which are the closest to the projection line are dominant. Thus, it can be shown for a blunt tip that the intensity in the three cases will be dominated by the peaks at 17 nm$^{-1}$ for the armchair, 29.4 nm$^{-1}$ for the zigzag and 16.4 nm$^{-1}$ for the chiral tube. Generally, the intensity of the different spots will depend on two factors which are the defect scattering strength giving the complex amplitude in the plane wave linear combination and the resolution of the tip. In the model above we only considered the Fourier components at the CNP ($E_F$ if no doping). In the case of a Fourier transform of a measured $dI/dV$-scan, e.g the $dI/dV(k,V)$ map in Fig. 9.2, we can show that all the obtained spots belong to dispersive branches. For the case of the $\theta = 15^\circ$ chiral SWNT in Fig. 9.5 e), one can observe that the projected spots originate from both $K$ points (BZ of graphene) and $G$ points (reciprocal lattice of graphene). It can be understood that the projected spots at different bias voltages are only dispersive for the $K$ points and those originating from the $G$ points show dispersive and non-dispersive behaviors. The non-dispersive branches correspond to the lattice components in the STM signal, which are not taken into account in our model.

Within the two theoretical models described above, a better understanding of the features observed in the $dI/dV(k,V)$ map in Fig. 9.2 for a chiral SWNT with $\theta = 14.5 \pm 1.5^\circ$ is possible. The origin of the Fourier spots observed around $k \simeq 6$ nm$^{-1}$, $k \simeq 11$ nm$^{-1}$ and $k \simeq 17$ nm$^{-1}$ can now be explained by the projection of Fourier components of the 2D-FFT of the measured $|\psi|^2$ on a line forming an angle of $14.5 \pm 1.5^\circ$ with the armchair direction. The higher intensity for the components around $k \simeq 17$ nm$^{-1}$ can be explained by the limited resolution of the tip. Moreover, the position of the CNP can be estimated by measuring the energy position of the crossing point of two branches originating from the same valley. Note that when it is possible, this measurement should be made from high frequency components since the position of low frequency spots can be slightly distorted as explained above. Here we find a shift of the CNP with the Fermi energy of about $\delta E = 30$ meV. This is far away from the usually reported value of $\delta E = 0.3 \pm 0.1$ eV for SWNT deposited on gold [164]. This indicates a low charge transfer from the tube to the substrate.

However, some observations remain unclear, as for example the fact that the branch corresponding to the $\pi^*$ band strongly appears around $k \simeq 17$ nm$^{-1}$ (positive slope) and that the one corresponding to the $\pi$ band is very
weak (negative slope), instead of at least two branches predicted by the scattering model. This could be explained by symmetry arguments where the specific parity of one or both defects hinders or decreases scattering of electrons belonging to the $\pi$ band [75].

9.2.3 Asymmetric boundary conditions

Figure 9.6 shows a current error image of a metallic SWNT which has been exposed to 1.5 keV Ar$^+$ ions, and the corresponding $dI/dV$-scan recorded along the tube axis, through three defect sites labeled d1-d3. The important effect we would like to point out here is the asymmetry in the interference patterns of the confined states observed in the $dI/dV$-scan between d2 and d3. Instead of clear “textbook-like” modes as shown in the example above in Fig. 9.2, here the interference patterns tend to form curved strips, especially pronounced in the negative bias range. However, the $dI/dV(k, V)$ map on the right hand side corresponding to the zone between d2 and d3 clearly shows well-defined low frequency spots with an average energy separation of about 90 meV. This is in good agreement with Eq. 9.1 which gives $\Delta E \simeq 93$
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Figure 9.7: a) $\frac{dI}{dV}(x,E)$ simulation within the scattering matrix approach and corresponding $\frac{dI}{dV}(k,E)$ map for the situation with asymmetric boundary conditions $\lambda_{\text{inter,intra,L}} = 0.1$ and $\lambda_{\text{inter,intra,R}} = 1$. b) Line profiles in $\frac{dI}{dV}(x,E)$ along the $x$-axis for the energy given by the low frequency Fourier spots in the positive bias range.

meV for a measured defect separation $L_0$ of about 19 nm.

The curved shape of the interference patterns can be understood within the scattering matrix approach described above. Up to this point, we only considered the cases with two identical impurities, i.e. with the same scattering strengths $\lambda$, giving rise to interference patterns (see Fig. 9.4) which are perfectly symmetric with respect to the mirror axis at $x = L_0/2$. An example of a $\frac{dI}{dV}(x,E)$ map for different $\lambda_{\text{R,L}}$'s, i.e. $\lambda_{\text{inter,intra,L}} = 0.1$ and $\lambda_{\text{inter,intra,R}} = 1$, is displayed in Fig. 9.7 a). A clear asymmetry characterized by strips with increasing curvature when moving from the impurity with the smallest scattering strength on the left to the one with higher scattering strength on the right is now visible. In spite of this asymmetry, energy equidistant low frequency spots are still visible in the $dI/dV(k,V)$ map on the right hand side, with the difference that they are broadened along the dispersion line. The same effect is observed for the spots on the dispersion lines crossing at $k = 17$ nm$^{-1}$. The line profiles along the $x$-axis
at energy positions corresponding to the three low frequency spots in the negative bias range are plotted in Fig. 9.7 b). One can note the “resonant mode” nature of the interference patterns. According to this model, we can now explain the formation of curved strips between d2 and d3 in the $dI/dV$-scan in Fig. 9.6 by different scattering strengths for the the defects, with $\lambda_{d2} > \lambda_{d3}$. Figure 9.8 shows another example where this asymmetry effect is even more pronounced. Here we locally cut the SWNT at the position of a defect site in order to change the scattering strength. Such cut can be achieved by applying a voltage pulse of about $|V| = 5$ V at constant height at a defined location [165]. The result of this operation can be seen in the topography (upper panel) and current error (lower panel) images in Fig. 9.8 a), where a metallic SWNT has been cut at two positions labeled cut 1 and cut 2, separated by about 30 nm. The obtained short tube contains two defect sites d1 and d2. A pronounced asymmetry effect in the positive bias range between cut 1 and d1 can be observed in the corresponding $dI/dV$ map recorded along the short tube axis. According to the simulation in Fig. 9.7, the curved shape indicates a much larger scattering strength a the cut position than at d1. This can be intuitively understood as the cut can be regarded as a hard wall potential for the electrons, which means that the transmission is strictly zero. However, this does not automatically mean that the coherent scattering strength is very high. Indeed, the incoherent scattering and the electron absorption due to tube-substrate interaction a the cut can reduce the coherent scattering strength. It should be noted that the interference patterns are different in the negative bias range where quasi-symmetric resonant modes can be observed. This behavior suggest energy-dependent boundary conditions. In Fig. 9.8 c), we show the situation when a second cut is performed at the position of d1. We observe that the earlier clear asymmetry in the positive bias range is no more present. Instead, we can distinguish quasi-symmetric modes. This second recorded $dI/dV$-scan is not distorted by a possible tip change happening during the voltage pulse since the confined states observed between d1 and d2 in a) are still clearly visible in b), with a slight increase of the energy spacing of about 90 meV due to a reduction of the resonator length. We can suggest that since no clear asymmetry of the interference pattern is visible, the structure of both tube ends is similar or at least their coherent scattering strengths are close.

Sometimes however, two cuts can have different scattering strengths as we will discuss in the following. Figure 9.9 a) displays a 23 nm long section of a metallic SWNT irradiated with 200 eV Ar$^+$ ions showing two defect sites separated by $L_0 \approx 17.5$ nm. The $dI/dV$-scan and also the $dI/dV(k,E)$ show the appearance of well-defined modes with an energy spacing of about 100 meV as expected the separation of the two defects. The interference
Figure 9.8: a) STM topography and current error image of a metallic SWNT exposed to 200 eV Ar ions. Two cuts produced by voltage pulses at $|V| \approx 5$ V have been performed at positions cut 1 and cut 2, on both sides of defect sites $d1$ and $d2$. b) $dI/dV$-scan recorded along the horizontal dashed line in a), with background subtraction. c) STM topography image and corresponding $dI/dV$-scan for the situation where a third cut has been performed at position $d1$. $V_s = 1$ V, $I_s = 0.32$ nA, $T = 5.23$ K, $r_{res} = 0.18$ nm.
Figure 9.9: STM topography image and corresponding $dI/dV$-scan of a metallic SWNT exposed to 200 eV Ar$^+$ ions. a) Situation with two defect sites. b) Situation where two cuts have been performed at the defect positions by means of voltage pulses at $|V| \approx 5\text{V}$. b) A third voltage pulse has been performed close to the left end. $V_s = 0.5\text{ V}$, $I_s = 0.3\text{ nA}$, $T = 5.22\text{ K}$, $x_{\text{res}} = 0.15\text{ nm}$.

The pattern does not show curved stripes and therefore indicates similar scattering strengths at the defects. There is a discernable symmetry breaking.
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with respect to the $y$-axis at $x = L_0/2$, which should be the position of a mirror-axis. This points to different scattering phase shifts at the two defect sites. Note that our Fabry-Pérot model does not take the phase shift into account. When the tube is cut at both defect sites as shown in Fig. 9.9 b), the mode pattern develops the typical asymmetric stripe pattern, which we found to be characteristic for different scattering strength (here with $\lambda_L > \lambda_R$). Applying a further cutting pulse close to the left end of the tube results in the disappearance of the asymmetry as shown in Fig. 9.9 c), but also to a weaker signature of the resonant modes pattern, indicating the reduction of the scattering strength at the left end of the tube, so that now the left and right ends have a similar scattering strength. This sequence of experiments indicates that even though one can expect tube ends to be hard potential walls for the electrons, the coherent scattering strengths at ends can be different. This might be a result of incoherent scattering, e.g due to different symmetry properties of the ends or due to a stronger tube-substrate interaction at the tube end, induced by the cutting procedure, leading to electron absorption instead of scattering.

For the three $dI/dV(E,k)$ maps in Fig. 9.9, it is interesting to notice the change of the intensity of the dispersive high frequency components, which are related to large momentum intervalley scattering. According to the discussion in chapter 9.2.2, there can be two reasons for this changes. First the change of the $(\sqrt{3} \times \sqrt{3}) R30^\circ$ superstructure pattern. Due to the small periodicity of this pattern of 4.26 Å, even small changes of the scatter configuration (by a characteristic distance comparable to 4.26 Å) will lead to a significant change of the pattern and correspondingly for the associated Fourier components. Secondly, as we have seen earlier, the tip resolution can strongly affect the intensity of the high frequency components according to the Fourier projection-slice theorem.

In conclusion, we can state that the different kind of ion bombardment-induced defects and the extreme case of a tube end can show energy-dependent boundary conditions. A better understanding of this effect is important in view of a future controlled realization of quantum devices based on intratube QDs, like e.g single-electron transistors. A first step could be achieved e.g. within calculations based on the scattering matrix model above accounting for energy-dependent scattering strengths and scattering phases.
Conclusion and Outlook

In this work, we demonstrated by means of LT-STM/STS investigations that the local electronic structure of individual SWNTs can be dramatically changed by the introduction of defects produced by low- and medium-energy ion bombardment. A general observation was the appearance of new electronic states at different energy positions for semiconducting and metallic tubes, generally strongly localized in space at the defect positions (∼2nm spatial extent along the tube axis). Furthermore, we demonstrated the ability of our method to create intra-tube room temperature active QDs in metallic SWNT. These two main results can have important implications for optics and transport applications. Although our work has concentrated on the investigation of QDs in metallic tubes, we have also observed, in a few cases, QD states in semiconducting ones. The data of these observations have not been included in this work as analysis is still under way and because we only have very few measurements of these cases. But as the fabrication of intra-tube QDs in semiconducting SWNTs can be of high importance for quantum information applications, we think that it is very worthwhile to investigate in future works the quantum confinement in semiconducting tubes in much more detail.

From the point of view of optics, the observed gap states can have important implications. They can act as local recombination centers for electrons and holes by emission of photons of well-defined energy [125]. Investigations on the optical properties of such defect structures were performed in collaboration with the Quantum Transport Group at the TU Delft, the Netherlands. The presence of ion bombardment-induced defects could clearly be observed by means of Raman scattering experiments. However, our preliminary measurements of a possible photoluminescence signal from the defect sites on tubes deposited by spin coating on a nanoporous surface (Al₂O₃) failed. This is most probably due to a quenching of the luminescence by the substrate or the presence of metallic tubes in bundles. Thus, to be able to probe the optical properties of such gap states, one need to define specific devices where large portions of individual tubes are decoupled from the substrate, like e.g. in suspended tubes configurations [166]. This might require
samples, where SWNTs are CVD grown over micro-fabricated trenches, to insure high purity.

Transport measurements of SWNTs with ion bombardment-induced defects will be important in order to understand the correlations between the local modifications of the electronic structure and the transport properties of the tubes. Simultaneous STM investigations and transport measurements in the same setup have already been reported [167], but the possibility to address different SWNTs with different chiralities and defect configurations has never been realized. It should be noted that STM/STS investigations on a micro-fabricated device is highly challenging from the experimental point of view.

In our experiments with N ion induced defects we could not find signatures which can be clearly attributed to a $n$-type doping. We think that this results should not discourage further investigations in this direction as we have explored only the low ion energy and defect density regime. It might well be that the ion energy in our experiments was too low for the creation of substitutional donor sites. This energy could be gradually increased by an appropriate biasing of the substrate. Also it can be imagined that annealing steps at elevated temperatures (> 1000°C) are necessary to convert, e.g. vacancy N-adatom configurations into well defined substitution N sites, what can be envisioned using Pt instead of gold as substrates. There are still many experimental routes to be explored in this direction.

The recent reports on magnetism induced by proton irradiation of carbon systems [87–89] of course also open an interesting window of opportunity, to search for similar effects in SWNTs. Here the characterization of the possible defect configurations and the understanding how they change the local electronic structure, as we carried them out here, may help the understanding of defect related magnetism in carbon systems.

At least, the recent ability to isolate a single monolayer of graphite, the so-called graphene, has ignited intense research activities to elucidate the electronic properties of this novel two-dimensional (2D) electronic system [21]. We were also interested in the electronic properties of graphene and defects in graphene. In order to get a graphene sample easily accessible to STM investigations, we annealed a silicon carbide (SiC(0001)) film at about 1500 K in a way to desorb the first silicon layers and form graphene layers at the surface [168]. We obtained interesting results as for example small graphene flakes with armchair edges which showed strong signatures of large momentum scattering, as shown in Fig. 9.10. Deeper investigations have to be performed on this system in order to test the reproducibility of such flake shapes, which could also be interesting for quantum optics experiments.

The proven possibility to lithographically pattern graphene into device structures [169], which features sizes of the order of 10 nm, indicates that
graphene might be a better candidate than SWNTs for future nanoelectronic devices, at least from the technological point of view. No matter whether this will be the case or not, the importance to understand defects and the possibility to engineer electronic properties by defects is the same for graphene or SWNTs. Therefore, besides further investigations of defects on SWNTs, e.g. electronic changes induced by a functionalization, the STM/STS characterization of ion-induced defects on graphene constitutes a natural continuation on the work presented here.
Appendix A

*Density Functional Theory simulations*

To understand the nature of the created defects and the type of the induced electronic modifications, we calculated the atomic and electronic structure of nanotubes with different defect structures within the framework of density-functional theory (DFT). We used Projector Augmented Wave (PAW) potentials [170] to describe the core electrons and the Generalized Gradient Approximation (GGA) [171] for exchange and correlation implemented in the plane-wave code VASP [172]. All structures were fully relaxed until the forces acting on atoms were less than 0.02 eV/Å. A kinetic energy cutoff of 400 eV was found to converge the total energy of our system to within meV. The same accuracy was also achieved with respect to the \( k \)-point sampling of the BZ (normally 9 points along the tube axis). The band structure and LDOS were calculated with a larger number of \( k \)-points (32-48 points), while the electron density was kept fixed. The calculated STS spectra represent LDOS on atoms within the range of 3 Å from the adatoms averaged with equal weights.

We considered (10, 0), (8, 4) and (8, 0) nanotubes with up to 120 carbon atoms in the simulation cell. We could not simulate the nanotubes with the chiral indices determined from the experiments due to the prohibitively large unit cells of these tubes. As our theoretical results for the investigated tubes are in qualitative agreement with the experimental observations, we believe that our simulations for the three tubes are sufficient to generalize our results to all semiconducting SWNTs.

All the details concerning the plane-wave VASP code can be found in http://cms.mpi.univie.ac.at/vasp/vasp/vasp.html
Appendix B

Ab initio calculations of vacancy-H complexes
Figure B.1: Upper panel: Ball-and-stick model and LDOS of a (10,0) SWNT with a naked SV with the saturating bond oriented perpendicular to the tube axis. Lower panel: the same for the “parallel” configuration.
Figure B.2: Upper panel: Ball-and-stick model and LDOS of a (10,0) SWNT with a SV decorated with one H adatom, with the saturating bond oriented perpendicular to the tube axis. Lower panel: the same for the “parallel” configuration.
(10,0) Single vacancy + H2

"Perpendicular" configuration

"Parallel" configuration

Figure B.3: Upper panel: Ball-and-stick model and LDOS of a (10,0) SWNT with a SV decorated with two H adatom, “perpendicular” configuration. Lower panel: the same for the “parallel” configuration.
Figure B.4: Band structures for (10, 0) SWNTs with the different defect configurations presented in Figs. B.1, B.2 and B.3.
(8,0) tube, VASP calculations

Single vacancy (naked)

"Perpendicular" configuration

"Parallel" configuration

Figure B.5: Upper panel: Ball-and-stick model and LDOS of a (8,0) SWNT with a naked SV with the saturating bond oriented perpendicular to the tube axis. Lower panel: the same for the “parallel” configuration.
Figure B.6: Upper panel: Ball-and-stick model and LDOS of a (8,0) SWNT with a SV decorated with one H adatom, with the saturating bond oriented perpendicular to the tube axis. Lower panel: the same for the “parallel” configuration.
Figure B.7: Band structures for (8, 0) SWNTs with the different defect configurations presented in Figs. B.5 and B.6.
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